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1.1 Executive Summary  

This deliverable contains the User and Programmers Guide for the Generic Enablers of 

Data/Context Management chapter, being included in the First FI-WARE release.  

Concretely, guides are provided for GEs implementing the following functionalities: BigData, 

Complex Event Processing, Context Broker for notifications management, video analysis in 

the compressed domain, location server and semantic and query tools.  

This update/re-submission consolidates new contents and also contents in previous issues of 

Release 1. The reason for re-delivering parts that were already issued is twofold:  

 FI-WARE has made an effort to create a unified and improved format. The parts 

generated in the past are also provided in the new enhanced format for the sake of 

uniformity and readability.  

 A single reference document per chapter is clearer and easier to handle that two 

incremental issues.  
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1.2 About This Document  

This document comes along with the Software implementation of components, each release 

of the document being referred to the corresponding Software release (as per D.x.2), to 

provide documentation of the features offered by the components and interfaces to 

users/adopters. Moreover, it explains the way they can be exploited in their developments.  

1.3 Intended Audience  

The document targets users as well as programmers of FI-WARE Generic Enablers.  

 

1.4 Chapter Context  

FI-WARE will enable smarter, more customized/personalized and context-aware applications 

and services by the means of a set of assets able to gather, exchange, process and analyze 

massive data in a fast and efficient way. Nowadays, several well-known free Internet 

services are based on business models that exploit massive data provided by end users. 

This data is exploited in advertising or offered to 3rd parties so that they can build innovative 

applications. Twitter, Facebook, Amazon, Google and many others are examples of this.  

The "Data/Context Management" FI-WARE chapter aims at providing outperforming and 

platform-like GEs that ease development and provision of innovative Applications that require 

management, processing and exploitation of context information as well as data streams in 

real-time and at massive scale. Combined with enablers coming from the 

Applications/Services Ecosystem and Delivery chapters, application providers will be able to 

build innovative business models such as the ones described above and beyond.  

FI-WARE Data/Context Management GEs enables to:  

 Record, subscribe for being notified about and query for context information coming 

from different sources.  

 Model changes in context as events that can be processed to detect complex 

situations that will lead to generation of actions or the generation of new context 

information (therefore, also treatable as events).  

 Processing large amounts of context information in an aggregated way, using 

map&reduce techniques, in order to generate knowledge that may also lead to 

execution of actions and/or creation of new context information.  

 Process data streams (particularly, multimedia video streams) coming from different 

sources in order to generate new data streams as well as context information that can 

be further exploited.  

 Process metadata that may be linked to context information, using standard semantic 

support technologies.  

 Manage some context information, such Location information, in a standardized way.  

A cornerstone concept within this chapter is the structural definition of Data Elements 

enclosing its "Data Type", a number of "Data Element attributes" (which enclose the 

following: Name, Type, Value) and, optionally, a set of "Metadata Elements" (which have also 

in turn Data-like attributes: Name, Type, Value). However, this precise definition remains 

unbound to any specific type of representation and is able to represent "Context Elements" 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Architecture_of_Applications_and_Services_Ecosystem_and_Delivery_Framework
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and "Events" as "Data Element" structures. More comprehensive information is available at 

Fi-WARE Data/Context Chapter vision.  

"Data" in FI-WARE refers to information that is produced, generated, collected or observed 

that may be relevant for processing, carrying out further analysis and knowledge extraction. 

A cornerstone concept in FI-WARE is that data elements are not bound to a specific format 

representation.  

The following diagram shows the main components (Generic Enablers) that comprise the 

first release of FI-WARE Data/Context chapter architecture.  

 
 

More information about the Data Chapter and FI-WARE in general can be found within the 

following pages:  

http://wiki.fi-ware.eu  

Data/Context Management Architecture  

1.5 Structure of this Document  

The document is generated out of a set of documents provided in the public FI-WARE wiki. 

For the current version of the documents, please visit the public wiki at http://wiki.fi-ware.eu/  

The following resources were used to generate this document:  

D.6.4.1b FI-WARE User and Programmers Guide front page  

BigData Analysis - User and Programmer Guide  

CEP GE - IBM Proactive Technology Online User and Programmer Guide  

Publish/Subscribe Context Broker - Context Awareness Platform - User and 

Programmer Guide  

Pub/Sub_GE_NGSI_with_JSON  

http://wiki.fi-ware.eu/
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Data/Context_Management_Architecture
http://wiki.fi-ware.eu/
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/BigData_Analysis_-_User_and_Programmer_Guide
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/CEP_GE_-_IBM_Proactive_Technology_Online_User_and_Programmer_Guide
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Publish/Subscribe_Context_Broker_-_Context_Awareness_Platform_-_User_and_Programmer_Guide
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Publish/Subscribe_Context_Broker_-_Context_Awareness_Platform_-_User_and_Programmer_Guide
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Pub/Sub_GE_NGSI_with_JSON
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:DataArchOverview.png
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Pub/Sub_GE_NGSI_with_XML  

Pub/Sub_GE_with_ContextML/CQL  

Publish/Subscribe Context Broker - SAMSON Broker - User and Programmer Guide  

Compressed Domain Video Analysis - User and Programmers Guide  

Location Server - LOCS - User and Programmers Guide  

Query Broker - User and Programmer Guide  

Semantic Annotation - User and Programmer Guide  

Semantic Application Support - Users and Programmers Guide  

 

1.6 Typographical Conventions  

Starting with October 2012 the FI-WARE project improved the quality and streamlined the 

submission process for deliverables, generated out of the public and private FI-WARE wiki. 

The project is currently working on the migration of as many deliverables as possible towards 

the new system.  

This document is rendered with semi-automatic scripts out of a MediaWiki system operated 

by the FI-WARE consortium.  

1.6.1 Links within this document  

The links within this document point towards the wiki where the content was rendered from. 

You can browse these links in order to find the "current" status of the particular content.  

Due to technical reasons not all pages that are part of this document can be linked 

document-local within the final document. For example, if an open specification references 

and "links" an API specification within the page text, you will find this link firstly pointing to the 

wiki, although the same content is usually integrated within the same submission as well.  

1.6.2 Figures  

Figures are mainly inserted within the wiki as the following one:  

 

[[Image:....|size|alignment|Caption]] 

Only if the wiki-page uses this format, the related caption is applied on the printed document. 

As currently this format is not used consistently within the wiki, please understand that the 

rendered pages have different caption layouts and different caption formats in general. Due 

to technical reasons the caption can't be numbered automatically.  

1.6.3 Sample software code  

Sample API-calls may be inserted like the following one.  

 

http://[SERVER_URL]?filter=name:Simth*&index=20&limit=10 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Pub/Sub_GE_NGSI_with_XML
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Pub/Sub_GE_with_ContextML/CQL
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Publish/Subscribe_Context_Broker_-_SAMSON_Broker_-_User_and_Programmer_Guide
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Compressed_Domain_Video_Analysis_-_User_and_Programmers_Guide
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Location_Server_-_LOCS_-_User_and_Programmers_Guide
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Query_Broker_-_User_and_Programmer_Guide
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Semantic_Annotation_-_User_and_Programmer_Guide
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Semantic_Application_Support_-_Users_and_Programmers_Guide
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2 BigData Analysis - User and Programmer Guide 
You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

2.1 Introduction  

This guide covers the user and development aspects of the SAMSON platform, version 

0.6.1.  

The SAMSON platform has been designed for the processing of large amounts of data, in 

continuous mode (streaming), distributing tasks in a medium-size cluster of computers, 

following the MapReduce paradigm Jeffrey Dean and Sanjay Ghemawat. “MapReduce: 

Simplified data processing on large clusters”. The platform provides the necessary 

framework to allow a developer to focus on solving analytical problems without needing to 

know how distribute jobs and data, and their synchronization. Data is organized using key-

value (kv) pairs, where the key is an identifier of any type, and the value can be any attribute 

(or collection of attributes) of that object.  

The MapReduce programming model is an abstraction for the design and implementation of 

scalable solutions, able to solve problems related to big-data scenarios (big-data scenarios 

are those with data sets whose size is beyond the ability of commonly used hardware and 

software tools to capture, manage, and process the data within a tolerable elapsed time). If 

the developer follows this paradigm when designing the algorithms, the platform can execute 

them. The solution, implemented in this framework, scales with the number of machines in 

the cluster: if more computing power or more disk capacity is needed, it is possible to add 

more machines to the cluster, without the need of changing for higher profile machines.  

2.2 SAMSON architecture  

2.2.1 SAMSON ecosystem  

The SAMSON platform has been developed to take advantage of a cluster of computing 

nodes. Each node within the cluster has a single samsonWorker process, providing the 

foundation for the SAMSON platform. Once started, this process connects automatically to 

the other nodes within the cluster allowing them to share data and execute analytical 

operations.  

Monitoring the cluster is performed using the delilah client application. With this utility it is 

possible to observe the current activity within the cluster, and to view the data stores and the 

currently active operations. Upon connection to any single node in the cluster, delilah then 

connects to the other nodes based on the known nodes declared within the connected node. 

In Figure 1 you can see 2 delilah clients connected to a 4 node SAMSON cluster.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/BigData%20Analysis%20-%20User%20and%20Programmer%20Guide
http://research.google.com/archive/mapreduce.html
http://research.google.com/archive/mapreduce.html
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Figure 1 – SAMSON connections in a 4-node cluster with 2 delilah clients 

Inter process communications is based on a proprietary protocol that is optimized to store 

and process any type of data.  

In addition to delilah, there are several client applications that are used to send and receive 

data to/from the platform. From an architectural point of view they behave like the delilah 

client however their functionality is restricted to sending or receiving data.  

The next diagram illustrates the complete SAMSOM platform environment with different 

connected clients. Note that the rectangle in the middle represents all the nodes in the 

cluster dedicated to SAMSON.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:Bigdata_upg_figure_1.png
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Figure 2 – SAMSON ecosystem 

 

As can be seen in the above diagram the SAMSON platform accepts multiple simultaneous 

connections from the different client applications. If needed additional tools can be 

developed, using the samsonClient library, to connect the platform to external storage 

systems such Apache HDFS or MongoDB.  

The last important part of the platform is the analytical modules. These modules are shared 

libraries developed in C++ using a public API. Allowing a developer to extend the 

functionality of the platform, modules provide SAMSON with the capability to store types of 

data sources as well as process that data. Once complete, the module must be published to 

each node in the cluster by hand and reloaded using the delilah command reload_modules 

(see the Delilah Commands section for more information).  

2.2.2 SAMSON data  

All data (txt as well as binary) is stored within SAMSON using queues. As the data gets 

uploaded to the platform, it is distributed amongst the different nodes in the cluster (small 

data volumes that do not exceed the size of an internal may not be shared across all nodes). 

Since the format of txt data is not known, it gets distributed evenly across the cluster. With 

binary data this is not the case. Queues that contain binary data have their data distributed 

according to the key. It is important to note that neither the user, developer nor the 

administrator of the SAMSON platform needs to deal with how the data gets distributed 

amongst the cluster as it is automatically handled by the platform.  

All the data-types (i.e. system.String or system.UInt) define a hash function to allow the 

distribution of data within the cluster. In any case the platform guarantees that for two key-

values in the same queue which have the same key, they will be stored on the same node. 

The same can be said for two key-values in different queues that have the same key.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:Bigdata_upg_figure_2.png
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In summary, data uploaded to SAMSON are uniformly distributed when the structure is not 

known. Once this data has been processed into key-value pairs the results are stored and 

distributed automatically based on the key of the result, the same goes for subsequent 

operations on the processed data.  

Once we have data in a SAMSON queue, different operations can be executed against the 

data. All platform operations are executed in a co-ordinated manner, such that each node 

that contains data relevant to each operation takes part in the data processing.  

Figure 3 illustrates how data is stored in queues within each node and how operations 

process the data so that it can be automatically distributed amongst the nodes in the cluster:  

 
Figure 3 - Data distributed in queues across operations 

It is important to reiterate that for efficiency, SAMSON only works on data that is stored 

locally in each node. The output of an operation is automatically placed on the best node 

within the cluster suited to process the data for the next operation.  

2.2.3 SAMSON Operations  

In general an operation can be described as the transformation of data stored in one or more 

input queues to be processed into data, stored in one or more output queues. The operations 

available within a module are:  

 Map  

 Reduce  

 Parse  

 ParseOut  

Each SAMSON module can contain an arbitrary number of operations, each identified by the 

operation name and the module from which it comes. For example the operation 

system.parse is defined within the system module. In general the output of one operation can 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:Bigdata_upg_figure_3.png
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be used as the input of another operation to make up a chain of operations that can provide 

new information based on the source data.  

2.2.3.1 parse operation  

The parse operation takes an input of type txt (typically sourced from outside of the cluster) 

and populates one or more queues with its output in binary (key-value) format. Although 

input data is usually in text format (logs), the parse operation can work also on binary input 

data.  

As the name suggests, the parse operation is normally the first in a chain of operations that 

can receive externally generated log data and convert that information into the binary format 

that the platform will understand. The output from this operation is then able to be distributed 

across the cluster using the key. Typically the output from a parse operation is used in a 

map, reduce or parseOut operation.  

2.2.3.2 map operation  

At a conceptual level a map operation is the same as a parse operation with the exception 

that, unlike the parse operation, the input queue contains data in a key-value format. The 

key-value data placed in the input queue is individually processed using the module function 

programmed by the developer.  

The main idea behind the map operation is to be able to perform simple transformations, 

given that the key-values are processed one by one.  

2.2.3.3 parseOut operation  

The parseOut performs the same as the parse operation, but in reverse. Like the map 

operation parseOut takes a single input, made up of key-values, to be processed individually. 

The output format for this operation is txt, i.e. one that is to be used to supply an external 

data feed, be it via TCP/IP or flat files. The operation allows for the transformation of data 

that can be read by an external system in the desired format, be it ASCII or binary.  

2.2.3.4 reduce operation  

Different in concept, the reduce operation gives SAMSON its flexibility.  

The reduce operation allows for multiple inputs and outputs (using the binary key-value 

format) with the restriction that a given queue‟s key data-type (system.String, system.UInt, 

etc.) for the input queues must be the same.  

In general the reduce operation is executed as follows:  

For a given key-value, the platform places all matching keys in the same input queue, so that 

it can be processed together. It should be noted that whilst the key‟s type is the same for all 

entries in the queue, the data-type of the value does not need to be the same in a reduce 

operation. As with the map operation, there is no restriction in the number of key-values that 

are emitted in to the output queues.  

In streaming mode things are slightly different, since all the input data is not available when 

executing an operation, the input queue is continuously being updated.  
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For this scenario, a “state” is defined, which makes use of an internal queue that stores the 

processed information for each key based on what has been seen up and until that point. 

The types used in the internal state is the same as at the output.  

 
Figure 4 - Scheme of a update operation based on a reduce operation 

It is important to highlight that a streaming “reduce” operations is like a normal reduce 

operation with two input and two output queues. The difference lies in how the platform 

executes these operations automatically whenever there is information present in the input 

queue(s) and how the SAMSON platform is capable of managing the queue “state” to be 

able to feedback into the operation.  

2.2.4 SAMSON for stream processing  

The previous section discussed the different operations that can be executed on the 

SAMSON platform. This section explains how these operations can be executed such that 

they can automatically process a continual stream of data.  

Firstly the name “queue” is used for datasets as it represents the flow of data, with which 

new chunks of key-value data are placed at the end of the target queue.  

The operations map, parse and parseOut are easy to understand since they consume data 

from an input queue. When there is data in the queue an operation can be scheduled to 

extract the data from queue, process it and remove the consumed data from the queue.  

The reduce operation is slightly more complicated with respect to streaming. Given that the 

principle idea of the operation is to aggregate all the key-values of the same key, this does 

not translate to streamed data since all the data is never available.  

The SAMSON platform solves this problem by defining a special type of reduce operation 

(update state) that is able to hold updated an internal state where all the processed input can 

be remembered.  

With update (reduce with state) operations, there are a primary input queue and a state 

queue. This “state” queue has a special function within SAMSON because it operates as 

both an input and output queue, in such a way that whilst it is processing key-values for a 

given key.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:Bigdata_upg_figure_4.png
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The more traditional reduce operation (reduce-forward) is used when there are two queues, 

one of which is static dataset. This is the case of the auxiliary queues that are used to enrich 

the information received in the main queue. With reduce-forward there is no state information 

as the data is always passed onward.  

2.2.5 SAMSON node architecture  

This section presents the architecture of the samsonWorker process.  

 
Figure 5 - General diagram for samsonWorker 

samsonWorker has 3 different functional layers:  

 Engine, presenting a basic interface with the underlying operating system providing 

disk access, memory management, thread management, network management, etc.  

 BlockManager, responsible for the management of data-blocks in memory and on 

disk.  

 QueueManager and StreamOperationsManager, providing high-level data and 

operations management.  

2.2.6 SAMSON inter-process communications  

All the components of the SAMSON platform, i.e. samsonWorker, delilah and supporting 

programs (samsonPush, samsonPop, etc.) communicate using a simple protocol.  

This communications protocol is packet based and is sent via the TCP protocol using the 

structure outlined in Figure 6.  

 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:Bigdata_upg_figure_5.png
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Figure 6 - Packet format for connections between SAMSON element 

The packet for SAMSON communications is made up of 3 parts:  

 A header that contains control fields and general information  

 A message encoded using Google Protocol Buffers (GPB)  

 A data field that on occasion is subdivided into fields, one for each Hash-Group.  

The contents of the message field are dependent on the data being transmitted. Since each 

message type requires the sending of different types of information, the content has been 

encoded using Google Protocol Buffers.  

The data field contains a single block of information that could contain txt or binary data.  

2.3 User Guide  

The User Guide is structured into the following sections:  

 SAMSON basic – an outline of the principle elements of the platform, for example, the 

executables and the different interfaces that can be used.  

 Running SAMSON – how to access a remote SAMSON installation, how to setup a 

single node instance for developing and experimenting.  

 Streaming Processing – explains how to inject continuous data streams into the 

platform so it can be processed and how to extract post-processed data as a stream.  

 SAMSON Utilities - outlines the rest of the tools that come with the platform.  

2.3.1 SAMSON Basics  

2.3.1.1 Executables  

SAMSON is a distributed platform that is made up of cluster of nodes, in each, contains a 

single process, samsonWorker. The process, on each node, communicates with every other 

node defined in the cluster to store and process data. As we will see in Running SAMSON, it 

is possible to have a setup a local SAMSON node for the developing and testing of modules.  

The primary client for the platform is delilah, which automatically establishes a connection to 

each node in the cluster, having first connected to any member node. This tool can be used 

to monitor the data stored within the platform, execute and schedule operations against the 

data.  

These programs, samsonWorker and delilah, are fundamental to the SAMSON platform and 

together provide the necessary tools for uploading, downloading and processing data.  

As we will see, delilah is a general purpose client that allows for the interaction (in console 

mode) with the platform. In addition samsonPush and samsonPop are simplified versions of 

delilah dedicated to uploading and downloading data in streaming mode.  

https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers/
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:Bigdata_upg_figure_7.png
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The platform provides a program that supports the creation of data flows for use with the 

SAMSON platform in addition to samsonPush and Pop. This program, the streamConnector 

executable, described in more detail in the section for Streaming processing, is able to create 

data channels to connect two data endpoints providing access to different data sources (e.g. 

local files, IP sockets, SAMSON etc.).  

All the programs in this ecosystem share some common resources, like the log messaging 

system and the command line argument processing. For example, any program offers the -u 

and --help options to get information about its usage.  

Lastly the platform has a collection of utilities that can be used to view the data stored within 

the platform, the logs. These are explained in more detail later on.  

2.3.1.2 Data and Operations  

SAMSON is a general use platform for the processing of data streams. With this we are able 

to extend the functionality of the platform by way of plug-ins or modules.  

Modules are, in essence, shared libraries written in C++ for the specific purpose of solving 

new problems with new solutions, by providing new analytical operations. These modules are 

loaded at run-time by samsonWorker and can be used by any delilah session.  

As explained in architecture section there are different types of operations, each with their 

own way of consuming and producing data. The mechanism for processing data is by way of 

the map, reduce, parse and parseOut operations. The modules can also be used by the 

delilah client tool to decode the internal binary structure used to store the data.  

2.3.2 Running SAMSON  

This section explains how to execute SAMSON as a local instance as well as how to connect 

to a remote instance. The first scenario allows a user to experiment with the SAMSON 

platform, typically for development. The second scenario provides the background needed to 

connect to a cluster and to start data processing.  

2.3.2.1 Local SAMSON instance  

The SAMSON platform provides the samsonLocal executable, designed to encapsulate both 

the samsonWorker and delilah components without the use of the network. Upon starting 

samsonLocal we are given the delilah prompt without needing to execute any additional 

commands:  

 $ samsonLocal  

 Random delilah id generated [00000000]  

 [?] Delilah> 

SAMSON is a platform that is capable of executing 3rd party algorithms from any source, at 

the same time protecting the platform by executing the code in a separate thread. Errors are 

managed and reported back to the user by the platform. However during module 

development this containerization might not be desirable. To disable the separation of 

execution so that the processing of data and general samsonWorker processing is handled 

by the same thread the “-thread_mode” flag can be used:  
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 $ samsonLocal -thread_mode  

 Random delilah id generated [00000000]  

 [?] Delilah> 

To view all the options for samsonLocal use the „-u‟ flag:  

 $ samsonLocal -u 

 Usage: samsonLocal [option '-U' (extended usage)] 

 [option '-u' (usage)] 

 [option '--version' (show version)] 

 [option '-logDir' <log file directory>] 

 [option '-t' <trace level>] 

 [option '-v' (verbose mode)] 

 [option '-vv' (verbose2 mode)] 

 [option '-vvv' (verbose3 mode)] 

 [option '-vvvv' (verbose4 mode)] 

 [option '-vvvvv' (verbose5 mode)] 

 [option '-d' (debug mode)] 

 [option '-r' (reads mode)] 

 [option '-w' (writes mode)] 

 [option '-working' <working directory>] 

 [option '-home' <home directory>] 

 [option '-workers' <number of workers>] 

 [option '-thread_mode' (thread_mode)] 

 [option '-f' <File with commands to run>] 

 [option '-web_port' <Port to receive web connections>] 

2.3.2.2 Connecting to a remote SAMSON instance  

In the case where a remote SAMSON instance is available we can use the delilah tool to 

connect to any node in the cluster. Upon connection delilah retrieves the list of member 

nodes and automatically connects to each node in the cluster.  

 $> delilah samson01 

 Random delilah id generated [kUytyVTH]  

 Connecting to cluster 326327003067 with 2 nodes at samson01:1324  

 Connected worker 0  

 Connected worker 1  

In this example we have connected to the node samson01 and upon connection delilah has 

connected to the other node in this 2 machine cluster, generalized as worker 1. The output 
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also shows that the delilah client generates a random string, kUytyVTH, which is used to 

identify the delilah session, since there may be more than one at any one time.  

2.3.3 Working with SAMSON  

This chapter deals with the first steps needed to interact with SAMSON, be it a local or 

remote instance.  

2.3.3.1 Queues  

Data within SAMSON is stored with queues. A queue can be thought of as a pipe where data 

of the same format can be stored. To show the available queues we use the ls command. 

When combined with the flags “-group name” the queues are grouped by name, that is to say 

that rather than showing a line per queue per node, a single line for each queue is displayed 

along with the nodes where the queue is present:  

 [anonymous@samson01:1324] Delilah> ls -group name  
 Process started: 88cKwhEq_11 ls -group name  

 Process finished: 88cKwhEq_11 ls -group name  

 /---------------------------------------------------\  

 | ls -group name                                    | 

 |---------------------------------------------------| 

 | worker_id | name  | #kvs   | size   | key | value |  

 |-----------+-------+--------+--------+-----+-------| 

 |   [ 0 1 ] | data2 |      0 | 77.1M  | txt | txt   |  

 |       1   | data  |      0 | 10.0K  | txt | txt   |  

 \---------------------------------------------------/ 

 [anonymous@samson01:1324] Delilah> 

 

We can see in the above example that the platform has 2 queues one with 10KBytes of data 

-and the other with 77.1MBytes of data.  

The queues are used as an input source for storing externally received data. They can also 

be used to store data generated by an operation executed within the platform.  

To upload data into a queue within SAMSON there are 3 options:  

 The push command within delilah  

 The samsonPush executable to stream data in via the command line  

 streamConnector to send data to SAMSON via a channel.  

Should the data source be a continual stream of data, say network traffic or tweets from 

Twitter, then we can only use the latter two options. The first option only allows us to upload 

static files, e.g. log files, from the local file system. The syntax of which is:  

 push local_file queue_name 

For example:  

 [anonymous@samson01:1324] Delilah> push data_file.txt my_queue  

 Including regular file data_file.txt with 100K Bytes  

 Process started: P4DVOsXS_4 Pushing 100Kbytes to queue/s my_queue  

 Process finished: P4DVOsXS_4 Pushing 100Kbytes to queue/s my_queue  

 [anonymous@samson01:1324] Delilah> ls -group name  
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 Process started: P4DVOsXS_5 ls -group name  

 Process finished: P4DVOsXS_5 ls -group name  

 /------------------------------------------------------\  

 | ls -group name                                       | 

 |------------------------------------------------------| 

 | worker_id | name     | #kvs   | size   | key | value |  

 |-----------+----------+--------+--------+-----+-------| 

 | [ 0 1 ]   | data2    |   0    | 77.1M  | txt | txt   |  

 |     0     | my_queue |   0    | 100K   | txt | txt   |  

 |     1     | data     |   0    | 10.0K  | txt | txt   |  

 \------------------------------------------------------/ 

 [anonymous@samson01:1324] Delilah> 

In the above output we can see that we have created a new queue loaded with data, 100 

KBytes. The push command also supports uploading whole directory contents in addition to 

individual files. Details for uploading documents in streaming mode are provided later on in 

this document. It is important to note that the contents of a queue are distributed across all 

nodes in the cluster, even though there is only one namespace (for small data sets this might 

not be the case).  

2.3.3.2 Batch processing  

Once we have data in one or more queues, we can manually execute operations against that 

data. These operations take the data from an input queue, transform/process the data, 

placing the output result in another queue.  

To start we list the available modules in our SAMSON platform using the ls_modules 

command in delilah:  

 Delilah> ls_modules  

 Process started: GaUgupnM_3 ls_modules  

 Process finished: GaUgupnM_3 ls_modules  

 /------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------\  

 | ls_modules                                                                    

|  

 |------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------| 

 | worker_id | name            | version | #operations | #datas | 

author         |  

 |-----------+-----------------+---------+-------------+--------+---

-------------| 

 | 0         | example         | 0.6     |        20.0 |   2.00 | 

Andreu Urruela |  
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 | 0         | gg              | 0.1     |        3.00 |   1.00 | 

Andreu Urruela |  

 | 0         | hit             | 0.1.1   |        6.00 |   2.00 | 

Andreu Urruela |  

 | 0         | level           | 0.1     |        8.00 |   5.00 | 

Andreu Urruela |  

 | 0         | mobility        | 0.1     |        2.00 |   6.00 | 

Andreu Urruela |  

 | 0         | shop            | 0.1     |        6.00 |   2.00 | 

Andreu Urruela |  

 | 0         | simple_mobility | 0.1.1   |        6.00 |   1.00 | 

Andreu Urruela |  

 | 0         | system          | 0.2     |        12.0 |   22.0 | 

Andreu Urruela |  

 | 0         | txt             | 0.1.3   |        21.0 |   4.00 | 

Andreu Urruela |  

 | 0         | web             | 0.1     |        3.00 |      0 | 

Andreu Urruela |  

 | 0         | webp            | 0.2     |        9.00 |   4.00 | 

Andreu Urruela |  

 | 0         | wiki            | 0.2     |        6.00 |   1.00 | 

Andreu Urruela | 

 \------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------/ 

 Delilah>  

 

To get a list of the available operations we can use the command ls_operations. Adding the 

“-v” flag provides the expected data-types for input and the output data-types for the 

processed data.  

To manually execute an operation we use the run command:  

 [anonymous@samson01:1324] Delilah> push quijote.txt input.txt  

 Including regular file quijote.txt with 2.07M Bytes  

 Process started: GaUgupnM_4 Pushing 2.07Mbytes to queue/s input.txt  

 Process finished: GaUgupnM_4 Pushing 2.07Mbytes to queue/s 

input.txt  

 [anonymous@samson01:1324] Delilah> 

 [anonymous@samson01:1324] Delilah> run txt.parser_words input.txt 

words  

 Process started: GaUgupnM_5 run txt.parser_words input.txt words  

 Process finished: GaUgupnM_5 run txt.parser_words input.txt words  

 [anonymous@samson01:1324] Delilah> ls -group name  

 Process started: GaUgupnM_6 ls -group name  
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 Process finished: GaUgupnM_6 ls -group name  

 /------------------------------------------------------------------

-----\  

 | ls -group name                                                        

| 

 |------------------------------------------------------------------

-----| 

 | worker_id |      name |   #kvs | size   | key           | value       

|  

 |-----------+-----------+--------+--------+---------------+--------

-----| 

 |         0 | words     |   376K | 2.44M  | system.String | 

system.UInt |  

 |         0 | input.txt |      0 | 2.07M  |           txt |         

txt |  

 \------------------------------------------------------------------

-----/ 

 [anonymous@samson01:1324] Delilah> 

In the above example we have performed the following:  

 Uploaded a 2 MByte text document in to the input.txt queue  

 Executed the operation txt.parser_words against the input.txt queue sending the 

output to the words queue.  

The words queue now contains 376,000 (approximately) words. The txt.parser_words 

operation, as its namespace suggests, works with text based data and generates key-values 

whose key is the extracted word, and whose value is always 1 (representing the count for the 

given key-value).  

It is important to note that whilst the data, in this case, is ASCII formatted text, internally 

SAMSON has its own binary format for efficient storage. For example the words queue is 

made up of a key whose type is System.String and value whose type is System.UInt.  

Each operation type accepts different parameters for input and/or output. See the 

architecture section for more information.  

2.3.4 Stream processing  

In the previous chapter we saw how to upload data to the platform using the push command 

and to manually execute operations against that data. This style of processing is referred to 

as batch processing, allows for the analysis of managed atomic data-sets.  

This section covers how the SAMSON platform is capable of handling continuous data 

streams.  

2.3.4.1 Injecting a data stream  

In order to be able to continuously insert data we first need a tool that is capable of taking a 

data feed and placing it in a queue within SAMSON:  

 word_generator -rate 100000 | samsonPush input 
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In the above example we are using the word_generator executable to generate (supplied 

with the platform) to generate random 10 digit strings at a rate of 100,000 per second. Using 

this simulated data feed we are piping it to the command samsonPush so that the data can 

be injected into the input queue.  

Executing delilah, in parallel, we can see how the size of the input queue increases until the 

input feed is terminated. If we wait long enough we will see SAMSON swap the data out from 

memory into disk. This can be observed using the command, ls -blocks -group name. See 

the delilah commands section for more information.  

2.3.4.2 Forward stream operations  

Once we have a queue where data is continually being injected, we need to be able 

schedule an operation will processing the data. For this type of requirement we have the 

add_stream_operation command. For example:  

add_stream_operation my_operation txt.parser_words input.txt words  

In the above example you may recognize the operation being used, txt.parser_words, from 

the previous chapter. When called with the add_stream_operation command SAMSON 

performs the same task as before, splitting lines of text in to individual words, however this 

time the operation is executed whenever there is any data in the source queue, input.txt, 

sending any output to the words queue.  

Streaming operations, unlike their batch counterparts, don‟t require an active delilah session 

to continue running since they are scheduled by a background thread executed in 

samsonWorker. This presents us with a problem with respect to being notified about errors or 

termination of the operation. In order to see these messages the delilah command 

show_alerts is used to help with debugging and alerting.  

The command ls_stream_operations shows the list of streaming operations scheduled to 

run along with its execution properties. In addition it provides us with a mechanism to view 

the processed data and the number of operations that have been executed. See the delilah 

documentation for more information.  

2.3.4.3 State-update stream operations  

If we look at the txt.parser_words operation using the command ls_operation we can see:  

 [anonymous@samson01.hi.inet:1324] Delilah> ls_operations 

txt.parser_words -v  

 Process started: tfY3JrgC_3 ls_operations txt.parser_words -v  

 Process finished: tfY3JrgC_3 ls_operations txt.parser_words -v  

 /------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------\  

 | ls_operations txt.parser_words -v                                               

| 

 |------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------| 

 | worker_id | name             | type   | inputs    |                     

outputs |  
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 |-----------+------------------+--------+-----------+--------------

---------------| 

 |         0 | txt.parser_words | parser | [txt-txt] | 

[system.String-system.UInt] |  

 \------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------/ 

 [anonymous@samson01.hi.inet:1324] Delilah>  

From the output we can see that we have a parser operation, that processes input data to 

generate output data but without updating or maintaining an internal state. See SAMSON 

architecture for more information on the different operation types.  

In SAMSON architecture another type of operation, reduce with update state, has been 

presented. Operations from this type are able to maintain an internal state based on the 

results of processing of the input stream. Using this type of reduce it is possible to implement 

the well-known example of word counting, but in a streaming scenario. We can extend the 

word parsing analytics to include a count of each word that comes in. This count is 

maintained in a state queue that the operation updates for each new occurrence. The 

operation can be configured to maintain a count of individual words for a given time period or 

some other condition.  

The module txt provides such an operation, txt.word_count2. Using ls_operations –v we 

can see that this operation has two inputs and one output:  

 /------------------------------------------------------------------

----------... 

 | ls_operations -v txt.word_count2 ... 

 |------------------------------------------------------------------

----------... 

 | worker_id |            name |   type | ... 

 |-----------+-----------------+--------+---------------------------

----------... 

 | 0         | txt.word_count2 | reduce | [system.String-

system.UInt][system.S... 

 \------------------------------------------------------------------

----------... 

For convenience sake the last input and output queue parameter, for reduce operations that 

maintain state, is used for storing the state. Extending the word processing model from 

before, we can add our word counting operation to the chain using the following command:  

 add_stream_operation my_operation2 txt.word_count2 words count 

count  

In the above we are using the output queue from the operation txt.parser_words as input to 

txt.word_count2. The count for the words is stored in the output queue, count, also used as 

input (so that we can take in to consideration the existing count).  

From within delilah we are able to download the contents of the state using the command 

pop. Alternatively queues that are used to maintain a state can be queried using the REST 
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interface to obtain the value for a given key. For example, to get the current count for the 

word Quijote from the queue count:  

 http://localhost:1202/samson/queues/count/state/Quijote.xml 

2.3.4.4 streamConnector  

The samsonPush program is limited to working with data that is accessible on the node 

being used to inject data into the platform. For uploading remote data, say from a sensor, 

would require the use of bespoke application that can read from a known host and port and 

in turn send its output to standard output to be read by samsonPush.  

To overcome these limitations there is a tool, streamConnector, that is capable of acting as a 

bridge between an external data source be it over a known interface, such as HTTP or a 

proprietary protocol. This utility is designed to handle multiple input (and output) channels 

to/from the SAMSON platform. Should the need arise, it is possible to chain together multiple 

streamConnector processes on different machines to comply with security restrictions 

(obfuscating the original source of the data).  

Uploading data via standard input can be achieved using the following command:  

 cat don_quijote.txt | streamConnector -input stdin -output 

samson:samson01:input.txt 

As with previous examples we are uploading the contents of the book Don Quijote in to the 

queue input.txt on the node samson01.  

Imagine for example we wish to analyze mobile web navigation logs to identify the most 

popular websites. Using streamConnector we can connect to a service that publishes the 

information on a known port so that it can be relayed into the platform:  

 streamConnector -input connection:netsensor:1234 -output 

samson:samson01:navigation 

Here we are connecting to port 1234 on the machine netsensor to retrieve a stream of data 

to be injected into the navigation queue inside the SAMSON platform via the node 

samson01.  

The results of any processing can also be sent from the platform to an external listener by 

swapping values for “-input” and “-output”, for example:  

 streamConnector -input sasmon:samson04:categories –output 

connection:datalog:4321  

Here we take the values in the queue categories, containing the most popular website 

categories for a given time period, sending the data to an external machine that is listening 

on a socket.  

Future development of the streamConnector will provide support for processing of the input 

data before being sent down the channel. This opens the streamConnector up to performing 

data obfuscation, encryption, coding and the removal of irrelevant data fields (reducing 

communication traffic).  

http://localhost:1202/samson/queues/count/state/Quijote.xml
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2.3.5 SAMSON utilities  

The SAMSON platform provides several supporting utilities that offer more detail regarding 

the internals of different SAMSON components.  

2.3.5.1 samsonCat  

Whilst it is possible to download the contents of a given queue to the local file system, the 

generated files use a proprietary internal data format. This data can be converted into plain 

text using samsonCat, against either a single file or a directory of files generated using the 

delilah pop command or samsonPop. By default the command takes a single parameter, the 

name of the file or directory to be decoded. For example if we want to download and display 

the contents of the words queue:  

 samsonPop words words 

 samsonCat words 

Since the SAMSON platform is orientated to large datasets the output from samsonCat 

would be too big to display on the screen. The command provides different options to restrict 

the output. The -header flag is used to provide information about the number of key-values, 

their type and size:  

 $ samsonCat -header words 
 Total: ( 22 kvs [ 22.0 ] in 184 bytes [ 184 ] ) 

 worker_000000_file_000001: KVHeader: ( 22.0 kvs in 184 bytes )([16 

60634]) (system.String-system.UInt) 

As well we can limit the number of records displayed using the -limit flag:  

 

samsonCat words -limit 5 

 

"Desarrollo" 1 

"Portions" 1 

"Copyright" 1 

"Copyright" 1 

"Telefónica" 1 

samsonCat can be used with either a single file or a directory (very useful to convert to text 

queues with pop, see the delilah commands section). When working on a complete 

directory, samsonCat –header gives the information file per file.  

 $ samsonCat -header user_state/ 
 worker_000000_file_000000: KVHeader: ( 1 kvs in 7 bytes ) 

(system.UInt-shop.VectorProducts) 

 worker_000000_file_000001: KVHeader: ( 1 kvs in 5 bytes ) 

(system.UInt-shop.VectorProducts) 

 worker_000000_file_000002: KVHeader: ( 1 kvs in 8 bytes ) 

(system.UInt-shop.VectorProducts) 

 worker_000000_file_000003: KVHeader: ( 1.81Kkvs in 2.58Mbytes ) 

(system.UInt-shop.VectorProducts) 
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 worker_000000_file_000004: KVHeader: ( 4.10Kkvs in 5.47Mbytes ) 

(system.UInt-shop.VectorProducts) 

 worker_000000_file_000005: KVHeader: ( 4.10Kkvs in 5.47Mbytes ) 

(system.UInt-shop.VectorProducts) 

Without any options, samsonCat converts the file, using the str() method of the 

corresponding data-types as defined in the module.  

The –hg option shows the number of key-value pairs for each of the hash groups. This option 

may be useful to detect an unbalanced distribution of key-values in the hash groups, which in 

turn can affect performance.  

2.3.5.2 samsonModuleParser  

This tool takes the template file module, which holds the declarations of operations and data 

types of the module, and creates the files with their basic skeletons (for more information on 

the module development process, consult the Algorithm programming on SAMSON 

platform).  

 $ samsonModuleParser -u 
 Usage: samsonModuleParser module_file output_directory 

output_file_name 

Usually it is not directly invoked by the developer, but included in the makefile, so it is rerun 

with every compilation of the module.  

The samsonModuleParser tool generates the Module.h and Module.cpp files that are 

compiled into a dynamic library and loaded at execution time into the SAMSON platform. But 

for the module developer, its main function is to create the skeleton code that include files 

both for operations and data types, according to the declarations in the module file.  

For operations, a file operations/name_of_the_operation.h file is created, where a class for 

the new operation is created. This new class inherits from the right type of operation: Map, 

Reduce, Parser..., and prepares the virtual methods to be overwritten by the developer. If the 

file already exists, samsonModuleParser checks if there has been a change in the inputs and 

outputs of the operation with respect to the module file declaration (a rather frequent source 

of problems). In any case, it makes no change in the file.  

For data types, samsonModuleParser creates a class DataTypeName_base, where it 

implements the basic methods needed to manage the data. The final class DataTypeName 

inherits from the base class, and it is in this final class where the developer can customize 

the behaviour of the data type, without any risk of changes to be lost when 

samsonModuleParser is rerun. For more information see the Developers Guide.  

2.3.5.3 samsonModuleCat  

Once the module has been created and compiled into a dynamic library, this tool allows to 

analyse the dynamic library and to extract relevant information (mainly the version of 

SAMSON it is related to, and the number of operations and data types declared).  

 $ samsonModuleCat $SAMSON_HOME/modules/libwiki.so 

 /------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------\ 

 | Module files                                                                      

| 
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 |------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------| 

 | File                           | SAMSON | Module | Version | 

#Operations | #Datas |  

 |--------------------------------+--------+--------+---------+-----

--------+--------| 

 | /opt/samson/modules/libwiki.so | 0.6.1  | wiki   | 0.2     | 6.00        

|   1.00 |  

 \------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------/ 

2.3.5.4 logServer, logClient & logCat  

logServer is a tool to collect, store and process all the log messages sent by any SAMSON 

component. Its main options can be seen when called with the -u flag:  

 $ logServer -u 
 Usage: logServer [option '-U' (extended usage)] 

 [option '-u' (usage)] 

 [option '--version' (show version)] 

 [option '-logDir' <log file directory>] 

 [option '-fg' (don't start as daemon)] 

 [option '-port' <Port for default log channel>] 

 [option '-query_port' <Port for logClient connections>] 

 [option '-dir' <Directory for default channel logs>] 

By default, log messages from all the platform components are sent to a central logServer 

(running on any machine, even outside the cluster) via port 6000. Sent using a compressed 

format, the logServer stores the messages to disk files (in the directory /var/log/logserver by 

default) up to a maximum size, sorted by timestamp, recording the source hostname of the 

node that generated the message.  

This logging mechanism allows for centralized storage of all the log files (very useful in a 

distributed environment), and also avoids the performance penalty incurred having each 

node writing out to disk.  

Log messages can be recovered with logCat. This tool is able to read the disk files kept by 

logServer. It has a number of options for a more practical use. The most relevant being  

 $ logCat -u 

 Usage: logCat [option '-U' (extended usage)] 

 [option '-u' (usage)] 

 [option '--version' (show version)] 

 [option '-logDir' <log file directory>] 

 [option '-t' <trace level>] 

 [option '-format' <Log file to scan>] 

 [option '-pattern' <Pattern to be found in logs>] 

 [option '-limit' <Max number of logs to be displayed>] 

 [option '-table' (Show in table format)] 
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 [option '-reverse' (Show in reverse temporal order)] 

 [option '-multi_session' (Skip new_session marks)] 

 [option '-time' <Show only logs older that this time>] 

 [option '-date' <Show only logs older that this date>] 

 [option '-type' <Filter a particular type of logs>] 

 parameter: Log file to scan 

Here we see the output of a single node cluster using the wiki module:  

 $ logCat -reverse /var/log/logserver/log_0 | head  

 M : 18/07/2012 : 11:51:09 : samsonWorker : 

main_samsonWorker.cpp[348] : : Worker Running 

 M : 18/07/2012 : 11:51:09 : samsonWorker : 

StreamManager.cpp[107] : : Recovering state from disk... 

 W : 18/07/2012 : 11:51:09 : samsonWorker : 

StreamManager.cpp[683] : : Not possible to recover state for stream 

manager from /var/samson/log/log_stream_state.txt 

 W : 18/07/2012 : 11:51:09 : samsonWorker : 

StreamManager.cpp[684] : : If this is first time running SAMSON, 

this is ok. 

 M : 18/07/2012 : 11:51:09 : samsonWorker : 

StreamManager.cpp[109] : : Recovering state from disk...done 

 M : 18/07/2012 : 11:51:33 : delilah_0w1NnmUf : 

main_Delilah.cpp[319] : : Delilah connecting to ubuntu:1324 

 M : 18/07/2012 : 11:51:33 : delilah_0w1NnmUf : 

NetworkConnection.cpp[92] : : Reader and writer threads initialised 

 M : 18/07/2012 : 11:51:33 : samsonWorker : 

NetworkConnection.cpp[92] : : Reader and writer threads initialised 

 M : 18/07/2012 : 11:51:33 : delilah_0w1NnmUf : 

main_Delilah.cpp[370] : : Delilah random code 0w1NnmUf 

 M : 18/07/2012 : 11:51:33 : delilah_0w1NnmUf : 

main_Delilah.cpp[371] : : Running delilah console... 

 M : 18/07/2012 : 11:51:55 : delilah_0w1NnmUf : 

DelilahConsole.cpp[680] : : runAsyncCommand command:init_stream 

wiki.demo_inverted_index_links  

 M : 18/07/2012 : 11:51:56 : samsonWorker : 

WorkerCommand.cpp[247] : : SamsonWorker command received: 

'init_stream wiki.demo_inverted_index_links ' 

 M : 18/07/2012 : 11:51:56 : samsonWorker : 

WorkerCommand.cpp[247] : : SamsonWorker command received: 

'remove_all_stream ' 

 M : 18/07/2012 : 11:51:56 : samsonWorker : 

WorkerCommand.cpp[247] : : SamsonWorker command received: 

'add_stream_operation parser wiki.parse_links input links ' 
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 M : 18/07/2012 : 11:51:56 : samsonWorker : 

WorkerCommand.cpp[247] : : SamsonWorker command received: 

'add_stream_operation reduce wiki.reduce_inverted_index links 

inv_index inv_index ' 

 M : 18/07/2012 : 11:51:58 : delilah_0w1NnmUf : 

DelilahConsole.cpp[680] : : runAsyncCommand command:ls 

 M : 18/07/2012 : 11:55:49 : delilah_0w1NnmUf : 

DelilahConsole.cpp[680] : : runAsyncCommand 

command:ls_stream_operations  

 M : 18/07/2012 : 12:00:55 : samsonWorker : 

CommonNetwork.cpp[323] : : report_delilah_disconnected() 

id:1168990970964943104 

 M : 18/07/2012 : 12:00:55 : samsonWorker : 

SamsonWorker.cpp[166] : : Disconnected delilah 1168990970964943104 

 M : 18/07/2012 : 12:01:00 : delilah_KahgQwUx : 

main_Delilah.cpp[319] : : Delilah connecting to ubuntu:1324 

 M : 18/07/2012 : 12:01:00 : samsonWorker : 

NetworkConnection.cpp[92] : : Reader and writer threads initialised 

 M : 18/07/2012 : 12:01:00 : delilah_KahgQwUx : 

NetworkConnection.cpp[92] : : Reader and writer threads initialised 

 M : 18/07/2012 : 12:01:00 : delilah_KahgQwUx : 

main_Delilah.cpp[370] : : Delilah random code KahgQwUx 

 M : 18/07/2012 : 12:01:00 : delilah_KahgQwUx : 

main_Delilah.cpp[371] : : Running delilah console... 

 M : 18/07/2012 : 12:01:25 : delilah_KahgQwUx : 

DelilahConsole.cpp[680] : : runAsyncCommand command:push 

/mnt/shared/wiki_portion.xml input 

The log system offers also a console client, logClient, which connects to a logServer process 

allowing for the interactive exploration of the log messages. By default, logClient connects to 

a logServer running in the same machine, but it can be configured to connect to any 

logServer.  

 $ logClient -u 
 Usage: logClient [option '-U' (extended usage)] 

 [option '-u' (usage)] 

 [option '--version' (show version)] 

 [option '-logDir' <log file directory>] 

 [option '-t' <trace level>] 

 [option '-command' <Command to be executed>] 

 [option '-format' <Log file to scan>] 

 [parameter: Log server hostname] 

 [parameter: Log server port] 

The logClient offers a console to explore interactively the logs (similar to delilah's console 

interface, with auto complete and help):  

$ logClient 

>> help  

---------------------------------------------  
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Help logClient  

--------------------------------------------- 

logClient is the console client for a logServer where traces from 

different systems are collected. 

 

Main commands: 

 

* connect host: Connect to a logServer locate at provided host 

 

* disconnect: Disconnect from a logServer 

 

* info: Show general information about collected logs 

 

* show_channels: Show channels ( log sources ) 

 

* show: Show logs on screen 

 

[-format str_format] Define format of how logs are displayed on 

screes  

[-limit N] Define the maximum number of logs to be displayed ( 

default 10000 )  

[-type T] Show only logs of a certain type: W M T X V ... 

[-time HH:MM::SS] Show only logs generated before given time stamp 

[-date DD/MM/YY] Show only logs generated before given date 

[-pattern str_pattern] Show only logs that match a particular 

regular experssion 

[-reverse] Show records in reverse order 

[-multi_session] Show logs from any session 

[-table] Show records in a table instead on line by line 

 

* show_connections: Show current connections with this logServer 

 

* show_format_fiels : Show available format fields to be used in 

show command 

* new_session: Create a mark in the logs, so future show commands 

only show logs starting here. 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------- 
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With the same previous example, a more complete analysis can be done with logClient:  

 

$ logClient 

>> info  

/-------------------------------------------\  

| Log info                                  | 

|-------------------------------------------| 

| Concept        | Value                    |  

|----------------+--------------------------| 

| Number of logs | 2.06K / 100M             |  

| Size           | 528KB / 1.00GB           |  

| Types          | 86 X E 1557 X M 412 X W  |  

| Channels       | 135 channels             |  

| From           | 18/07/2012 11:51:09      |  

| To             | 18/07/2012 12:25:21      |  

\-------------------------------------------/ 

 

>> show –pattern delilah 

M : 11:51:33 : Delilah connecting to ubuntu:1324  

M : 11:51:33 : Reader and writer threads initialised 

M : 11:51:33 : Delilah random code 0w1NnmUf 

M : 11:51:33 : Running delilah console... 

M : 11:51:55 : runAsyncCommand command:init_stream 

wiki.demo_inverted_index_links  

M : 11:51:58 : runAsyncCommand command:ls 

M : 11:55:49 : runAsyncCommand command:ls_stream_operations  

M : 12:00:55 : report_delilah_disconnected() id:1168990970964943104 

M : 12:00:55 : Disconnected delilah 1168990970964943104 

M : 12:01:00 : Delilah connecting to ubuntu:1324 

M : 12:01:00 : Reader and writer threads initialised 

M : 12:01:00 : Delilah random code KahgQwUx 

M : 12:01:00 : Running delilah console... 

M : 12:01:06 : runAsyncCommand command:ls 

M : 12:01:11 : runAsyncCommand command:ls_stream_operations  

M : 12:01:25 : runAsyncCommand command:push 

/mnt/shared/wiki_portion.xml input 

M : 12:01:26 : PushDelilahComponent::notify: Request a new 

MemoryBuffer 
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M : 12:01:28 : PushDelilahComponent::notify: Request a new 

MemoryBuffer 

M : 12:01:33 : PushDelilahComponent::notify: Request a new 

MemoryBuffer 

 

>> show –type 

 

W : 11:51:09 : Not possible to recover state for stream manager from 

/var/samson/log/log_stream_state.txt  

W : 11:51:09 : If this is first time running SAMSON, this is ok.  

If the logServer is not available, logging output for samsonWorker is sent to a separate local 

log directory (/var/log/samson). The file format is the same as the one use by logServer, as 

such the logClient tool is required to read them.  

2.4 Algorithm programming on SAMSON platform  

The SAMSON platform comes with a set of predefined analytical operations for generic data 

sets, available from the console and command file (see the Value type in system.Value). In 

addition the platform comes with a number of solutions designed to provide analytics for 

specific problem domains (see section Available modules for more information). The 

SAMSON platform allows the incorporation of new processing solutions through user 

developed modules. These modules are compiled as dynamic libraries and loaded into the 

platform at run time. In this way, new functionality can be added to the platform, to solve new 

problems or improve old solutions. The loading of modules can be done without restarting 

platform. In order to be integrated in to the platform, modules must conform to a specific set 

of requirements. In order to assist with module development the platform provides a set of 

utilities that aid with new module development.  

This section is focused on how to develop these new modules, presenting the requirements, 

the tools and strategies.  

2.4.1 Processing modes in SAMSON platform  

SAMSON platform was initially developed to solve big data problems using the MapReduce 

paradigm with a small-to-medium size cluster. The original MapReduce framework was 

developed for the batch processing of data. However, SAMSON has extended this model 

and focused to handle continuous streams of data, distributing it across the cluster in near 

real-time. Whilst block orientated, the platform is able to maintain an updated internal state, 

with a very low latency (inversely scaling with the number of machines in the cluster).  

Although the SAMSON platform focus is for streaming processing, the platform‟s original aim 

was the processing of complex solutions in batch mode. Such processing is still possible, 

when adapted to the streaming model. In the following sections we explain how stream 

processing can be used to implement solutions by developing new modules and how to use 

them to perform batch-oriented analytics. For reference, a short description of batch mode is 

also included.  
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2.4.1.1 Batch mode processing  

The original idea for MapReduce was (and still is in many cases) for the processing of a fixed 

set of data. To solve a given analytical problem, the processing is broken down in to a 

sequence of map and reduce operations. Map operations act as filters that can transform 

single key-value (kv) pairs into any number of new kv pairs. Reduce operations receive all kv 

pairs with the same key (even from different datasets, an extension to MapReduce paradigm 

introduced in SAMSON platform), and can combine their values (accumulating, sorting, 

selecting, joining…), generating new kv pairs.  

Before successive operations can be executed, previous operation must have completed, the 

result of which is placed in to the distributed file system. Data is organized into datasets.  

2.4.1.2 Stream mode processing  

Stream processing is designed for the storing and continuously updating of an internal state, 

which can be as large as the available disk space (there is no need to fit it all in memory).  

Input data is placed in queues. Their usage is similar to datasets, however dynamic in their 

operation: they don‟t need to be consolidated on disk in order to be prepared for the next 

operation. A dedicated module (the BlockManager) tries to guarantee that the blocks needed 

for the current operation will always be available in memory, so in the best case the 

operation flow will work without having to go to disk.  

The operation of the queues and the BlockManager is critical to working with an internal 

state. This state can be seen as a queue serving simultaneously as input and output of a 

two-input reduce operation.  

 
SAMSON platform can implement JOIN-like operations as reducers with two inputs, making 

it easy to update the state with new input. A number of reduce operations are instantiated, 

one for each key, having as input the portion of the state corresponding to that key as well as 

the incoming data for the same key. The state can thus be processed and updated; the 

operation can then store it by emitting one (or several) kv pairs to the state queue.  

The updating and storing of the state is the core to the operation of the SAMSON platform 

when working in stream mode.  

2.4.2 Queues  

A queue is a buffer or storage area used to hold kv pairs at different steps during processing. 

Queues are composed of blocks of data, organized by the key. Blocks are managed by the 

BlockManager, which ensures that when an operation is to be executed, the input queues for 

the operation has all their blocks in memory.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:Bigdata_upg_figure_6.png
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As already mentioned, operations can work with a state. This state is stored in a special 

queue, the state queue, which is simultaneously provides the input and the output of a 

reduce operation. At the same time it can also be shared with other operations. When a kv 

pair is read from the state queue (or any other queue), it is consumed and removed from the 

queue. In the case of the state, it is the responsibility of the operation to re-emit the kv pair 

(modified if needed) to the output linked to the state queue.  

Another special type of queue is a queue used holding static information that is joined with 

the dynamic data flow. For example, this is the case when joining (crossing) a mobile user‟s 

subscriber number (MSISDN) in the call data records (CDRs) with other static user 

information, like the provider or their account details. These queues are used as input to 

forward reduce operations, and in this case, their data is not removed after have been read.  

Besides these operation-dependent properties, there is also a mechanism to configure the 

behaviour of a queue.set_queue_property  

This delilah command (see the delilah commands section) allows the developer to configure 

some aspects of the behaviour of a specific queue in the system. It represents an open 

interface that, working through the same mechanism as the Environment variables, can 

assign a value to any property of a queue.  

The defined properties are:  

 max_size: defines the maximum data size stored in the queue before running the 

consumer operation. It can be used to force a lower latency, by setting a small 

max_size.  

2.4.3 Data types  

All the data held in a queue must be encapsulated in data types that expose special 

functions (e.g. serialize, parse, size, compare…) needed by the platform in order to process 

the data. The platform provides support for basic data types (String, UInt, Int…) via the 

system module. This module also comes with the necessary function needed to work with 

the data-types. Should the need arise a developer can build their own data types, based on 

the system types. With these user defined types, the developer can then implement the logic 

needed to support the processing of datasets that conform to that data-type. To assist with 

this process the platform offers an application (samsonModuleParser) that generates the 

necessary files needed to implement the new data types.  

2.4.4 Operations  

The types of operations that the platform can perform on the data are:  

 parse: transforms an input data into key-value (kv) pairs. In many problem domains 

data comes in the form of logs, one entry per line, with a field fixed distribution in the 

line, the platform offers a simplified operation, simpleParser, especially suited to 

handle this type of input. All the developer needs to do is implement the parsing of a 

given line (the line having been extracted by a method in the class). The method, 

split_in_words() can be used to separate the line in to separate words. It receives a 

char pointer with the line to be tokenized, the character to be used in the split, and 

fills a vector of char pointers with the initial position of each of the words, ended with 

a „\0‟ (modifying the input line by changing separator characters with the „\0‟) .  
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 map: receives kv pairs, processes them and emits new kv pairs. Input data is not 

sorted nor grouped, just distributed by hash-group. Map operations can emit to any 

number of output queues, but in this version of SAMSON only one input queue is 

allowed.  

 reduce: receives, sorted and grouped, all kv pairs with the same key, processes them 

and emits new kv pairs. Conceptually there are two different reduce operations:  

o reduce with state (also named update), where a special queue, the state 

queue, acts as both input and output to the reduce operation at the same time 

the state queue is updated with the results from the reduce processing (other 

output queues are allowed). Data in both inputs is consumed (i.e. read and 

removed from the queue), so the developer must take care of reemit the state 

if required for later processing;  

o forward reduce, where dynamic input data is joined with a static table (in this 

case, the data in the static table, the second input, is not removed when 

executing the operation).  

 parseOut: formats and transforms kv pairs from a single queue into the txt format (no 

kv structure)The use of “text” in the context of samson is rather confusing. I guess 

here you refer to the txt type which can be text (in the ASCII/UTF-8 sense) as well as 

binary data. Rather than “binary” which is samson‟s internal kv format that is emitted 

to a new queue.  

Besides the behaviour associated to the predefined type of the operation (map, reduce, 

forward reduce) and its control with environment variables, there is another mechanism to 

control the way operations are executed in the streaming data flow. There is a special set of 

predefined environment variables that can be used to affect an operation‟s behaviour.  

2.4.4.1 set_stream_operation_property  

Besides the user defined environment variables (section Environment variables), there are a 

number of predefined variables that are recognized by the platform, and can be set to control 

the way operations are executed. These predefined parameters are:  

 priority: fixes the priority of the operation, in the range from 1 to 10  

 paused: Allows for the pausing (“yes”) or restarting (“no”) of an operation  

 update_only: Restricts a reduce with state operation to be called only when there is 

input data available. It is usually the desired behaviour, and it is faster, but could not 

be desired in some solutions.  

2.4.5 Blocks and connectors  

In the same way as a sequence of operations could be grouped in SAMSON version 0.6 to 

form a script, stream operations can be defined in a block, and can be connected to other 

blocks to form a complex solution. It is not only possible to connect blocks from the module 

where they are declared, but it is also possible to connect blocks from different modules, 

allowing thus to reuse them and build complex solutions with already developed and tested 

modules.  
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2.4.6 Modules  

The SAMSON platform provides the infrastructure to extend the functionality using modules, 

programmed in C++. These modules bring together a set of specific data type definitions, 

operations and block declarations that implement a MapReduce based solution to a problem 

or part of a problem, to be run in the SAMSON platform. Modules can reuse data and 

operations from other modules (in fact, the natural solution is to build new data types based 

on the data types defined in the system module).  

The platform offers also the possibility of using operations blocks to configure and schedule 

operations in stream mode, and building complex solutions by reusing and interconnecting 

those blocks.  

Modules are declared with a special file, the module file, with its own syntax. From this file, 

the samsonModuleParser, a tool provided by the platform, will build the basic skeletons for 

data types and operations. From this skeleton, the developer can implement the necessary 

operations to perform the desired analysis.  

Once implemented, modules are compiled and linked into dynamic libraries, which are 

distributed to all the machines in the cluster and loaded into the every worker at run time.  

2.4.6.1 module file  

The module file is a text file with the definition of the module‟s data types, operations and 

blocks. It is processed by samsonModuleParser to generate the different files that 

constitute the module skeleton.  

This file can include any number of data type, operation and block declarations.  

Comments can be inserted at any point (in a whole line, or at the last portion of the line), 

following a “#” symbol.  

All operations and data types in this file must be referred with its complete name, including 

the module where they are declared. The naming convention is preceding the operation or 

data type with a dot “.” as separator, similar to a namespace (“module.operation”).  

Header  

 Module shop 

 { 

   title"shop module" 

   author "samson-dev" 

   version "0.1" 

 } 

As the module name is going to be used as namespace and creating intermediate symbols, 

like conditional compilation for include guards, it is not possible to use special characters like 

„-„, „.‟, „&‟, etc.  

Data types declaration  

 

  data Transaction 

  { 

    system.UInt user; 
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    system.UInt product; 

    system.UInt operationType; 

  } 

 

  data VectorProducts 

  { 

    vector system.UInt products; 

  } 

New data types can be defined in the module based on other modules data types, relying 

finally in the system module basic data types. The complete list of basic data types provided 

in system module can be consulted at section data types.  

Operation declaration  

map map_by_user 

{ 

  in system.UInt shop. Transaction 

  out system.UInt system.UInt 

 

  helpLine "Map example; from input_data [UInt - Transaction] emits 

key-values [UInt - UInt] with user-id and product-id" 

} 

 

reduce reduce_by_user 

{ 

  in system.UInt system.UInt 

  out system.UInt shop.VectorProducts 

 

  helpLine "Reduce example; from key-values groups the list of 

products by user" 

} 

When declaring an operation, the type must be any of the supported in the platform (map, 

reduce, parser or parseOut). Input and output queues to the operation are also specified in 

their key and value data types. As parser operations always receive text input, and parseOut 

always produce a text output (even when dealing with binary input data, it is treated by the 

platform as text), this information should not be provided in this declaration.  

Finally, it is useful to add some description of the operation in the help and helpline sections.  

Blocks declaration  

 

script stream_block_simple 
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{ 

 

  code 

  { 

 

    # Queues; 

    alias [input] in_input; 

    alias [words] tmp_concepts; 

    alias [words_updats] tmp_concept_updates; 

    alias [tops] s_info; 

 

    # Operations; 

    alias [reduce_words] 01.reduce_hits; 

    alias [reduce_tops] 20.reduce_tops; 

 

    # Definitions; 

    add_stream_operation [reduce_words] hit.reduceHits [input] 

[words] [words_updats] [words]; 

    set_stream_operation_property [update_service_state] update_only 

true; 

    add_stream_operation [reduce_tops] hit.reduceHitCollections 

[words_updats] [tops] null [tops]; 

    set_stream_operation_property [update_service_state] update_only 

true; 

 

  } 

 

} 

Operations can be grouped forming blocks, which can be later used in more complex 

modules. These blocks define a set of operations connected through intermediate queues, 

and offer as interface the input and output queues.  

2.4.6.2 module programming  

The structure to develop a new module can be created with samsonModuleBootstrap. This 

script checks that the name of the module is not yet used in another module on the platform, 

and prepares a local directory with the module file and supporting build scripts based on the 

module name.  

The module file is then edited by the developer, declaring there the data types and the 

operations (with their inputs and outputs) needed to implement the solution. Once the 
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module file is filled with the desired data types and operations, their functionality is 

implemented by completing the following include files(generated by samsonModuleParser):  

 operations/name_of_the_operation.h  

 samson/module/name_of_the_module/name_of_the_data_type.h  

These files are included in the Module.cpp file (through a Module.h), that will be compiled 

and linked into the dynamic library.  

Operation programming  
Once the module file has been configured with the desired operations and data types, and 

samsonModuleParser (called in the make command) has built the 

operations/name_of_the_operation.h (the skeleton for the operation), the developer can 

implement its functionality. The skeleton code for a reduce operation contains:  

 A new class is created, inheriting from the class Reduce, from Operation.  

 A small comment is included to record the operation input and output types when the 

file created from parsing the module file. During development data types and their 

operations might change, this feature acts as a sanity check during compilation so we 

can see when the module declaration differs from the implemented code.  

 The skeleton of the virtual methods (init(), run(), finish()) that the developer can 

implement to define the behaviour of the operation.  

 

/** 

 

File autogenerated with samsonModuleParser. Please, edit to complete 

this operation 

*/ 

 

#ifndef _H_SAMSON_shop_reduce_by_user_state 

#define _H_SAMSON_shop_reduce_by_user_state 

 

#include <samson/module/samson.h> 

#include <samson/modules/shop/VectorProducts.h> 

#include <samson/modules/system/UInt.h> 

 

 

namespace samson{ 

namespace shop{ 

 

 

class reduce_by_user_state : public samson::Reduce 

{ 
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public: 

 

// INFO_MODULE 

// If interface changes and you do not recreate this file, you will 

have to update this information (and of course, the module file) 

// Please, do not remove this comments, as it will be used to check 

consistency on module declaration 

// 

 

// input: system.UInt system.UInt  

// input: system.UInt shop.VectorProducts  

// output: system.UInt shop.VectorProducts 

 

//  

// helpLine: Reduce example; from key-values groups the list of 

products by user, working in streaming with a user state 

// END_INFO_MODULE 

 

void init( samson::KVWriter *writer ) 

{ 

} 

 

void run( samson::KVSetStruct* inputs , samson::KVWriter *writer ) 

{ 

} 

 

void finish( samson::KVWriter *writer ) 

{ 

} 

 

 

}; 

 

} // end of namespace shop 

} // end of namespace samson 

 

#endif 

The developer can program three virtual methods for the operation:  
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void init( samson::KVWriter *writer ) 

{ 

} 

 

void run( samson::KVSetStruct* inputs , samson::KVWriter *writer ) 

{ 

} 

 

void finish( samson::KVWriter *writer ) 

{ 

} 

init() and finish() are executed once for every instance of the operation. They can be used to 

recover environment variables, initialized variables, compute results and statistics etc.  

The main function is run(). It is called for all the key-value pairs, for each key. It receives the 

input and output data using the KVSetStruct and KVWriter structures. The developer must 

make sure that data types are coherent between module declaration and operation 

implementation (there is a data type checking at run time when emitting key-value pairs, but 

no checking at compilation time, and no check for inputs).  

The typical implementation of the run() function of an operation depends if it is a map or 

reduce operation, in essence it is a loop running over all the input key-values, processing the 

key-value, and emitting the results.  

 

void run( samson::KVSetStruct* inputs , samson::KVWriter *writer ) 

{ 

  // Variables used to read content from the input 

  samson::system::UInt user; 

  samson::system::UInt input_product; 

 

  // Variables used to keep the user profile 

  samson::shop::VectorProducts products; 

 

  if (inputs[1].num_kvs == 0) 

  { 

    // No previous state for the user 

    user.parse(inputs[0].kvs[0]->key); 

    products.init(); 

  } 
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  else 

  { 

  user.parse(inputs[1].kvs[0]->key); 

  // Previous state 

  // We only consider one profile of products 

  products.parse(inputs[1].kvs[0]->value); 

 

    if (inputs[1].num_kvs > 1) 

    { 

  LM_W(("Multiple profiles(%lu) for user:%lu", inputs[1].num_kvs, 

user.value)); 

    } 

  } 

  for (uint64_t i = 0; (i < inputs[0].num_kvs); i++) 

  { 

    input_product.parse(inputs[0].kvs[i]->value); 

    // Just add the product to the user profile 

    // It could also be checked to have every product only once in 

the profile, keeping the count 

    products.productsAdd()->copyFrom(&input_product); 

  } 

 

  writer->emit( 0 , &user, &products); 

} 

This implementation will be shown in more detail in section 6.1. The state, if available, is 

recovered first, and then input key-values are parsed. This is done with the method parse(), 

implemented for every data type.  

 user.parse(inputs[1].kvs[0]->key);  

 input_product.parse(inputs[0].kvs[i]->value); 

Data type programming  
As explained, for every new data type declared in module file, a skeleton include file is 

created by samsonModuleParser. For example:  

 data Transaction 

 { 

   system.UInt user; 

   system.UInt product; 

   system.UInt operationType; 

 } 
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This piece of module produces a couple of .h files, Transaction.h and Transaction_base.h. In 

the first one, a Transaction class is created, that inherits from the Transaction_base class 

(which inherits from internal class DataInstance), defined in the other file with all the needed 

methods. With this structure, the developer can modify the behaviour of the Transaction, and 

it can be kept updated to any change needed by the platform.  

 

/** 

File autogenerated with samsonModuleParser. Please, edit to complete 

this data 

*/ 

 

#ifndef _H_SAMSON_shop_Transaction 

#define _H_SAMSON_shop_Transaction 

 

#include <samson/modules/shop/Transaction_base.h> 

 

namespace samson{ 

  namespace shop{ 

 

  class Transaction : public Transaction_base 

  { 

 

  }; 

 

  } // end of namespace samson 

} // end of namespace shop 

 

#endif 

 

In this file, the developer can include or modify any method needed by the solution.  

The base class:  

 

/** 

File autogenerated with samsonModuleParser, please do not edit 

*/ 

 

#ifndef _H_SAMSON_shop_Transaction_BASE 

#define _H_SAMSON_shop_Transaction_BASE 
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#include <samson/module/List.h> // Used in list elements 

#include <samson/modules/system/UInt.h> 

 

namespace samson{ 

namespace shop{ 

 

class Transaction_base : public samson::DataInstance{ 

 

  public: 

    ::samson::system::UInt user; 

    ::samson::system::UInt product; 

    ::samson::system::UInt operationType; 

 

  Transaction_base() : samson::DataInstance(){ 

  } 

 

  ~Transaction_base() { 

  } 

 

  std::string getName(){ 

    return "shop.Transaction"; 

  } 

 

  int parse(char *_dataInternal){ 

    int _offsetInternal=0; 

 

    { //Parsing user 

      _offsetInternal += user.parse(_dataInternal+_offsetInternal); 

    } 

 

    { //Parsing product 

      _offsetInternal += 

product.parse(_dataInternal+_offsetInternal); 

    } 

 

    { //Parsing operationType 
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      _offsetInternal += 

operationType.parse(_dataInternal+_offsetInternal); 

    } 

 

    return _offsetInternal; 

  } 

 

  int serialize(char *_dataInternal){ 

    int _offsetInternal=0; 

    {  

      //Serializing user 

    _offsetInternal += 

user.serialize(_dataInternal+_offsetInternal); 

    }  

    ... 

    } 

  } 

} 

 

The developer must not make any change in this file (any change will be lost at next 

recompilation, as it is overwritten by samsonModuleParser).  

2.4.6.3 module loading  

Modules are loaded automatically from the directory where they are installed 

($SAMSON_HOME/modules). When a new module is compiled, its dynamic library is also 

copied to this directory. The loading into the SAMSON platform can then be forced with the 

reload_modules delilah command (see the delilah commands section), without the need of 

stopping the platform.  

When developing, usually a single node cluster is used to program and test. If the cluster has 

more than one machine, the new modules must be copied to all the machines. For this task, 

a tool is provided, samsonDist, a script that uses the environment variable 

SAMSON_CLUSTER and copies all the SAMSON directories and files (including any new 

module) to each of the declared machines in that variable. Then they can be loaded to the 

platform with reload_modules.  

2.4.7 Platform utilities and capabilities  

Besides providing the framework for running operations and blocks, the platform provides a 

set of utilities to analyse and control the performance of the platform and the data generated, 

and debug (if needed) the modules execution.  
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2.4.7.1 Log messages  

The platform provides two logging mechanisms. Although they have been named as 

“platform log messages” and “operation log messages”, both are available to the developer 

to be used in the operations implemented in a module.  

2.4.7.2 Platform log messages  

The first logging mechanism is the general one, designed for the platform core, but available 

also to the operations. This mechanism, already available in version 0.6, had the problem 

that log files were stored in the local file system for each SAMSON node, since the platform 

is designed to be run across a cluster of machines it was not possible to determine where the 

log trace would go.  

In version 0.6.1, this mechanism has been improved, and the administrator has the option of 

storing log messages in the local file system, as before, or sending them to a central 

logServer that can receive the logs from the different nodes in addition provides also a client 

application to browse them. This integrated logging feature is useful for debugging problems 

seen in operations.  

There are different log levels, with a different severity associated:  

 LM_M(("Example of message...")); 

 LM_D(("Debug message..."));  

 LM_E(("Error message...")); 

 LM_W(("Warning message...")); 

 LM_T(LMT_User01, ("example.generator init with %d samples", 

num_samples)); 

There are also special channels (LMT_User01, LMT_User02...) available to the developer. 

These channels can be enabled with the –t parameter in the samsonWorker execution.  

The syntax to compose messages in the LM_ macro is the same as in a printf() command. 

They are C-like options, so if working with C++ strings, the c_str() method must be used.  

logServer  
By default, log messages are sent to a logServer (running in any machine, even outside the 

cluster) through port 6000. They are sent in a compressed format, and logServer stores them 

in disk files of a maximum size, sorted by timestamp, keeping record also of the machine 

where they were created.  

Log messages can be recovered with logCat. This tool is able to read the disk files kept by 

logServer. It has a number of options for a more practical use. The more relevant:  

 [samson]$ logCat -u 

 Usage: logCat [option '-U' (extended usage)] 

 [option '-u' (usage)] 

 [option '--version' (show version)] 

 [option '-logDir' <log file directory>] 

 [option '-t' <trace level>] 

 [option '-format' <Log file to scan>] 
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 [option '-pattern' <Pattern to be found in logs>] 

 [option '-limit' <Max number of logs to be displayed>] 

 [option '-table' (Show in table format)] 

 [option '-reverse' (Show in reverse temporal order)] 

 [option '-multi_session' (Skip new_session marks)] 

 [option '-time' <Show only logs older that this time>] 

 [option '-date' <Show only logs older that this date>] 

 [option '-type' <Filter a particular type of logs>] 

 parameter: Log file to scan 

The log system offers also a console client, logClient, which connects to logServer and 

allows exploring interactively the log messages.  

If the logServer is not accessible, log files are created in the log directory, with the same 

compressed format, so they have to be read with the logCat tool.  

log_classic  
It is also possible to work with the same log mechanism as in version 0.6. Log messages are 

stored in files in the local disk for every samsonWorker, so there is no a unified log repository 

for the whole cluster.  

As there is no mutex when writing log messages to disk, sometimes it is possible to have 

messages interleaved (two messages mixed up in the same line).  

As log files are not compressed, it is very simple to work with them, and to use any UNIX tool 

to extract information.  

2.4.7.3 Operation log messages  

The second log mechanism is specific to operations. In version 0.6, a logging system was 

available to operations, accessible through the delilah client utility. The problem with this 

setup was the restricted bandwidth available for generating traces. A large amount of trace 

messages would cause the platform to collapse.  

In SAMSON 0.6.1 operation logging has been reworked to make use of a queue, using the 

existing framework to distribute, compress and recover the messages. As it is based in a 

platform resource, it cannot be used from outside the operation classes (at least, the Writer 

class is needed).  

Log messages must be built as a system.Value variable with string format for the key, and 

void for the value. This key-value pair is emitted to a special channel (-1) in the Writer.  

 

void run( samson::KVSetStruct* inputs , samson::KVWriter *writer ) 

{ 

  

  samson::system::Value trace; 

  samson::system::Value value_void; 

 

  value_void.set_as_void(); 
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  samson::system::Value key; 

  samson::system::Value value; 

 

  for ( size_t i = 0 ; i < inputs[0].num_kvs ; i++ ) 

  { 

    key.parse( inputs[0].kvs[i]->key ); 

    value.parse( inputs[0].kvs[i]->value ); 

 

    if ( !key.isMap() ) 

    { 

      trace.set_string("key is not a map"); 

      writer->emit( -1 , &trace , &value_void ); 

      continue; 

    } 

 

    samson::system::Value* url = key.get_value_from_map( "url" ); 

    if( !url ) 

    { 

      trace.set_string("url is not present in the key ( a map )"); 

      writer->emit( -1 , &trace , &value_void ); 

      continue; 

    } 

  } 

} 

Traces are sent to a special queue, with named after the operation where they are 

generated, and can be processed as any other queue. If operation is scheduled with 

add_stream_operation, the queue is named "log_op_name", where op_name is the name 

assigned to the operation in the first argument of the add_stream_operation command. If the 

operation is executed in pseudo-batch mode with run command, the queue is named 

"log_run_operation_delilah_code", where operation is the complete name of the operation, 

including the module, and code is the code of the delilah client.  

2.4.7.4 Progress meter  

The platform can show information on the progress of the operations running, when these 

operations are reduce type. For map type operations (or for special circumstances), it may 

be useful to know the progress degree of the operation.  

The developer can call  
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 operationController->reportProgress(double progress_level) 

The argument is a double with the fraction of progress.  

2.4.7.5 Environment variables  

The SAMSON platform provides the ability to customize operations via environment 

variables, allowing the user to control the process and outcome of an operation.  

These environment variables can be set as a command in the delilah client or in a block 

definition, with the set_stream_operation_property command, or as a parameter to the 

operation at invocation time (see delilah commands section).  

Defining the parameters for an operation as environment variables from a block declaration 

looks like:  

 

block init_stream_operations 

{ 

  code 

  { 

    add_stream_operation parse_http OTTstream.parse_logs input_http 

service_hits; 

    set_stream_operation_property parse_http OTTstream.source HTTP; 

    ... 

  } 

} 

or as an operation argument:  

run_stream_operation OTTstream.parse_logs input_http service_hits –

OTTstream.source=HTTP  

To access these parameters there are pre-defined methods that can be used, declared in 

$SAMSON_HOME/include/samson/module/Environment.h:  

 std::string get(std::string name, std::string default_value ); 

 int getInt(std::string name, int defaultValue); 

 size_t getSizeT(std::string name, size_t defaultValue); 

 double getDouble(std::string name, double defaultValue); 

Each method requires the variable name as well as the default return value should the 

variable not be defined.  

class parse_logs: public samson::system::SimpleParser {  

 std::string source; 

 public: 

  

 void init(samson::KVWriter *writer) 

 { 
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   source = environment->get("OTTstream.source", "HTTP"); // values: 

HTTP or DNS 

   ... 

 } 

 ... 

}  

Usually, environment variables will be retrieved in the init() method of the operations, so they 

can be used in all their instances without overloading them.  

It is not necessary to keep any name system, but it may help to keep them organized.  

Environment variables cannot be used to return results from an operation to the platform or 

the Delilah client, nor to communicate amongst operations.  

2.5 SAMSON client library (C++ API reference)  

SAMSON platform offers a library that allows the developer to build its own client, according 

to her/his requirements. These clients may be used to connect SAMSON to other systems, 

both sources and destinations. Samples of the kind of clients that may be implemented are 

samsonPush (section 5.3) and samsonPop (section 5.5).  

The API is presented in the file SamsonClient.h. The main public members and methods are 

presented now.  

2.5.1 Public Members  

Public members  Description  

au::rate::Rate push_rate  Variables to keep info about statistics of pushed data  

au::rate::Rate pop_rate  Variables to keep info about statistics of popped data  

2.5.2 Methods  

Method  Arguments  Description  

samsonClient  string connection_type  Constructor  

void general_init  

size_t memory=1GB  
size_t 

load_buffer_size=64MB  

Starts all components 

(Engine, DiskManager…) 

needed by SamsonClient, 

and configures its parameters  

void general_close  
 

Destroy all components 

created in general_init()  

void initConnection  

au::ErrorManager *error  
string samson_node  

int port=1324  

string 

user="anonymous"  

string 

Creates the network 

connection to the machine of 

the cluster where a 

samsonWorker is running, 

and waits for it to be ready  
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passwd="anonymous"  

void disconnect  
 

Closes the network 

connection  

void receive_buffer_from_queue  
string queue  
engine::Buffer *buffer  

Accumulates buffers of data 

from queue in this buffer 

container  

size_t push  

string queue  
char *data  

size_t length  

Sends data to the queue  

Sleeps if memory_usage is 

over 80%  

Returns the id of the block 

pushed  

size_t push  

string queue  
DataSource 

*data_source  

Sends data to the queue  

Sleeps if memory_usage is 

over 80%  

Returns the id of the block 

pushed  

size_t push  
string queue  
engine::Buffer *buffer  

Sends data to the queue  

Sleeps if memory_usage is 

over 80%  

Returns the id of the block 

pushed  

void waitUntilFinish  
 

Waits until all operations 

have been finished  

bool areAllOperationsFinished  
 

Checks if all the operations 

have been finished  

bool connection_ready  
 

Returns true if connection is 

ready  

void connect_to_queue  

string queue  
bool flag_new  

bool flag_remove  

Connects to a queue. 

flag_new and flag_remove 

specify how to deal with the 

data in the queue  

SamsonClientBlockInterface 

*getNextBlock  string queue  

Extracts a block of data from 

queue. If there is no data 

available, returns NULL  

string 

getInfoAboutPushConnections  
bool print_verbose  

Returns info about the 

connections  

string 

getInfoAboutDelilahComponents   

Returns info about the 

components  

void set_receiver_interface  
 

Assigns an interface to the 

client  

size_t getNumPendingOperations  
 

Returns the number of 
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pending operations  

string getStatisticsString  
 

Returns statistical information 

about the number, size and 

rate of data transferred  

 

2.5.3 Example  

An example (from samsonPush) of the use of SamsonClient is presented now. It is created 

and initialized by indicating a machine in the cluster where samsonWorker be running:  

 

// Instance of the client to connect to SAMSON system 

samson::SamsonClient *samson_client; 

 

// Create samson client 

size_t total_memory = push_memory*1024*1024; 

samson::SamsonClient::general_init( total_memory ); 

samson_client = new samson::SamsonClient("push"); 

 

// Connecting to host in SAMSON cluster 

au::ErrorManager error; 

samson_client->initConnection( &error, host , port_node , user , 

password ); 

if( error.isActivated() ) 

{ 

  LM_E(("Error connecting with samson cluster: %s\n" , 

error.getMessage().c_str() ); 

}; 

Once the client is connected, you create a data buffer to send or receive data.  

To push data into the platform, a SamsonPushBuffer object must be created, supplied with 

the name of the queue where the data is to be pushed.  

 

std::string queue_name = “test_queue”; //name of the queue  

// Create the push buffer to send data to a queue in buffer-mode 

samson::SamsonPushBuffer *pushBuffer = new samson::SamsonPushBuffer( 

samson_client , queue_name ); 

A data buffer is then allocated and sent to the platform:  

 

char *data = (char*) malloc ( buffer_size ); 
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...... 

 

// Emit this block of data 

pushBuffer->push(data, buffer_size); 

 

// Last push 

pushBuffer->flush(); 

To receive data from a queue (case of samsonPop) , the client first must connect to the 

queue. Once connected a block is created using SansomClientBlockInterface allowing data 

to be retrieved.  

 

// Connect to a particular queue 

client.connect_to_queue( queue_name ); 

 

while( true ) 

{ 

 

  samson::SamsonClientBlockInterface *block = client.getNextBlock( 

queue_name ); 

 

 

  if( block ) 

  { 

    if( show_header ) 

    { 

      block->print_header(); 

    } 

    else 

    { 

      block->print_content( limit ); 

    } 

 

    delete block; 

 

  } 

} 
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2.6 Tools and additional executables  

The SAMSON platform offers a set of tools to develop modules and work with the data.  

2.6.1 samsonModuleBootstrap  

This script prepares the infrastructure to start developing a new module. Verifying that there 

is not an active module of the same name already in the platform, the script populates a 

directory with the necessary files (module, makefile, CMakeLists.txt) needed to start module 

development. As the module name is going to be used as namespace and to create 

intermediate symbols, like conditional compilation for include guards, it is not possible to use 

special characters like „-„, „.‟, „&‟, etc.  

2.6.2 samsonCat  

This tool decodes a dataset and shows its content in plain text, dumping it to standard 

output.Perhaps it‟s worth having a flag to specify an output file? overkill perhaps…  

Its main options:  

 

$ ~/SAMSON/trunk$ '''samsonCat''' –u 

Usage: samsonCat [option '-U' (extended usage)] 

[option '-u' (usage)] 

[option '--version' (show version)] 

[option '-logDir' <log file directory>] 

[option '-t' <trace level>] 

 

[option '-working' <working directory>] 

[option '-home' <home directory>] 

[option '-limit' <Limit in the number of records>] 

[option '-header' (Show only header)] 

[option '-hg' (Show only hash-group information)] 

parameter: name of the file or directory to scan 

The –header flag restricts the output to only show information regarding the format of the 

dataset as well as other characteristics (number of key-value pairs, data distribution, etc.).  

 $ samsonCat -header 
/opt/samson/data/worker_0_job_869_task_6_file_0000000000 

 KVHeader: ( 38.6Kkvs in 382Kbytes ) (system.String-system.UInt) [ 

38552 kvs in 382221bytes 

samsonCat can be used with either a single file or a directory (very useful to convert to text 

queues with pop, see the delilah commands section). When working on a complete directory, 

samsonCat –header gives the information file per file.  

 $ samsonCat -header user_state/ 
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 worker_000000_file_000000: KVHeader: ( 1 kvs in 7 bytes ) 

(system.UInt-shop.VectorProducts) 

 worker_000000_file_000001: KVHeader: ( 1 kvs in 5 bytes ) 

(system.UInt-shop.VectorProducts) 

 worker_000000_file_000002: KVHeader: ( 1 kvs in 8 bytes ) 

(system.UInt-shop.VectorProducts) 

 worker_000000_file_000003: KVHeader: ( 1.81Kkvs in 2.58Mbytes ) 

(system.UInt-shop.VectorProducts) 

 worker_000000_file_000004: KVHeader: ( 4.10Kkvs in 5.47Mbytes ) 

(system.UInt-shop.VectorProducts) 

 worker_000000_file_000005: KVHeader: ( 4.10Kkvs in 5.47Mbytes ) 

(system.UInt-shop.VectorProducts) 

Without any options, samsonCat converts the file, using the str() method of the 

corresponding data-types as defined in the module.  

 $ samsonCat 
/opt/samson/data/worker_0_job_869_task_6_file_0000000000 | head 

 "desnudaron" 1 

 "recatada" 3 

 "leer," 17 

 "pronunciada" 1 

 "somos," 3 

 "desatar" 1 

 "valles," 2 

 "expreso" 1 

 "poblado" 4 

 "discurra" 1 

The –hg option shows the number of key-value pairs for each of the hash groups. This option 

may be useful to detect an unbalanced distribution of key-values in the hash groups, which in 

turn can affect performance.  

2.6.3 samsonPush  

This command takes data from standard input (or from a socket) and pushes it into the 

platform allowing the data to be processed in stream mode. The main options for 

samsonPush are:  

 

$ samsonPush -u 

Usage: samsonPush [option '-U' (extended usage)] 

[option '-u' (usage)] 

[option '--version' (show version)] 

[option '-logDir' <log file directory>] 

[option '-t' <trace level>] 

[option '-v' (verbose mode)] 

 

[option '-node' <SAMSON node to connect with >] 

[option '-port_node' <SAMSON server port>] 
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[option '-user' <User to connect to SAMSON cluster>] 

[option '-password' <Password to connect to SAMSON cluster>] 

[option '-buffer_size' <Buffer size in bytes>] 

[option '-mr' <Max rate in bytes/s>] 

[option '-breaker_sequence' <Breaker sequence ( by default \n )>] 

[option '-lines' (Read std-in line by line)] 

[option '-memory' <Memory in Mb used to push data ( default 1000)>] 

[option '-port' <Port to listen from>] 

parameter: name of the queue to push data 

samsonPush will connect with the SamsonClient library to a node in the cluster (localhost by 

default), and sends the data received from standard input (or from a socket specified with –

port) to the specified queue. The other arguments:  

Option  Description  

buffer_size  Control the samsonPush internal buffer size  

lines  Control if standard input is read line by line, or as a block  

breaker_sequence  

When reading by lines, this option it controls the string pattern to 

determine the end-of-line (allowing sending to the platform complex 

inputs, like xml documents, without breaking their consistency). To 

specify a newline character in the breaker sequence, from the shell, use 

the sequence $‟\012‟  

mr  Maximum rate in bytes/s to be send to the platform  

memory  Maximum amount of memory used, in MBytes  

node  Machine to connect to send data  

port_node  Port of the machine to connect to send data  

For example, sending the output from the tcpdump utility every 5 seconds grouped into 

blocks of 100,000 bytes (to improve performance) into the tcp queue.  

 $ sudo tcpdump -i eth0 tcp 2> /dev/null | samsonPush –node samson01 
-v -buffer_size 100000 tcp 

 M:samsonPush: Connecting to samson01 ... 

 M:samsonPush: Conection to samson01 OK 

 M:samsonPush: Setup buffer_size 100K / timeout 00:00:05 / 

break_sequence '\n' 

 M:samsonPush: Pushing 500KB to queue tcp 

 M:samsonPush: Pushing 200KB to queue tcp 

 M:samsonPush: Pushing 200KB to queue tcp 

 M:samsonPush: Pushing 200KB to queue tcp 

 M:samsonPush: Pushing 200KB to queue tcp 

 M:samsonPush: Pushing 200KB to queue tcp 

 M:samsonPush: Pushing 200KB to queue tcp 

Once the data is in the queue, or being added to the queue, it can be processed in stream 

mode, with operations scheduled with add_stream_operation or run manually with run (see 

delilah commands section).  
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2.6.4 samsonPushLogs  

This tool is a specialization of samsonPush, developed to emulate a data source in stream 

mode.  

In many cases, when developing a new solution to deal with data in streaming, only recorded 

log files in disk are available. In order to emulate and analyse the platform behaviour when 

dealing with real data in streaming, this tool reads the log files in a directory line by line 

(supposing each record corresponds to one line), extract the timestamp, and push the record 

to the platform when the simulated time has arrived. The user can specify the simulated time 

begin, and the time rate (n times real-time). With this last parameter, it is also possible to 

stress the platform to test with higher loads than the available sample.  

 

$ '''samsonPushLogs''' -u 

Usage: samsonPushLogs [option '-U' (extended usage)] 

[option '-u' (usage)] 

[option '--version' (show version)] 

[option '-logDir' <log file directory>] 

[option '-t' <trace level>] 

[option '-v' (verbose mode)] 

 

[option '-node' <SAMSON node to connect with >] 

[option '-port_node' <SAMSON server port>] 

[option '-user' <User to connect to SAMSON cluster>] 

[option '-password' <Password to connect to SAMSON cluster>] 

[option '-buffer_size' <Buffer size in bytes>] 

[option '-mr' <Max rate in bytes/s>] 

[option '-nr' <Number of time real time>] 

[option '-ti' <Initial timestamp (by default, first timestamp in 

input data>] 

[option '-breaker_sequence' <Breaker sequence ( by default \n )>] 

[option '-lines' (Read std-in line by line)] 

[option '-memory' <Memory in Mb used to push data ( default 1000)>] 

[option '-port' <Port to listen from>] 

[option '-dl' <string list with all the datasets directories to be 

pushed, format: 

dir,extension,nfields,time_pos,time_type,queue_name>] 

[option '-fl' <string list with all the datasets files to be pushed, 

format: file,nfields,time_pos,time_type,queue_name>] 

With respect to samsonPush, the additional parameters are:  

Option  Description  
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nr  double with the speed of emulated time (n times real-time)  

ti  string in date format with the init instant of emulated time  

dl  
list with all the datasets directories to be pushed. For each dataset, the format: dir,e

xtension,nfields,time_field,time_format,queue  

fl  
list with all the datasets files to be pushed. For each file, the format: file,nfields,time

_field,time_format,queue  

samsonPushLogs allows pushing concurrently different datasets to different queues (or to 

the same queue).  

2.6.5 samsonPop  

This command is used to extract data from any queue in SAMSON platform (text format or 

binary key-value pairs) with the output sent to standard output.  

The main options:  

 

$ '''samsonPop''' -u 

Usage: samsonPop [option '-U' (extended usage)] 

[option '-u' (usage)] 

[option '--version' (show version)] 

[option '-logDir' <log file directory>] 

[option '-t' <trace level>] 

[option '-v' (verbose mode)] 

 

[option '-node' <SAMSON node to connect with >] 

[option '-port_node' <SAMSON server port>] 

[option '-user' <User to connect to SAMSON cluster>] 

[option '-password' <Password to connect to SAMSON cluster>] 

[option '-header' (Show only header of blocks)] 

[option '-remove' (Remove downloaded stuff)] 

[option '-new' (Get only new data)] 

[option '-limit' <number of kvs to be shown for each block>] 

[option '-format' <type of output format: [plain|json|xml]>] 

[option '-max_size' <Max size to download>] 

parameter: name of the queue to pop data from 

samsonPop will connect to the SAMSON platform (to any samsonWorker), and will receive 

data from any queue in the platform.  

In the next example, samsonPop is used to connect to the “words” queue in SAMSON. 

Using the –header option, it shows information about the queue contents. With the –limit 

option, it shows the first 10 key-value pairs of every data block in that queue. As with 
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samsonCat, samsonPop uses the str() method provided by the implementation of the data 

type to output the queue content to standard output:  

 $ samsonPop -node samson01 -header words 
 M:samsonPop: Connecting to samson01 ... 

 M:samsonPop: Conection to samson01 OK 

 M:samsonPop: Connecting to queue words 

 KVHeader: ( 6.00Mkvs in 66.0Mbytes ) (system.String-system.UInt) 

 KVHeader: ( 6.00Mkvs in 66.0Mbytes ) (system.String-system.UInt) 

 KVHeader: ( 6.00Mkvs in 66.0Mbytes ) (system.String-system.UInt) 

 KVHeader: ( 6.00Mkvs in 66.0Mbytes ) (system.String-system.UInt) 

 KVHeader: ( 6.00Mkvs in 66.0Mbytes ) (system.String-system.UInt) 

 KVHeader: ( 6.00Mkvs in 66.0Mbytes ) (system.String-system.UInt) 

 $ samsonPop -node samson01 -limit 10 words 
 M:samsonPop: Connecting to samson01 ... 

 M:samsonPop: Conection to samson01 OK 

 M:samsonPop: Connecting to queue words 

 [Wed Nov 9 10:08:54 2011] "465405531" 1 

 [Wed Nov 9 10:08:54 2011] "346807607" 1 

 [Wed Nov 9 10:08:54 2011] "501508367" 1 

 [Wed Nov 9 10:08:54 2011] "539765853" 1 

 [Wed Nov 9 10:08:54 2011] "036790947" 1 

 [Wed Nov 9 10:08:54 2011] "328289346" 1 

 [Wed Nov 9 10:08:54 2011] "545148525" 1 

 [Wed Nov 9 10:08:54 2011] "699925847" 1 

 [Wed Nov 9 10:08:54 2011] "488172407" 1 

 [Wed Nov 9 10:08:54 2011] "123830653" 1 

 Received 6.00M more key-values 

 [Wed Nov 9 10:09:12 2011] "690959144" 1 

 [Wed Nov 9 10:09:12 2011] "563598528" 1 

 [Wed Nov 9 10:09:12 2011] "811763575" 1 

 [Wed Nov 9 10:09:12 2011] "085128838" 1 

 [Wed Nov 9 10:09:12 2011] "749535066" 1 

 [Wed Nov 9 10:09:12 2011] "745063314" 1 

 [Wed Nov 9 10:09:12 2011] "827682084" 1 

 [Wed Nov 9 10:09:12 2011] "936321263" 1 

 [Wed Nov 9 10:09:12 2011] "158206199" 1 

 [Wed Nov 9 10:09:12 2011] "851363841" 1 

 Received 6.00M more key-values 

The –new option allows for tracking only updates to the queue, without receiving earlier data. 

The –remove option removes/pops data downloaded from the queue. If samsonPop is 

meant to be the last element in the processing chain, it can be useful to remove data from 

the queue, so it does not grow indefinitely.  

2.6.6 streamConnector  

streamConnector is the evolution of samsonPush and samsonPop, integrating both in one 

tool, and extending its functionality.  

streamConnector is a generic utility that‟s used to connect a data source (from a disk file, a 

socket, another streamConnector...), so that it can be sent as a data stream that can be 

consumed by the platform, and the other way around. In particular streamConnector is 

designed to:  

 Use local files to generate a data stream  
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 Send and receive data to/from the SAMSON platform  

 Send and receive data to/from a known host/port  

 Perform in stream data transformation:  

o Anonymise  

o Randomise  

o Encrypt  

o Etc.  

In other words, streamConnector offers the flexibility to send and receive streamed data from 

difference sources, interacting if needed with the SAMSON platform.  

 

$ '''streamConnector''' -u 

Usage: streamConnector [option '-U' (extended usage)] 

[option '-u' (usage)] 

[option '--version' (show version)] 

[option '-logDir' <log file directory>] 

[option '-t' <trace level>] 

[option '-v' (verbose mode)] 

 

[option '-input' <Input sources >] 

[option '-output' <Output sources >] 

[option '-buffer_size' <Buffer size in bytes>] 

[option '-inputbuffer_size' <Read inputs in chunks of this size>] 

[option '-splitter' <Splitter>] 

[option '-i' (Interactive console)] 

[option '-daemon' (Run in background. Remove connection & REST 

interface activated)] 

[option '-console_port' <Port to receive new console connections>] 

[option '-web_port' <Port to receive REST connections>] 

2.7 New module development  

New solutions can be programmed on the platform with modules. Modules have data types 

and operations definitions to solve a problem or part of it. Each module is compiled as a 

dynamic library that is loaded by the platform at running time.  

This “modularity” is reinforced by extending the name system to each module, so it is always 

necessary to identify the module exporting the classes (both data types and operations) to be 

used.  

In next section, a short example is presented. This example shows how to implement a new 

module.  
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2.7.1 Shop example (in stream mode)  

The module is meant to process the data from an online shop. Each input record has the 

format:  

 Operation Id - User Id - Product Id - OperationType Id 

Where, for simplicity, all identifiers are supposed to be natural numbers.  

2.7.1.1 samsonModuleBootstrap  

To start with, the module infrastructure must be created with samsonModuleBootstrap. The 

new module will be called shop. (As the module name is going to be used as namespace 

and creating intermediate symbols, like conditional compilation for include guards, it is not 

possible to use special characters like „-„, „.‟, „&‟, etc.)  

 $ samsonModuleBootstrap shop 

This script checks that there is no module already deployed to the platform or in 

development, in the current working directory with the same name. Assuming that this is not 

the case, the script creates a directory, in the current work area, with the name of the module 

being developed and places several files into the directory to aide in the development of the 

new module. One of the files is the module file.  

2.7.1.2 module file. Data and operations  

The generated module file includes the declaration of some data types, operations and 

scripts to help as a guideline of the syntax for developing the new ones; they must be 

adapted to the new solution or deleted in order to avoid unnecessary files).  

 

A new data type can be created to group the elements in each transaction. It is done with a 

new entry in module file:  

 data Transaction 

 { 

   system.UInt user; 

   system.UInt product; 

   system.UInt operationType; 

 } 

When declaring new data types, the data type of the component variables includes the 

module name providing that type. In the above example it can be seen that the system 

module is used, which is the module providing the basic data types (in section 9.2.1 there is 

the list of available types and their usage).  

2.7.1.3 samsonModuleParser  

With the basic definition in place we can generate the necessary files needed to implement 

the module. The generation is performed using the make command, which in turn calls 

samsonModuleParser. This tool creates the directories samson and operations (if there are 
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data and operations, respectively, declared in the module file), and the files Module.cpp and 

Module.h in the BUILD_DEBUG (or BUILD_RELEASE) directory.  

As the compiled library must be installed in SAMSON platform directories, user must have 

the requested permissions, or must have permissions to execute the sudo command.  

Files samson/modules/shop/Transaction_base.h and samson/modules/shop/Transaction.h 

have been generated by samsonModuleParser. In these files it is defined the 

Transaction_base class, and inheriting from it, the Transaction class. Transaction_base.h 

will be recreated with every make, but Transaction.h file will remain untouched, once it has 

been created. In this way, it is possible to modify the behaviour of the derived class, without 

losing changes every time module file was modified and compiled.  

The Transaction_base class has all the necessary methods for SAMSON platform being 

able to deal with the new data type. These methods allow the class objects to be serialized 

and parsed from disk in an optimal way. There are also methods to compute the distribution 

of objects per hash group among workers, and to sort them inside each hash group.  

2.7.1.4 parse operation  

The shop transactions should come from a source in streaming. As it is difficult to get data in 

streaming, along this example input data will come from static data file, transactions.txt, with 

one transaction per line. The first operation in the data-flow will receive these lines and emit 

the parsed information, using already the Transaction data type. This operation will be 

parser_transactions.  

 parser parse_transactions 

 { 

   out system.UInt shop.Transaction 

   helpLine "Parser to read generated transactions data" 

 }  

The entry structure:  

1. parser is the type of operation. It can be parser, map, reduce, parserOut, 

parserOutReduce or script.  

2. parse_transactions is the name of the operation.  

3. out system.UInt shop.Transaction is the format of the key-value pairs emitted by this 

parser (as it is a parser, input data is always of type txt, so it is not reflected in the 

parser template). key is system.UInt, and value is shop.Transaction.  

4. help and helpLine are optional fields with information about the operation and how to 

use it. This information will be shown in the delilah client.  

After make, a new operations directory is created, where parse_transactions is defined in 

operations/parse_transactions.h file, which will be included in Module.h, and this one in 

Module.cpp.  

The parse_transactions.h as it is created:  

 

/** 

File autogenerated with samsonModuleParser. Please, edit to complete 

this operation 
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*/ 

 

#ifndef _H_SAMSON_shop_parse_transactions 

#define _H_SAMSON_shop_parse_transactions 

 

#include <samson/module/samson.h> 

#include <samson/modules/shop/Transaction.h> 

#include <samson/modules/system/UInt.h> 

 

namespace samson{ 

  namespace shop{ 

 

    class parse_transactions : public samson::Parser 

    { 

 

      public: 

 

      // INFO_MODULE 

      // If interface changes and you do not recreate this file, you 

will have to update this information (and of course, the module 

file) 

      // Please, do not remove this comments, as it will be used to 

check consistency on module declaration 

      // 

      // output: system.UInt shop.Transaction 

      //  

      // helpLine: Parser to read generated transactions data 

      // END_INFO_MODULE 

 

      void init( samson::KVWriter *writer ) 

      { 

      } 

 

      void run( char *data , size_t length , samson::KVWriter 

*writer ) 

      { 

      } 
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      void finish( samson::KVWriter *writer ) 

      { 

      } 

 

    }; 

  } // end of namespace shop 

} // end of namespace samson 

#endif 

This class inherits from Parser class, which inherits from OperationInstance from its part.  

The main point is that Parser has a virtual class:  

 virtual void run( KVWriter *writer )=0; 

and this is the function that must be implemented in parse_transactions.h. (The class has 

also two other virtual methods, init() and finish(), that can be also implemented for a better 

flexibility in the operation).  

The method has three parameters:  

 char *data: pointer to the data pushed to the platform  

 size_t length: number of bytes of the input block data  

 samson::KVWriter *writer: an instance of KVWriter, the class used to emit key-value 

pairs to the output queue  

The implementation of the run() method could be:  

 

void run( char *data , size_t length , samson::KVWriter *writer ) 

{ 

  char *p_data = data; 

  char *p_data_begin = data; 

  char *p_data_end = data + length; 

 

  while( p_data < p_data_end ) 

  { 

    // Looking for the end-of-line (or buffer) 

    if ((*p_data == '\n') || (*p_data == '\0')) 

    {  

      // We try not to overwrite the input data block, so we copy  

      // the detected line to a new buffer that will be overwritten 

 

      int copy_length = p_data - p_data_begin; 

      if (copy_length > MAX_LENGTH_LINE) 

      { 
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        copy_length = MAX_LENGTH_LINE; 

      } 

      strncpy(line, p_data_begin, copy_length); 

 

      // We overwrite the '\n' 

      line[copy_length] = '\0'; 

      parseLine(line, writer); 

      p_data_begin = p_data+1; 

    } 

    p_data++; 

  }  

} 

Obviously, the real parsing work is made in void parseLine(char * line, samson::KVWriter 

*writer)function. As this piece of code is rather frequent for parsing log input data, with one 

record per line, a subclass simpleParser can be used that simplifies this task. In this case, in 

the module file:  

 simpleParser parse_transactions 

 { 

   out system.UInt shop2.Transaction 

   helpLine "Parser to read generated transactions data" 

 } 

And the empty operations/parse_transactions.h will look like:  

 

/**  

 

File autogenerated with samsonModuleParser. Please, edit to complete 

this operation  

 

*/  

 

 

#ifndef _H_SAMSON_shop_parse_transactions  

 

#define _H_SAMSON_shop_parse_transactions  
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#include  

 

#include  

 

#include  

 

#include  

 

 

 

namespace samson{  

  namespace shop{  

    class parse_transactions : public samson::system::SimpleParser  

    {  

      public:  

 

      // INFO_MODULE  

      // If interface changes and you do not recreate this file, you 

will have to update this information (and of course, the module 

file)  

      // Please, do not remove this comments, as it will be used to 

check consistency on module declaration  

      //  

      // output: system.UInt shop.Transaction  

      //  

      // helpLine: Parser to read generated transactions data  

      // END_INFO_MODULE  

 

      void init( samson::KVWriter *writer )  

      {  

      }  

 

      void parseLine( char * line, samson::KVWriter *writer )  

      {  

      }  

 

      void finish( samson::KVWriter *writer )  

      {  
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      }  

 

    };  

 

  } // end of namespace shop  

} // end of namespace samson  

#endif  

In this case, the main method to be implemented is parseLine(), which must deal with a 

single line input record. A possible implementation:  

 

/** 

File autogenerated with samsonModuleParser. Please, edit to complete 

this operation 

*/ 

 

#ifndef _H_SAMSON_shop_parse_transactions 

#define _H_SAMSON_shop_parse_transactions 

 

#include <samson/module/samson.h> 

#include <samson/modules/shop/Transaction.h> 

#include <samson/modules/system/UInt.h> 

#include <samson/modules/system/SimpleParser.h> 

 

#include <stdint.h> 

 

namespace samson{ 

  namespace shop{ 

    class parse_transactions : public samson::system::SimpleParser 

    { 

    std::string sep_string; 

    char sep;  

    uint64_t local_count; 

 

    public: 

 

      // INFO_MODULE 
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      // If interface changes and you do not recreate this file, you 

will have to update this information (and of course, the module 

file) 

      // Please, do not remove this comments, as it will be used to 

check consistency on module declaration 

      // 

      // output: system.UInt shop.Transaction 

      //  

      // helpLine: Parser to read generated operations data 

      // END_INFO_MODULE 

 

      void init( samson::KVWriter *writer ) 

      { 

        local_count = 0; 

 

        // Recovering parse separator from environment 

        sep_string = environment->get("shop.separator", "|"); 

        sep = sep_string.c_str()[0]; 

      } 

 

 

      void parseLine( char * line, samson::KVWriter *writer) 

 

      { 

        std::vector<char*> fields; 

        char *endptr; 

        split_in_words(line, fields, sep); 

        samson::system::UInt id; 

        samson::shop::Transaction transaction; 

 

        id.value = local_count++; 

 

        transaction.user = strtoul(fields[0], &endptr, 10); 

        transaction.product = strtoul(fields[1], &endptr, 10); 

        transaction.operationType = strtoul(fields[2], &endptr, 10); 

 

        writer->emit(0, &id, &transaction); 

      } 
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      void finish( samson::KVWriter *writer ) 

      { 

      } 

 

    }; 

 

  } // end of namespace shop 

} // end of namespace samson 

 

#endif 

This implementation does show some of the common characteristics of programming 

operations in the platform modules:  

 The class is programmed in C++. The data that will be part of the key-values must be 

one of the types defined in the platform, which will be based in the classes defined in 

the module system. These classes provide a coating of the native types of C++, but 

with the function parse () and serialize () needed to encode the data for disk access 

and network efficient, and hash() function and compare() function for distribution 

among the workers (and many more functions for internal use).  

 All variables must be declared with the corresponding name space.  

 The method writer->emit(0, &id, &operation) takes as first argument the identifier of 

the output dataset (or queue) where the generated key-value pairs will be sent 

(SAMSON platform, differently from other MapReduce platforms, can manage 

multiple input and output data queues). The other arguments are the reference to the 

key and the value component of every pair.  

 Finally, it is also shown the use of the environment to configure the operation 

behaviour, in reference to the number of samples generated.  

 std::string sep_string = environment->get("shop.separator", "|"); 

In the implementation with the SimpleParser class, it is also used the split_in_words() 

function, very useful for parsing lines with a simple structure.  

Once the parse_transactions.h file has been modified, a new make is done to recompile and 

install the module (the parse_transaction.h file, once created, is left untouched by 

samsonModuleParser).  

To test the module, it can be done in a single machine, either with samsonLocal or a single 

machine SAMSON cluster with samsonWorker and delilah.  

To check that the module has correctly been compiled, distributed and loaded into the 

platform, with ls_modules and ls_operations (see delilah commands section):  

 Delilah> ls_modules shop 

 Process started: XAIDptwz_4 ls_modules shop  

 Process finished: XAIDptwz_4 ls_modules shop  
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 /------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------\  

 | ls_modules shop                                                                    

| 

 |------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------| 

 | worker_id | name | version | #operations | #datas | author                         

|  

 |-----------+------+---------+-------------+--------+--------------

------------------| 

 | 0         | shop | 0.1     | 1.00        | 1.00   | Andreu 

Urruela (andreu@tid.es) |  

 \------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------/  

 Delilah> ls_operations shop.parse_transactions 

 Process started: XAIDptwz_5 ls_operations shop.parse_transactions  

 Process finished: XAIDptwz_5 ls_operations shop.parse_transactions  

 /----------------------------------------------\  

 | ls_operations shop.parse_transactions        | 

 |----------------------------------------------| 

 | worker_id | name                    | type   |  

 |-----------+-------------------------+--------| 

 | 0         | shop.parse_transactions | parser |  

 \----------------------------------------------/ 

 Delilah> ls_operations -v shop.parse_transactions  

 Process started: XAIDptwz_6 ls_operations -v 

shop.parse_transactions  

 Process finished: XAIDptwz_6 ls_operations -v 

shop.parse_transactions  

 /------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------\  

 | ls_operations -v shop.parse_transactions                                                  

| 

 |------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------| 

 | worker_id | name                    | type   | inputs    | 

outputs                        |  

 |-----------+-------------------------+--------+-----------+-------

-------------------------| 

 | 0         | shop.parse_transactions | parser | [txt-txt] | 

[system.UInt-shop.Transaction] |  
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 \------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------/  

To run shop.parse_transactions, it can be done with add_stream_operation or run command 

(see delilah commands section. In any case, an input txt queue is needed with log lines with 

the expected format. It can be pushed to the platform with samsonPush or the delilah 

command, push.  

 Delilah> push transactions.txt input 

 Including regular file transactions.txt with 7.38K Bytes  

 Process started: HDOX40nD_3 Pushing 7.38Kbytes to queue/s input  

 Process finished: HDOX40nD_3 Pushing 7.38Kbytes to queue/s input  

 Delilah> run shop.parse_transactions input transactions  

 Process started: HDOX40nD_4 run shop.parse_transactions input 

transactions  

 Process finished: HDOX40nD_4 run shop.parse_transactions input 

transactions 

 Delilah> ls  

 Process started: HDOX40nD_5 ls  

 Process finished: HDOX40nD_5 ls  

 /------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------\  

 | ls                                                                          

| 

 |------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------| 

 | worker_id | name         | #kvs   | size   | key         | value            

|  

 |-----------+--------------+--------+--------+-------------+-------

-----------| 

 | 0         | input        | 0      | 7.38K  | txt         | txt              

|  

 | 0         | transactions | 1.00K  | 4.87K  | system.UInt | 

shop.Transaction |  

 \------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------/ 

Now the transactions queue has been created and holds 1,000 key-value pairs. As the 

parser operation has been run (in pseudo-batch mode), the input queue still holds the 

content on the transactions.txt file. If it is executed in stream mode with 

add_stream_operation, the input queue is emptied. First, the output queue is removed:  

 Delilah> rm transactions 

 Process started: HDOX40nD_6 rm transactions  

 Process finished: HDOX40nD_6 rm transactions  
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 Delilah> ls  

 Process started: HDOX40nD_7 ls  

 Process finished: HDOX40nD_7 ls  

 /---------------------------------------------------\  

 | ls                                                | 

 |---------------------------------------------------| 

 | worker_id | name  | #kvs   | size   | key | value |  

 |-----------+-------+--------+--------+-----+-------| 

 | 0         | input | 0      | 7.38K  | txt | txt   |  

 \---------------------------------------------------/ 

 Delilah> add_stream_operation 0 shop.parse_transactions input 

transactions  

 Process started: HDOX40nD_8 add_stream_operation 0 

shop.parse_transactions input transactions  

 Process finished: HDOX40nD_8 add_stream_operation 0 

shop.parse_transactions input transactions  

 Delilah> ls  

 Process started: HDOX40nD_9 ls  

 Process finished: HDOX40nD_9 ls  

 /------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------\  

 | ls                                                                          

| 

 |------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------| 

 | worker_id | name         | #kvs   | size   | key         | value            

|  

 |-----------+--------------+--------+--------+-------------+-------

-----------| 

 | 0         | input        | 0      | 0      | txt         | txt              

|  

 | 0         | transactions | 1.00K  | 4.87K  | system.UInt | 

shop.Transaction |  

 \------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------/ 

Now, the input queue has been emptied.  

The data in transactions queue can be inspected by exporting it to the file system (pop) and 

converting it to text format (samsonCat):  

 Delilah> pop transactions /tmp/transactions  

 Process started: cCowl72U_3 Pop queue transactions to local 

directory /tmp/transactions  
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 Process finished: cCowl72U_3 Pop queue transactions to local 

directory /tmp/transactions  

 Delilah> quit 

 $ samsonCat -header /tmp/transactions  

 Total: ( 1000 kvs [ 1.00K] in 4872 bytes [ 4.87K] ) 

 worker_000000_file_000001: KVHeader: ( 1.00Kkvs in 4.87Kbytes )([0 

1000]) (system.UInt-shop.Transaction)  

 $ samsonCat /tmp/transactions | more  

 0 23 5 1  

 1 15 11 0  

 2 81 3 0  

 3 15 7 0  

 4 91 5 1  

 5 22 12 1  

 6 33 2 1  

 7 56 17 0  

 8 10 12 0  

 9 72 2 0  

 10 25 13 1  

 11 75 14 1  

 12 92 7 1  

 13 77 6 0  

 14 99 3 1  

 15 50 18 1 

 ...  

If just a quick snap of the data is needed, to check the parsing is correct, these operations 

can be simplified with –show option for pop from delilah:  

 Delilah> pop transactions /tmp/transactions -force -show  

 Process started: 07d544Dg_4 Pop queue transactions to local 

directory /tmp/transactions  

 Process finished: 07d544Dg_4 Pop queue transactions to local 

directory /tmp/transactions  

 0 23 5 1  

 1 15 11 0  

 2 81 3 0  

 3 15 7 0  

 4 91 5 1  

 5 22 12 1  
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 6 33 2 1  

 7 56 17 0  

 8 10 12 0  

 9 72 2 0 

It is also possible to inspect with samsonCat the internal representation of data in the 

platform. The queue files are in $SAMSON_WORKING/blocks.  

 $ ls $SAMSON_WORKING/blocks 

 0_3 

 $ samsonCat -header $SAMSON_WORKING/blocks/0_3  

 KVHeader: ( 1.00Kkvs in 4.87Kbytes )([0 1000]) (system.UInt-

shop.Transaction) [ 1000 kvs in 4872bytes]  

 $ samsonCat $SAMSON_WORKING/blocks/0_3 | head -15 

 0 23 5 1  

 1 15 11 0  

 2 81 3 0  

 3 15 7 0  

 4 91 5 1  

 5 22 12 1  

 6 33 2 1  

 7 56 17 0  

 8 10 12 0  

 9 72 2 0  

 10 25 13 1  

 11 75 14 1  

 12 92 7 1  

 13 77 6 0  

 14 99 3 1  

In the online shop scenario, it may be useful to get the set of products bought by every user. 

This information may be represented in a dataset with format [UInt - Vector_UInt], where for 

every userId (the key), a list of identifiers is (the value) of all the products bought by a given 

person. If it is meant to be in stream mode, this information about every user must be kept in 

a state that is continuously updated with every new transactions received. This simple 

problem may be solved with a simple sequence of map and reduce operations:  

 

 MAP map_by_user: This map operation will have as input the generated dataset 

with the key-value pairs, of type [system.UInt shop.Transaction]. As output, it will emit 

key-value pairs with type [UInt - UInt], where for every input operation, the emitted 

key will be the userId, and the value the productId. So this operation just maps key-

value pairs to change their format. Certainly, in this very simple example, transactions 
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could have been emitted directly by userId from parse_transactions, and no map 

phase be needed.  

 REDUCE reduce_by_user_state: This reduce operation will have as input the output 

of the previous map. It also has as input the queue with the state information. Being a 

reduce operation, SAMSON platform will group at its input all the key-value pairs with 

the same key, and the state queue will also offer the key-value pair for that key 

(user). Every instance of reduce_by_user_state operation will be executed with all the 

products bought by one specific user, and its previous state. State is recovered and 

new products are added to the product vector, and then the new state must be 

reemitted.  

2.7.1.5 map and reduce operations  

As previously, these operations must first be declared in the module file:  

 

 

map map_by_user 

{ 

  in system.UInt shop2.Transaction 

  out system.UInt system.UInt 

 

  top 

 

  helpLine "Map example; from input_data [UInt - Transaction] emits 

key-values [UInt - UInt] with user-id and product-id" 

} 

 

reduce reduce_by_user_state 

{ 

  in system.UInt system.UInt 

  in system.UInt shop2.VectorProducts 

  out system.UInt shop2.VectorProducts 

 

  top 

 

  helpLine "Reduce example; from key-values groups the list of 

products by user, working in streaming with a user state" 

} 

As with the parse_transactions, declaration is very simple. In this case there are also input 

datasets (at least one input dataset per operation), that must be declared with the in 

identifier.  
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Other relevant aspects:  

1. The declaration structure for both map and reduce operations is the same.  

2. map declaration has only one input dataset and one output dataset. But the reduce 

has two input queues and one output (the same state queue as the second input).  

The operations skeletons are created with make. These skeletons will be 

operations/map_by_user.h and operations/reduce_by_user_state.h files.  

 

The map_by_user operation could be implemented as: 

/** 

File autogenerated with samsonModuleParser. Please, edit to complete 

this operation 

*/ 

 

#ifndef _H_SAMSON_shop_map_by_user 

#define _H_SAMSON_shop_map_by_user 

 

#include <samson/module/samson.h> 

#include <samson/modules/shop/Transaction.h> 

#include <samson/modules/system/UInt.h> 

 

// For the operation traces 

 

#include "samson_system/Value.h" 

 

namespace samson{ 

  namespace shop{ 

 

  class map_by_user : public samson::Map 

  { 

    public: 

      #ifdef INFO_COMMENT //Just to include a comment without 

conflicting anything 

      // If interface changes and you do not recreate this file, 

consider updating this information (and of course, the module file) 

 

      input: system.UInt shop.Transaction 

 

      output: system.UInt system.UInt 
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      helpLine: Map example; from input_data [UInt - Transaction] 

emits key-values [UInt - UInt] with user-id and product-id 

      #endif // de INFO_COMMENT 

 

      void init( samson::KVWriter *writer ) 

      { 

      } 

 

      void run( samson::KVSetStruct* inputs , samson::KVWriter 

*writer ) 

      { 

        samson::system::UInt input_key; 

        samson::shop::Transaction input_value; 

        samson::system::UInt output_value; 

        samson::system::UInt output_key; 

 

        // For the traces 

        samson::system::Value trace; 

        samson::system::Value value_void; 

        value_void.set_as_void(); 

 

        for (uint64_t i = 0; (i < inputs[0].num_kvs); i++) 

        { 

          if( ( i%100 ) == 0) 

            operationController->reportProgress((double) i / 

(double) inputs[0].num_kvs ); 

 

          // Parse the input of each input key-value 

          input_key.parse(inputs[0].kvs[i]->key); 

          input_value.parse( inputs[0].kvs[i]->value ); 

 

          // Assign the output variables 

          output_key = input_value.user; 

          output_value = input_value.product; 

 

          // operation traces 

          trace.set_string(au::str("Mapped item %lu for user:%lu", 

output_value.value, output_key.value).c_str()); 
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          writer->emit( -1 , &trace , &value_void ); 

 

          writer->emit( 0 , &output_key, &output_value); 

        } 

      } 

 

      void finish( samson::KVWriter *writer ) 

      { 

      } 

 

    }; 

 

  } // end of namespace shop 

} // end of namespace samson 

 

#endif 

Variables are defined to read and write the keys and values. This elements must be of 

SAMSON “controlled” data types, as data is stored coded and compressed, and the platform 

needs the function parse() to know how to recover information. The key and values data 

types must match exactly the data types emitted to the dataset in the previous operation, 

which need to be the same as the types declared in module file. The developer must ensure 

that variables to read input keys and values agree with the ones declared in module file. The 

platform on its side ensures that variables to emit key-values agree with the declared data 

type, and that operations chain is consistent in the datasets types.  

A deeper insight in map_by_user operation:  

As there is only one input dataset, its data will be addressed with inputs[0]. As there is only 

one output dataset, key-value pairs will be written selecting the first dataset with the “0” 

argument in writer->emit(). If the operation had more input or output queues, correlative 

higher indexes would be used.  

The loop:  

 for (uint64_t i = 0; (i < inputs[0].num_kvs); i++) 

 { 

 } 

iterates on all the input key-value pairs. This information is provided by the field num_kvs in 

inputs[0].  

To have access to the data in the input dataset, its content must be “parsed” to be decoded. 

This is done with the parse() method for the data-type:  

 // Parse the input of each input key-value 

 input_key.parse(inputs[0].kvs[i]->key); 

 input_value.parse(inputs[0].kvs[i]->value); 
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"inputs[0].kvs[i]->key" is a pointer to the key of the i-th input key-value pair. The developer 

must ensure that the data types for input keys and values match. Incorrect types can cause 

unpredictable results which cannot be detected by the platform.  

After having read (parsed) the input datasets, it is possible to access the components in 

input_key and input_value variables. “user” and “product” components can be copied to the 

output_key and output_value variables.  

 // Assign the output variables 

 output_key = input_value.user; 

 output_value = input_value.product; 

 

Finally, out key-value pairs are emitted, in the same way as in parse_transactions, to the first 

(and only) output dataset with writer->emit().  

 writer->emit( 0 , &output_key, &output_value); 

Finally, in this operation two already presented tools have been used:  

 Progress report  

 Operation traces. They are implemented by writing to a "phantom" queue (-1). The 

data types of this queue are system.Value (implementing a string and a void, 

respectively, as key and value).  

Reduce reduce_by_user_state implementation is similar. A new data type, VectorProducts, 

must be declared in module file.  

data VectorProducts {  

 vector system.UInt products; 

}  

And the reduce implementation, in operations/reduce_by_user_state.h file:  

 

/** 

File autogenerated with samsonModuleParser. Please, edit to complete 

this operation 

*/ 

 

#ifndef _H_SAMSON_shop_reduce_by_user_state 

#define _H_SAMSON_shop_reduce_by_user_state 

 

#include <samson/module/samson.h> 

#include <samson/modules/shop/VectorProducts.h> 

#include <samson/modules/system/UInt.h> 

 

// For the operation traces 

#include "samson_system/Value.h" 
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#include "au/string.h" 

#include <stdint.h> 

 

namespace samson{ 

  namespace shop{ 

 

    class reduce_by_user_state : public samson::Reduce 

    { 

      public: 

        // INFO_MODULE 

        // If interface changes and you do not recreate this file, 

you will have to update this information (and of course, the module 

file) 

        // Please, do not remove this comments, as it will be used 

to check consistency on module declaration 

        // 

        // input: system.UInt system.UInt 

        // input: system.UInt shop.VectorProducts 

        // output: system.UInt shop.VectorProducts 

        // 

        // helpLine: Reduce example; from key-values groups the list 

of products by user, working in streaming with a user state 

        // END_INFO_MODULE 

 

        void init( samson::KVWriter *writer ) 

        { 

        } 

 

        void run( samson::KVSetStruct* inputs , samson::KVWriter 

*writer ) 

        { 

          // Variables used to read content from the input 

          samson::system::UInt user; 

          samson::system::UInt input_product; 

 

          // Variables used to keep the user profile 

          samson::shop::VectorProducts products; 
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          // For the traces 

          samson::system::Value trace; 

          samson::system::Value value_void; 

 

          value_void.set_as_void(); 

          if (inputs[1].num_kvs == 0) 

          { 

            // No previous state for the user 

            user.parse(inputs[0].kvs[0]->key); 

            products.init(); 

          } 

          else 

          { 

            user.parse(inputs[1].kvs[0]->key); 

            // Previous state 

            // We only consider one profile of products 

            products.parse(inputs[1].kvs[0]->value); 

            if (inputs[1].num_kvs > 1) 

            { 

              // operation traces 

              trace.set_string(au::str("Multiple profiles(%lu) for 

user:%lu", inputs[1].num_kvs, user.value).c_str()); 

              writer->emit( -1 , &trace , &value_void ); 

              // platform logs 

              LM_W(("Multiple profiles(%lu) for user:%lu", 

inputs[1].num_kvs, user.value)); 

            } 

          } 

          for (uint64_t i = 0; (i < inputs[0].num_kvs); i++) 

          { 

            input_product.parse(inputs[0].kvs[i]->value); 

 

            // operation traces 

            trace.set_string(au::str("Processing item %lu for 

user:%lu", i, user.value).c_str()); 

            writer->emit( -1 , &trace , &value_void ); 
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            // Just add the product to the user profile 

            // It could also be checked to have every product only 

once in the profile, keeping the count 

            products.productsAdd()->copyFrom(&input_product); 

          } 

          writer->emit( 0 , &user, &products); 

        } 

 

        void finish( samson::KVWriter *writer ) 

        { 

        } 

    }; 

  } // end of namespace shop 

} // end of namespace samson 

 

 

#endif 

We have used a new function (products.init()) from the VectorProducts data type. This 

function is not one of the built-in platform functions, and must be implemented by the 

developer in the samson/modules/shop/VectorProducts.h file.  

 

 

/** 

File autogenerated with samsonModuleParser. Please, edit to complete 

this data 

*/ 

 

#ifndef _H_SAMSON_shop_VectorProducts 

#define _H_SAMSON_shop_VectorProducts 

 

#include <samson/modules/shop/VectorProducts_base.h> 

namespace samson{ 

  namespace shop{ 

 

    class VectorProducts : public VectorProducts_base 

    { 

      public: 

      void init() 
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      { 

        productsSetLength(0); 

      } 

    }; 

 

  } // end of namespace samson 

} // end of namespace shop 

 

1. endif  

This file will not be modified by samsonModuleParser.  

The module can now be re-compiled and installed locally using the provided 

makefileInstallation into the cluster? Also we should provide the needed steps.  

Done! (more or less)  

The new operations are added to the streaming data-flow:  

 Delilah> ls_operations shop.* 

 Process started: Po7wuPEP_4 ls_operations shop.*  

 Process finished: Po7wuPEP_4 ls_operations shop.*  

 /------------------------------------------------\  

 | ls_operations shop.*                           | 

 |------------------------------------------------| 

 | worker_id | name                      | type   |  

 |-----------+---------------------------+--------| 

 | 0         | shop.map_by_user          | map    |   

 | 0         | shop.parse_transactions   | parser |  

 | 0         | shop.reduce_by_user_state | reduce |  

 \------------------------------------------------/ 

 Delilah> add_stream_operation 1 shop.map_by_user transactions 

transactions_by_user  

 Process started: Po7wuPEP_8 add_stream_operation 1 shop.map_by_user 

transactions transactions_by_user  

 Process finished: Po7wuPEP_8 add_stream_operation 1 

shop.map_by_user transactions trans_by_user  

 Delilah> add_stream_operation 2 shop.reduce_by_user_state 

trans_by_user user_state user_state  

 Process started: Po7wuPEP_9 add_stream_operation 2 

shop.reduce_by_user_state transactions_by_user user_state user_state  

 Process finished: Po7wuPEP_9 add_stream_operation 2 

shop.reduce_by_user_state transactions_by_user user_state user_state 

 Delilah> ls_stream_operations  

 Process started: 4S4mpMQd_9 ls_stream_operations  
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 Process finished: 4S4mpMQd_9 ls_stream_operations  

 /------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------\  

 | ls_stream_operations                                                                      

| 

 |------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------| 

 | worker_id | name | operation                 | inputs                    

| outputs        |  

 |-----------+------+---------------------------+-------------------

--------+----------------| 

 | 0         | 0    | shop.parse_transactions   | input                     

| transactions   |  

 | 0         | 1    | shop.map_by_user          | transactions              

| trans_by_user  |  

 | 0         | 2    | shop.reduce_by_user_state | trans_by_user 

user_state  | user_state     |  

 \------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------/  

  

 Deliah> ls 

 ?] Delilah>  

 [?] Delilah> ls  

 Process started: 00000000_10 ls  

 Process finished: 00000000_10 ls  

 /------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------\  

 | ls                                                                               

| 

 |------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------| 

 | worker_id | name          | #kvs   | size   | key          | 

value               |  

 |-----------+---------------+--------+--------+--------------+-----

----------------| 

 | 10        | input         | 0      | 0      | txt          | txt                 

|  

 | 10        | log_1         | 1.00K  | 24.9K  | system.Value | 

system.Value        |  

 | 10        | log_2         | 1.10K  | 28.8K  | system.Value | 

system.Value        |  

 | 10        | transactions  | 0      | 0      | system.UInt  | 

shop.Transaction    |  
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 | 10        | trans_by_user | 0      | 0      | system.UInt  | 

system.UInt         |  

 | 10        | user_state    | 100    | 1.20K  | system.UInt  | 

shop.VectorProducts |  

 \------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------/ 

The log queues are log_1 and log_2, after the name given in the add_stream_operation to 

the map and reduce operations. These not so meaningful names were chosen to keep the 

operations sorted in ls_stream_operation presentation.  

 

Results can be exported directly to the client file system with the delilah pop command, 

creating a directory with binary files that must be interpreted with samsonCat (the dataset 

products_by_user holds elements of type (system.UInt shop.VectorProducts), which will be 

translate with the method str() in the data type implementation).  

 

2.7.1.6 parserOut operation  

It is also possible to transform the data to a text format in a more controlled way. This can be 

done with a parserOut operation. In module file:  

 

 

parserOut export_state_to_txt 

{ 

  in system.UInt shop.VectorProducts 

  helpLine "Export system.UInt shop.VectorProducts key-values in a 

standard format. Use shop.separator to customize separator" 

} 

And its implementation in operations/export_state_to_txt.h:  

 

/** 

File autogenerated with samsonModuleParser. Please, edit to complete 

this operation 

*/ 

#ifndef _H_SAMSON_shop_export_state_to_txt 

#define _H_SAMSON_shop_export_state_to_txt 

 

#include <samson/module/samson.h> 

#include <samson/modules/shop/VectorProducts.h> 

#include <samson/modules/system/UInt.h> 
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#include <stdint.h> 

 

namespace samson{ 

  namespace shop{ 

 

    class export_state_to_txt : public samson::ParserOut 

    { 

      std::ostringstream output; 

      samson::system::UInt key; 

      samson::shop::VectorProducts value; 

 

      public: 

      // INFO_MODULE 

      // If interface changes and you do not recreate this file, you 

will have to update this information (and of course, the module 

file) 

      // Please, do not remove this comments, as it will be used to 

check consistency on module declaration 

      // 

      // input: system.UInt shop.VectorProducts  

      //  

      // helpLine: Export system.UInt shop.VectorProducts key-values 

in a standard format. Use shop.separator to customize separator 

      // END_INFO_MODULE 

 

      void init( TXTWriter *writer ) 

      { 

      } 

 

      void run( KVSetStruct* inputs , TXTWriter *writer ) 

      { 

         std::string separator = environment->get( "shop.separator" 

, ":" ); 

 

         for (uint64_t i = 0; (i < inputs[0].num_kvs); i++) 

         { 

           key.parse( inputs[0].kvs[i]->key ); 

           value.parse( inputs[0].kvs[i]->value ); 
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           output.str(""); // Clear content 

 

           output << "User:" << key.str() << " products" << 

separator; 

           for (int j = 0; (j < value.products_length);j++) 

           { 

             output << value.products[j].str() << ","; 

           } 

           output << std::endl; 

 

           writer->emit(output.str()); 

         } 

      } 

 

      void finish( TXTWriter *writer ) 

      { 

      } 

    }; 

  } // end of namespace shop 

} // end of namespace samson 

 

#endif 

 

In this operation, data is sent to the output queue with the TXTWriter class. Its interface is 

slightly different from the KVWriter's one. In the TXTWriter->emit(), only one output queue is 

possible, and data is not structured in key and value, just a string.  

Now it is possible to transform the binary dataset to a text dataset in a more legible layout. 

And it also can be exported to the delilah client file system with the download command:  

 Delilah> run shop.export_state_to_txt user_state output 

 Process started: 00000000_3 run shop.export_state_to_txt user_state 

output  

 Process finished: 00000000_3 run shop.export_state_to_txt 

user_state output  

 Delilah> ls  

 Process started: 00000000_4 ls  

 Process finished: 00000000_4 ls  

 /------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------\  
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 | ls                                                                            

| 

 |------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------| 

 | worker_id | name       | #kvs   | size   | key          | value               

|  

 |-----------+------------+--------+--------+--------------+--------

-------------| 

 | 10        |      log_1 |  1.00K |  24.9K | system.Value |        

system.Value |  

 | 10        |      log_2 |  1.10K |  28.8K | system.Value |        

system.Value |  

 | 10        |     output |      0 |  4.26K |          txt |                 

txt |  

 | 10        | user_state |    100 |  1.20K |  system.UInt | 

shop.VectorProducts |  

 \------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------/ 

 Delilah> pop output /tmp/output  

 Process started: 00000000_5 Pop queue output to local directory 

/tmp/output  

 Process finished: 00000000_5 Pop queue output to local directory 

/tmp/output  

 Delilah> quit  

 $ samsonCat -header /tmp/output/  

 Total: ( 0 kvs [ 0 ] in 4265 bytes [ 4.26K] ) 

 worker_000010_file_000001: KVHeader: ( 0 kvs in 4.26Kbytes )([0 

65536]) (txt-txt) 

 $ samsonCat /tmp/output/ | head 

 User:1 products:3,9,10,11,13,16,17, 

 User:2 products:0,0,3,5,9,10,11,11,14,14,14,16, 

 User:3 products:2,2,4,5,6,10,11,12,12,14, 

 User:4 products:2,5,7,7,8,9,9,10, 

 User:5 products:0,0,1,1,1,6,7,9,9,11,12,13,13,19, 

 User:6 products:2,2,3,6,7,7,8,8,8,9,10,13,15,16,18, 

 User:7 products:0,0,0,1,1,3,16,17, 

 User:8 products:0,7,7,8,9,17,18, 

 User:9 products:4,8,9,13,14,16, 

 User:10 products:4,4,5,8,9,12,13,19, 
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2.8 Available modules  

This section details the modules provided with the SAMSON platform (there are also 

references to modules not included in the distribution, but can be delivered on request).  

To keep the document simple, all references to namespaces have been removed (but when 

they are useful to clarify relationship between modules).  

To have the complete and up-to-date image of the modules, the best source is each module 

file available on request via e.samson@tid.es  

 

2.8.1 moduletemplate  

Basic template for developing new modules. Developer do not have to care about it, as it is 

used by the samsonModuleBootstrap script to create the infrastructure for a new module. It 

contains:  

 makefile  

 CMakeLists.txt: But for explicit dependencies, developer must only change 

“moduletemplate” with the name of the module.  

 module: In this template file, data types and operations to be implemented in the 

module are defined. One of the modules of the platform, samsonModuleParser, will 

take this file as input and produce an empty skeleton to be filled by the developer. In 

section 3.6.1, the syntax of this file is described.  

2.8.2 system  

In this module, basic data types are defined. These definitions include the functions to 

serialize and parse them, and some other methods needed by the platform.  

2.8.2.1 data types  

The data types defined in system module cover basic types (and other types very oriented to 

the solutions implemented until now in the platform) with the methods to be handled by the 

platform: serialize, parse, sort, present value as a string, as a XML (or json, or HTML) 

document...  

Basic, fixed length  
 Int32 (int)  

 Int16 (unsigned short)  

 Int8 (char)  

 UInt64 (size_t)  

 UInt32 (unsigned int)  

 UInt16 (unsigned short)  

 UInt8 (unsigned char)  

 Double (double)  

 Float (float)  

 Void (void)  

Basic, variable length  
 UInt (unsigned int, variable length, up to 64 bits)  

mailto:e.samson@tid.es
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This is probably the most useful data type to handle numbers and identifiers. It offers up to 

64 bits to represent any unsigned integer, but offers also an optimized coding that saves lot 

of disk (or memory) when serialized.  

 UInt2 (UInt pair)  

 Vector_UInt (vector of UInts)  

Although this not a basic data type (it is built by samsonModuleParser, based on the basic 

system.UInt), it is presented here because it offers a couple of specialized methods that can 

be useful to the developer:  

 int valuesAddSorted(UInt _value)  

 int valuesAddAtIndex(UInt _value, int index)  

Strings (string)  
 String (string)  

This data type is used to work with strings in SAMSON platform. Besides the internal 

methods, it offers some useful ones:  

 void convertToLowerCase()  

 bool isStandartWord()  

 bool isMail()  

 void set( const char* str )  

 void findAndReplace(std::string strToFind, std::string strToReplace)  

 StringVector (vector of strings)  

o int findIndex(String &strElement)  

o int findIndexSorted(String &strElement)  

o int findIndexSortedFromEnd(String &strElement)  

o int valuesAddSorted(String &strElement)  

o int valuesAddSortedFromEnd(String &strElement)  

o int valuesAddAtIndex(String &strElement, int index)  

Time related data types  
Time is an important data type in many SAMSON solutions, so a special effort has been 

devoted to offer different time related data types and methods:  

 TimeUnix (time_t)  

This is an extension of time_t unix typedef. It stores the number of seconds since the 

EPOCH. SAMSON's TimeUnix offers a large set of methods to parse it from and to strings:  

 void getTimeFromCalendar(struct tm *tm)  

 struct tm *getCalendarFromTime(struct tm *result)  

 void getTimeUTCFromCalendar_shiftandcompare(struct tm *tm)  

 void getTimeUTCFromCalendar(struct tm *tm)  

 void setFromDayMonthYear(int day, int month, int year)  

 struct tm *getCalendarFromTimeUTC(struct tm *result)  

 void getDateTimeFromTimeUTC(Date *date, Time *time)  

 void getDateTimeFromTimeUTC(DateComplete *date, Time *time)  

 void setFromStrTimeDate(const char *strDate, const char *strTime)  

 void setFromStrTimeDate_dd_lett_YY_12H_AMPM(const char *strTimeDate)  

 void setFromStrTimeDate_YYYY_mm_dd_24H(const char *strTimeDate)  

A large number of methods to transform time representations from string, system.Date, 

system.Time and struct tm. When possible, it is advisable to work with time representations 

in UTC, as transforming it to local timezone is very slow.  
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 void setFromString(const char *_data)  

 void setCurrentTime()  

 size_t secondsSinceThisTime()  

Some methods to work directly with the time in seconds, and the present time.  

 Date (date format used in some cdr solutions)  

o void compute_day_of_the_week()  

o int daysFrom2000_01_01()  

o unsigned int GetMonthDays()  

o void setFromStr(const char *strDate)  

o void setFromStr_month_letters(const char *strDate)  

 Time (time format used in some cdr solutions)  

o void setFromStr_24H(const char *strTime)  

o void setFromStr_12H_AMPM(const char * strTime)  

Both representations are direct translations of the formatted string representation of time. It is 

the format that usually has time in log files.  

 TimeSlot (time slot with week day information used in mobility solution)  

This data type allows defining and checking time slots in a weekly frame, specifying hour 

gaps and day of the week.  

  

o void set(const char *str)  

o bool includes( samson::system::Date *date, samson::system::Time *time )  

o bool includes( samson::system::DateComplete *date, samson::system::Time 

*time )  

o bool includes( samson::system::TimeUnix *time )  

 ComplexTimeSlot (set of TimeSlot)  

o void set( std::string str )  

o bool includes( Date *date, Time *time )  

o bool includes( DateComplete *date, Time *time )  

o bool includes( TimeUnix *time )  

o void setWeekDayFirstDay(Date *date)  

o void setWeekDayFirstDay(DateComplete *date)  

o void setCoveredDays()  

o unsigned int getCoveredDays()  

2.8.2.2 functions  

Only two parsing functions are defined:  

 parser parse_id_id (out UInt2-Void)  

 parser parser_uint_void (out UInt-Void)  

2.8.2.3 scripts  

No script is defined  
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2.8.2.4 system.Value  

2.8.3 shop  

This module implements the example for processing the records from an online shop, 

described in section 6.1.  

2.8.3.1 data types  

 Transaction (UInt user, UInt product, UInt operationType). Transaction information.  

 VectorProducts (vector UInt products). Product list.  

2.8.3.2 functions  

 parser parse_transactions (out UInt-Operation)  

 parserOut export_state_to_txt (in Uint-VectorProducts)  

 map map_by_user (in UInt-Operation, out UInt-UInt)  

 reduce reduce_by_user_state (in UInt-UInt, out UInt-VectorProducts)  

2.8.3.3 scripts  

2.8.4 example  

Implement another example, mainly to test platform functionalities.  

2.8.5 txt  

Module with the typical examples of counting words and counting collocations.  

2.9 Delilah Commands  

2.9.1 delilah console client  

'delilah' is the samson shell, used to interact with the SAMSON platform.  

Syntax:  

 delilah <IP address> <port> [options] 

delilah supports a number of options, the most important being:  

 

Option  Description  

-u  print usage on the screen and then exit  

-v  verbose mode – up to five v:s accepted  

--version  print version on the screen and then exit  

-user  User to connect to SAMSON cluster  

-password  Password to connect to SAMSON cluster  
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-memory  memory in GBytes  

-load_buffer_size  load buffer size in MBytes  

-f  File with commands to execute  

-command  Single command to be executed  

The delilah tool is provided as part of the samson package, installed with the rest of the 

platform. See the SAMSON Installation Guide for information regarding obtaining SAMSON  

 

Whilst the delilah tool is supplied with software that enables the cluster, the application does 

not need to be run from within the cluster but does need to be able to connect to each node 

within the cluster. When delilah is not executed on a cluster node the host name (of a cluster 

member) and the port need to be supplied. Without any arguments, delilah will attempt a 

connection to localhost/127.0.0.1 on port 1324.  

 

Examples  

Connect to the node samson01, assuming port 1324  

 delilah samson01 

Connect to the node samson01 on port 9999  

 delilah samson01 9999 

The tool is presented a shell interface, as found with other tools, that provide the following 

convenient features, such as:  

history - Using the cursor keys, the delilah user can easily browse the history of previous 

commands, to invoke a command previously invoked.  

 The history is kept on file, thus survives between sessions.  

auto-completion - Using the tab key, the delilah user can auto-complete command names, its 

options, operation names, dataset names etc.  

2.9.2 Getting help  

Delilah provides a „help‟ interface that gives additional information about the utility and its 

commands. See section 3.4.1 for more information regarding this command.  

2.9.3 Management Commands  

The management category of commands brings together commands used to maintain the 

cluster. The commands in this category are:  

 cluster - add/remove/view cluster members  

 ls_connections – view the status of all connections in the cluster  

A SAMSON cluster is a set of SAMSON nodes that work together.  

Nodes can easily be added or removed from a SAMSON cluster using delilah.  

2.9.3.1 cluster  

The cluster command has a number of subcommands:  

command  description  
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info  Show current cluster definition and connection status  

connections  Show more information about current connections  

pending  Show pending packets for unconnected workers  

connect  Connect to another SAMSON cluster instance  

add  Add a node to this cluster  

remove  
Remove one of the involved workers. The worker id should be provided (see 

cluster info)  

get_my_id  Get this delilah identifier (see ls_connections)  

For example, create a new SAMSON cluster with three nodes  

1. Make sure a 'free' samsonWorker is running in each of the nodes. With 'free' is meant 

that the worker does not belong to any cluster. If a samsonWorker already belongs to 

a cluster and you wish for it to belong to another cluster, just connect to it using 

Delilah and issue the cluster info command. Now you have the 'id' of the node and 

you can use the cluster remove command to release the node.  

2. Connect to one of the three nodes (doesn't matter which one you start with), using the 

cluster connect command. As this node is (was) a free node, a cluster containing only 

this node is created automatically.  

3. Now add the other two nodes, using the cluster add command.  

4. To check that everything worked, use the cluster info command and you should see 

the three nodes:  

cluster info  
The cluster subcommand 'info' shows the list of nodes in the connected cluster.  

Syntax:  

 cluster info 

Example output:  

 /------------------------------------------------------------------

\  

 | Cluster 204695284815 ( version 2 )                               

| 

 |------------------------------------------------------------------

| 

 | Worker | Host          |                                  Status 

|  

 |--------+---------------+-----------------------------------------

| 

 | 0      | samson01:1324 | Connected In: 0 B/s Out: 0 B/s          

|  

 | 1      | samson02:1324 | Connected In: 0 B/s Out: 0 B/s          

|  

 | 2      | samson03:1324 | Connected In: 86.0 B/s Out: 0 B/s       

|  
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 \------------------------------------------------------------------

/ 

cluster connections  
The cluster subcommand 'connections' shows a listing with detailed information of all 

currently open connections.  

Syntax:  

 cluster connections 

Example output:  

 /------------------------------------------------\  

 | Connections                                    | 

 |------------------------------------------------| 

 | Name     | Host          | In       | Out      |  

 |----------+---------------+----------+----------| 

 | worker_0 | samson01:1324 | 86.0 B/s | 3.00 B/s |  

 | worker_1 | samson02:1324 | 86.0 B/s | 3.00 B/s |  

 | worker_2 | samson03:1324 | 86.0 B/s | 3.00 B/s |  

 \------------------------------------------------/ 

cluster pending  
The cluster subcommand 'pending' shows all pending packets for unconnected workers:  

Syntax:  

 cluster pending 

Example output:  

 /------------------------------\  

 | Pending packets              | 

 |------------------------------| 

 | Connection | #Packets | Size |  

 |------------+----------+------| 

 ... 

 \------------------------------/ 

cluster connect  
The cluster subcommand 'connect' lets you connect to a SAMSON cluster. If you are already 

connected to a cluster, delilah will disconnect from that cluster and connect to the requested 

cluster, unless delilah detects outstanding operations. If so, to override this, the user would 

have to disconnect manually, using the command 'cluster disconnect' before connecting to 

the new cluster. To connect to a cluster, it is enough to connect to any of the samsonWorker 

process in the cluster.  

Syntax:  

 cluster connect host:port 
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cluster add  
To add a new node to an existing cluster (the cluster you're currently connected to), the 

subcommand 'add' is used. cluster add has one parameter, the name of the node where the 

samson worker instance is running. In case this samson worker has been started with a port 

that is not the default samson worker port (1324), this port must be added to the node using 

colon (:) as separator.  

Syntax:  

 cluster add host:port 

cluster remove  
To remove a worker instance from a cluster, the subcommand 'remove' is used. A removed 

worker instance is immediately informed and this worker instance is now cluster-free, 

meaning that it can be added to any cluster. One option is required for this command - the 

host of the worker instance that is to be removed from the cluster. In case the worker is not 

using the default worker port, the port number is added to the hostname, using a colon as 

separator.  

Syntax:  

 cluster remove host:port 

cluster get_my_id  
To retrieve the cluster id of the currently connected cluster, the subcommand 'get_my_id' is 

used. This identification number of the cluster can later be used in various listings to detect 

that connections are with this instance of delilah, and not another one. It is normal to have 

many instances of delilah running simultaneously.  

Syntax:  

 cluster get_my_id 

2.9.3.2 ls_connections  

The management command ls_connections shows the status of all connections in a cluster. 

E.g.:  

Syntax:  

 ls_connections 

2.9.4 Data Commands  

There are seven different delilah commands to view and modify data queues and blocks:  

Command  Description  

ls  Show a list of all data queues in the system  

rm  Remove a queue. Usage: rm queue  

remove_all  

remove_all_stream  

Remove all data queues and their data and properties. Remove 

also any stream operation scheduled and their properties  

set_queue_property  Specify the value of property <property> for queue <queue>  

unset_queue_property  Remove a previously defined <property> for a queue  
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show_stream_block  Show data activity in a particular stream block  

ls_blocks  
Show the list of data blocks managed in a SAMSON cluster. This is 

a debug tool  

ls_buffers  
Show the list of data buffers managed in a SAMSON cluster. This is 

a debug tool  

2.9.4.1 ls  

'ls' is perhaps the most used command in delilah. It is used to see a listing of all data queues 

in the system and has a number of options:  

Option  Description  

-rates  Information about total size and current rate  

-blocks  Detailed information about blocks  

-properties  Get properties assigned to queues  

-group  Group results by a particular field  

Syntax:  

ls [<queue name>]  

2.9.4.2 rm  

The 'rm' command removes a data queue from the system.  

Syntax:  

 rm <queue name> 

2.9.4.3 remove_all_stream  

The 'remove_all_stream' command (or its alias 'remove_all') clears all data queues and 

programmed parameters in the cluster (configured with ls_stream_operations, 

set_queue_property, set_stream_operation_property...). The cluster recovers its very initial 

state, ready to run any solution without interference from previous executions.  

Syntax:  

 remove_all_streamTo be checked 

2.9.4.4 set_queue_property  

Properties of a Samson data queue is a set of variables associated to the queue.  

The maximum data size stored in the queue before running the consumer operation can be 

set with max_size property. It can be used to force a lower latency, by setting a small 

max_size.  

Syntax:  

 set_queue_property <queue> <property> <value> 
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2.9.4.5 unset_queue_property  

The 'unset_queue_property' is used to remove a previously set property for a queue.  

Syntax:  

 unset_queue_property <queue> <property> 

2.9.4.6 show_stream_block  

The 'show_stream_block' command shows data activity in a particular stream block. It shows 

input and output queues, state queues, stream operations and internal states included in 

inner stream blocks.  

Syntax:  

 show_stream_block <path> [-rates] 

2.9.4.7 ls_blocks  

The 'ls_blocks' command shows the list of data blocks managed in the SAMSON cluster. 

This command is a tool used for debugging.  

Syntax:  

 ls_blocks 

2.9.4.8 ls_buffers  

The 'ls_buffers' command shows the list of data buffers managed in the SAMSON cluster. 

This command is a tool used for debugging.  

Syntax:  

 ls_buffers 

2.9.5 Delilah Commands  

The 'delilah' category of commands are typically the commands that do not invoke anything 

outside of the delilah executable, i.e. no message is sent to any worker in order to execute 

this type of commands. The exception to this rule are connect/disconnect and 

wverbose/wdebug  

2.9.5.1 help  

The command to use to get help in delilah is called 'help'. Once invoked, the following listing 

is presented on the screen:  

 ====================================================== 

 SAMSON v 0.6.1 

 ====================================================== 

 SAMSON is a distributed platform for efficient processing of 

unbounded streams of big data 

 Authors: Andreu Urruela, Grant Croker, J.Gregorio Escalada & Ken 

Zangelin 
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 Telefonica I+D 2010-2012 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------

------------- 

 help all .................. get a list of all available commands 

 help categories ........... get a list of command categories 

 help <command> ............ get detailed information for a command 

 help <category> ........... get a list of commands for a particular 

category 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------

------------- 

The help categories are:  

 data  

 delilah  

 local  

 management  

 modules  

 push&pop  

 stream  

To see the listing of all commands for a category, use the following command:  

 help <category name> 

To see the help of an individual command, use 'help <command name>', for example:  

 help ls 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------

---- 

 COMMAND ls ( data ) 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------

---- 

 DESCRIPTION: Show a list of all data queues in the system 

 USAGE:  

 ls [-rates] [-blocks] [-properties] [-group group_field] 

 -rates Information about total size and current rate 

 -blocks Detailes information about blocks 

 -properties Get properties assigned to queues 

 -group Group results by a particular field 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------

---- 

2.9.5.2 ps  

The 'ps' command is used to view information about delilah processes  

Syntax:  
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 ps [-clear] [<id>] 

The option '-clear', if set, removes all finished or erroneous processes. If a parameter (id) is 

sent to the 'ps' command, then extensive information about that process is shown.  

2.9.5.3 set_mode  

The 'set_mode' command is used to select the delilah working mode, that can take one of 

three values: 'normal', 'database', and 'logs'.  

Syntax:  

 set_mode <normal|database|logs> 

The different working modes:  

 normal: It is the default console for delilah, and most of this document is devoted to 

this interface.  

 database: This mode allows creating and working with different table formats, 

adapting any information to the most useful representation.  

 logs: It switches to a logClient (see User Manual for a complete description of this 

interface) console. It allows inspecting of the log messages received by the 

logServerDon't say so much, but there is no help for the database! 

I don't know the shortcuts. 

To be checked 

.  

Here perhaps a short explanation of the three modes ... and the keyboard shortcuts to 

change modes ...  

2.9.5.4 set  

The 'set' command is used for setting an environment variable in delilah.  

Syntax:  

 set [<name>] [<value>] 

When using 'set' without parameters, a listing of all set environment variables is shown.  

2.9.5.5 unset  

The 'unset' command is used for removing an environment variable in delilah.  

Syntax:  

 unset <name> 

2.9.5.6 connect  

The 'connect' command is used to connect the delilah to a SAMSON cluster or node.  

Syntax:  

 connect host [-port X] [-user X] [-password X] 
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2.9.5.7 disconnect  

The 'disconnect' command is used to disconnect the delilah from its current SAMSON 

cluster.  

Syntax:  

 disconnect 

2.9.5.8 alerts  

The 'alerts' command is to activate or deactivate the delilah functionality to show incoming 

alerts on screen.  

Alerts in the SAMSON platform is a mechanism that the samsonWorker process uses to 

send messages between themselves and all connected delilahs.  

Syntax:  

 alerts <on>|<off> 

2.9.5.9 show_alerts  

The 'show_alerts' command is used to view a list of the last 10 incoming alerts. The number 

of alerts to view can be modified using the built-in option '-lines'  

Syntax:  

 show_alerts [-lines (number)] 

2.9.5.10 open_alerts_file  

The 'open_alerts_file' command is used to open a file in the local file system to store all 

incoming alerts. This file must be closed using the 'close_alerts_file' command.  

Syntax:  

 open_alerts_file <file name> 

2.9.5.11 close_alerts_file  

The 'close_alerts_file' command is used to close the alerts file, previously opened with the 

'open_alerts_file' command.  

Syntax:  

 close_alerts_file 

2.9.5.12 send_alert  

The 'send_alert' command is used to send an alert to all connected delilahs using a random 

worker as sender  

Syntax:  

 send_alert [-worker X] [-error] [-warning] message 

 -worker XUse only this worker as broadcaster  

 -errorMark this trace as an error for correct visualization  

 -warningMark this trace as a warning for correct visualization  
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2.9.5.13 trace  

Activate or deactivate trace levels in the SAMSON cluster.  

Syntax:  

 trace <on>|<off> 

2.9.5.14 verbose  

The 'verbose' command activates or deactivates verbose mode for the delilah.  

When 'on', extra information for commands executed in delilah is shown on screen.  

Syntax:  

 verbose <on>|<off> 

2.9.5.15 wverbose  

The 'wverbose' command sets the verbose level for the samsonWorker process in the 

cluster. The higher the number, the more verbose the workers get.  

Syntax:  

 wverbose <0-5>|<off> 

2.9.5.16 wdebug  

The 'wdebug' command sets the debug level for the samsonWorker process in the cluster.  

Syntax:  

 wdebug <on>|<off> 

2.9.5.17 wwrites  

The 'wwrites' command sets the 'writes' debug level for the samsonWorker process in the 

cluster.  

Syntax:  

 wwrites <on>|<off> 

2.9.5.18 wreads  

The 'wreads' command sets the 'reads' debug level for the samsonWorker process in the 

cluster.  

Syntax:  

 wreads <on>|<off> 

2.9.5.19 wtrace  

The 'wtrace' command sets the 'trace' level for the samsonWorker process in the cluster.  

Syntax:  

 wtrace <trace level comma-separated ranges> 
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The samsonWorker process has 256 trace levels, from 0 to 255. Using this command, delilah 

changes the trace levels of all workers in the cluster. The option for 'wtrace' is a comma 

separated list of ranges, E.g. 0-4,67-99  

2.9.6 Local Commands  

The category 'local' groups the delilah commands that have no interaction whatsoever with 

any of the workers in the cluster and that interacts with the local file system.  

2.9.6.1 ls_local  

The 'ls_local' command shows a listing of the current directory with relevant information 

about local data-sets.  

Syntax:  

 ls_local 

Example output:  

 /-----------------------------------------\  

 | Local files ( * )                       | 

 |-----------------------------------------| 

 | Name      | Type | Size        | Format |  

 |-----------+------+-------------+--------| 

 | data_dir  | DIR  |             |        |  

 | test_file | FILE | 2.00 bytes  | -      |  

 \-----------------------------------------/ 

2.9.6.2 rm_local  

The 'rm_local' command removes a local file or directory (and all its contents).  

Syntax:  

 rm_local <local filename> 

2.9.6.3 history  

As explained above, delilah keeps the command history on file to be retrieved for reuse in 

the same session or for future sessions of delilah. To see the command history, the 

command 'history' is used.  

Syntax:  

 history 

2.9.7 Module Commands  

A module in the SAMSON platform is a shared library that implements functionality for the 

platform and thus extends it. The SAMSON platform allows for modules to be loaded in run-
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time. Detailed information on how to create a new module is found in the SAMSON 

Developers Reference Guide.  

2.9.7.1 ls_modules  

To view a list of all installed modules in the platform, the command 'ls_modules' is used.  

Syntax:  

 ls_modules 

 /------------------------------------------------------------------

----\  

 | ls_modules                                                           

| 

 |------------------------------------------------------------------

----| 

 | worker_id | name   | version | #operations | #datas | author         

|  

 |-----------+--------+---------+-------------+--------+------------

----| 

 | 0         | system | 0.2     |        8.00 |   22.0 | Andreu 

Urruela |  

 | 2         | system | 0.2     |        8.00 |   22.0 | Andreu 

Urruela |  

 | 1         | system | 0.2     |        8.00 |   22.0 | Andreu 

Urruela |  

 \------------------------------------------------------------------

----/ 

2.9.7.2 ls_operations  

The 'ls_operations' command shows all the available operations defined the modules loaded 

in the platform. Although usually all nodes in the platform should load the same modules 

(and the same versions of them), the command provides a detailed information on what 

operations (and their type) are available in every worker.To be checked  

Syntax:  

 ls_operations [operation_name_pattern] 

Example output:  

 /---------------------------------------\  

 | ls_operations                         | 

 |---------------------------------------| 

 | worker_id | name          |      type |  

 |-----------+---------------+-----------| 

 | 2         | system.lines  | splitter  |  

 | 2         | system.map    | map       |  
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 | 2         | system.map2   | map       |  

 | 2         | system.map3   | map       |  

 | 2         | system.parse  | parser    |  

 | 2         | system.reduce | reduce    |  

 | 2         | system.str    | parserOut |  

 | 2         | system.update | reduce    |  

 | 0         | system.lines  | splitter  |  

 | 0         | system.map    | map       |  

 | 0         | system.map2   | map       |  

 | 0         | system.map3   | map       |  

 | 0         | system.parse  | parser    |  

 | 0         | system.reduce | reduce    |  

 | 0         | system.str    | parserOut |  

 | 0         | system.update | reduce    |  

 | 1         | system.lines  | splitter  |  

 | 1         | system.map    | map       |  

 | 1         | system.map2   | map       |  

 | 1         | system.map3   | map       |  

 | 1         | system.parse  | parser    |  

 | 1         | system.reduce | reduce    |  

 | 1         | system.str    | parserOut |  

 | 1         | system.update | reduce    |  

 \---------------------------------------/ 

The optional operation_name_pattern is very useful to inspect a subset of operations, usually 

the ones provided by one module. For example, the operations available in the wiki module:  

 Delilah> ls_operations wiki.*  

 /-----------------------------------------------------\  

 | ls_operations wiki.*                                | 

 |-----------------------------------------------------| 

 | worker_id | name                           | type   |  

 |-----------+--------------------------------+--------| 

 | 0         | wiki.demo                      | script |  

 | 0         | wiki.demo_inverted_index_links | script |  

 | 0         | wiki.demo_inverted_index_words | script |  

 | 0         | wiki.init_stream_operations    | script |  

 | 0         | wiki.parse_links               | parser |  

 | 0         | wiki.parse_pages_to_links      | parser |  
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 | 0         | wiki.parse_words               | parser |  

 | 0         | wiki.reduce_inverted_index     | reduce |  

 \-----------------------------------------------------/ 

2.9.7.3 ls_datas  

A 'data' in the SAMSON platform is a data-type that can be used in creating Samson 

modules. To view a list of all the datas for the platform, the 'ls_datas' command is used.  

Syntax:  

 ls_datas [data_name_pattern] 

Example output:  

 /-------------------------------------------------------\  

 | ls_datas                                              | 

 |-------------------------------------------------------| 

 | worker_id | name                   | help             |  

 |-----------+------------------------+------------------| 

 | 2         | system.ComplexTimeSlot | Help coming soon |  

 | 2         | system.Date            | Help coming soon |  

 | 2         | system.DateComplete    | Help coming soon |  

 | 2         | system.Double          | Help coming soon |  

 | 2         | system.Float           | Help coming soon |  

 | 2         | system.Int16           | Help coming soon |  

 | 2         | system.Int32           | Help coming soon |  

 | 2         | system.Int8            | Help coming soon |  

 | 2         | system.String          | Help coming soon |  

 | 2         | system.StringVector    | Help coming soon |  

 | 2         | system.Time            | Help coming soon |  

 ... 

 \-------------------------------------------------------/ 

Similar to ls_operations, the command has an optional parameter to specify a pattern in the 

name of the data types to be shown:  

 Delilah> ls_datas wiki.*  

 /----------------------------------------------\  

 | ls_datas wiki.*                              | 

 |----------------------------------------------| 

 | worker_id | name          | help             |  

 |-----------+---------------+------------------| 

 | 0         | wiki.WordInfo | Help coming soon |  
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 \----------------------------------------------/ 

2.9.7.4 push_module  

The 'push_module' command is used to add a new module to the platform.  

Syntax:  

 push_module <file> <module_name> 

2.9.7.5 reload_modules  

When a module has been uploaded to the platform it can be reloaded using the command 

reload_modules  

Syntax:  

 reload_modules 

 

2.9.8 Push and Pop commands  

The category of Push and Pop includes the commands to push data into queues in the 

SAMSON platform from local files in the file system, to pop them, i.e. create a local file with a 

copy of the information in the queue, as well as commands to manipulate and view queues.  

2.9.8.1 push  

The command 'push' pushes the content of a list of local file/directories to a queue in the 

SAMSON platform.  

Syntax:  

 push file1/dir1 file2/dir2 file3/dir3 ... fileN/dirN <queue name> 

2.9.8.2 pop  

The command 'pop' copies the content of a samson queue to a local directory. This 

command also works for binary queues. To later view the content, the executable 

samsonCat is used. samsonCat is distributed with the SAMSON platform.  

Syntax:  

 pop <queue> <local_file_or_dir> [-force] [-show] 

2.9.8.3 connect_to_queue  

Using the command 'connect_to_queue', you can connect to a queue to receive live data 

from the SAMSON platform. Received data will be stored in a local directory called 

stream_out_<queue>  

Syntax:  

 connect_to_queue <queue> 
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2.9.8.4 disconnect_from_queue  

To stop the flow of 'connect_to_queue', the command 'disconnect_from_queue' is used.  

Syntax:  

 disconnect_from_queue <queue> 

2.9.8.5 ls_local_queues  

To view a list of local queues (in the current directory), the command 'ls_local_queues' is 

used. These queues have been typically being downloaded with command pop.  

Syntax:  

 ls_local_queues 

Example output:  

 /------------------------------------------------------------------

---\ 

 | Local queues ( * )                                                  

| 

 |------------------------------------------------------------------

---| 

 | Name| Type       | Size                   | Format                  

|  

 |-----+------------+------------------------+----------------------

---| 

 |words|SAMSON queue|36.9Kkvs in 2.54Mbytes  |system.Value-

system.Value|  

 \------------------------------------------------------------------

---/ 

2.9.8.6 show_local_queue  

The command 'show_local_queue' shows contents of a queue downloaded using pop. 

Modules should be installed locally  

Syntax:  

 show_local_queue <local_dir> [-header] [-limit X] 

2.9.8.7 push_queue  

To push the content of a queue onto another queue (or even various queues), the command 

'push_queue' is used.  

Syntax:  

 push_queue <from_queue> <to_queue> [ <to_queue2> ... ] 
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2.9.9 Stream Commands  

The 'stream' category of delilah commands contains the commands related to the managing 

of operations and data in stream mode. As in verion 0.6.1 this is the main working mode of 

the platform, this set of commands is very important to work with this version of the 

samson.To be checked  

2.9.9.1 ls_stream_operations  

Show a list of defined stream operations (added with add_stream_operation)  

Syntax:  

 ls_stream_operations [-in] [-out] [-running] [-properties] 

 -inInformation about data accepted in the operations  

 -outInformation about data emitted  

 -runningCurrently running operations and status  

 -propertiesShow properties associated to each stream operation  

2.9.9.2 add_stream_operation  

To add a stream operation, the command 'add_stream_operation' is used. A stream 

operation is used to automatically process data from input queues to output queues. The 

stream operation will 'silently' work to process all data that comes in on the input-queues and 

push the results to the output queues. It will keep working until it is removed, using either of 

the 'rm_stream_operation' or 'cancel_stream_operation' commands.  

The types of the queues (input or output) given as parameters to this command are defined 

by the operation itself. The operation knows how many input queues it is supposed to use 

and the queues will be read in order and assigned accordingly.  

Syntax:  

 add_stream_operation<name> <operation> <input-queues> <output-

queues> [-forward] 

 -forwardOption that allows to schedule reduce operations without state.  

Joins against a constant queue  

2.9.9.3 rm_stream_operation  

To remove a stream operation, the command 'rm_stream_operation' is used.  

Syntax:  

 rm_stream_operation <name> [-f (silent)] 

2.9.9.4 run  

To manually start an operation, the command 'run' is used. This operation will keep running 

until it is either cancelled or removed, using the commands 'rm_stream_operation' or 

'cancel_stream_operation'.  

Syntax:  

 run <op_name> [queues...] [-clear_inputs] 
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 <op_name>Name of the operation. See 'help ls_operations' for more info  

 [queues]Name of the queues involved in this operation (inputs and outputs)  

 [-clear_inputs]clear content from input queues before running this operation  

2.9.9.5 cancel_stream_operation  

To cancel a particular operation, the command 'cancel_stream_operation' is used.  

Syntax:  

 cancel_stream_operation <op_id> 

 <op_name> : Identifier of the operation. Usually something like XXXXX_XXX  

2.9.9.6 set_stream_operation_property  

The command 'set_stream_operation_property' sets the value of an enviroment property 

associated to a stream operation (see add_stream_operation).  

Syntax:  

 set_stream_operation_property<stream_operation_name> 

<variable_name> <value> 

2.9.9.7 unset_stream_operation_property  

The command 'unset_stream_operation_property' removes an enviroment property 

associated to a stream operation (see add_stream_operation).  

Syntax:  

 unset_stream_operation_property <stream_operation_name> 

<variable_name> 

2.9.9.8 add_queue_connection  

To connect a queue to a set of queues, the command 'add_queue_connection' is used. All 

data from the source queue is automatically redirected to target queues.  

Syntax:  

 add_queue_connection<source_queue> <target_queue_1> 

<target_queue_2> ... <target_queue_N> 

2.9.9.9 rm_queue_connection  

To remove a queue connection, previously established with 'add_queue_connection', the 

command 'rm_queue_connection' is used.  

Syntax:  

 rm_queue_connection <source_queue> <target_queue> 

2.9.9.10 ls_queues_connections  

To view a list of the queue connections defined with 'add_queue_connection', the command 

'ls_queues_connections' is used.  
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Syntax:  

 ls_queues_connections 

2.9.9.11 ps_stream  

To obtain a list of the stream tasks currently running in all workers, the command 'ps_stream' 

is used.  

Syntax:  

 ps_stream 

2.9.9.12 ls_workers  

The command 'ls_workers' produces a list of current workers with current memory/ disk / 

process status.  

Syntax:  

 ls_workers [-disk] [-engine] 

 * [-disk]Show more info about disk activity in each worker 

 * [-engine]Show more info about engine activity in each worker 

2.9.9.13 init_stream  

The command 'init_stream' executes an initialization script to setup some automatic stream 

operations.  

Syntax:  

 init_stream [prefix] <script_name> 

 [prefix]used to name operations and queues  

 <script_name>name of the script (e.g. module.script)  

2.9.9.14 ps_workers  

The command 'ps_workers' is used to view a list of the commands under execution in each 

node of the cluster.  

Syntax:  

 ps_workers <command pattern> 

2.9.9.15 defrag  

The command 'defrag' defragments the content of a particular queue  

Syntax:  

 defrag <queue> <destination_queue> 
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3 CEP GE - IBM Proactive Technology Online User 
and Programmer Guide 

You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

The CEP GE is implemented by the IBM Proactive Technology Online (Proton) asset. The 

IBM Proactive Technology Online is a scalable integrated platform to support the 

development, deployment, and maintenance of event-driven applications. While standard 

reactive applications are based on reactions to single events, the Proton engine component 

reacts to situations rather than to single events. A situation is a condition that is based on a 

series of events that have occurred within a dynamic time window called a context. Situations 

include composite events (e.g., sequence), counting operators on events (e.g., aggregation) 

and absence operators.  

The Proton engine is a runtime tool that receives information on the occurrence of events 

from event producers, detects situations, and reports the detected situations to external 

consumers.  

 

The IBM Proactive Technology Online User Guide explains how to create a complex event 

processing (CEP) application. It describes the language constructs that are used to build 

CEP applications and includes tutorial that explains how this can be done using the IBM 

Proactive Technology Online authoring tool.  

 

The User Guide can be found in the attached link:  

IBM Proactive Technology Online User Guide  

The Programmer Guide presents the Proton engine which is a run time component of the 

IBM Proactive Technology Online asset. The programmer guide includes the high level 

architecture of the engine, the various supported adapters that can be used by the event 

producers to send events to the engine and the various supported adapters that can be used 

to send derived events from the engine to the consumers. It describes how a built-in adapter 

type can be used and how a new adapter type can be added. Configuration information and 

running instructions are also included.  

 

The Programmer Guide can be found in the attached link:  

IBM Proactive Technology Online Programmer Guide  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/CEP%20GE%20-%20IBM%20Proactive%20Technology%20Online%20User%20and%20Programmer%20Guide
http://forge.fi-ware.eu/docman/view.php/9/1304/ProtonUserGuide-FI-WARE.pdf
http://forge.fi-ware.eu/docman/view.php/9/1305/Proton+Programmer+Guide+FI-WARE.pdf
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4 Publish/Subscribe Context Broker - Context 
Awareness Platform - User and Programmer 
Guide 

You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

4.1 NGSI API  

A partial implementation of NGSI-10 interface, described in 

http://www.openmobilealliance.org/Technical/release_program/docs/NGSI/V1_0-20101207-

C/OMA-TS-NGSI_Context_Management-V1_0-20100803-C.pdf , has been realized by 

means of a wrapper on top of ContextML/CQL Context Broker. NGSI data structure have 

been modeled in JSON language, compliant to supplied xsd schema and NGSI specification. 

It should be noted that since NGSI and ContextML/CQL interfaces have a slightly different 

approach to context management, this implementation of NGSI functions undergoes some 

simplifications, here is a list of the ones related to context model, which applies to every 

method:  

 AttributeDomain and related metadata are not supported  

 In EntityId data structure the Pattern parameter is not supported  

 In ContextAttribute data structure the metadata Timestamp, Expires and Source are 

optional in input as required by specifications, but default values are introduced when 

context is retrieved.  

In next releases some limitations may be overcome. The following sections describe 

supported NGSI bindings and their data representation formats (the data model is always 

NGSI, except in the last case):  

 Pub/Sub GE NGSI with JSON  

 Pub/Sub GE NGSI with XML  

 Pub/Sub GE with ContextML/CQL  

 

4.1.1.1 JSON to ContextML: mapping  

Knowing mapping assumptions is useful if context data are updated with NGSI method of the 

wrapper and retrieved by means of the ContextML/CQL methods or viceversa. The following 

applies:  

 The mapping between NGSI EntityId and ContextML Entity is as follows:  

 

 "entityId" : { 

          "id" : "urn:[ctxML_entity_type]:[ctxML_entity_id]", 

          "type" : "urn:[ctxML_entity_type]" 

        } 

Ex.: (NGSI entityId.id)"urn:username:sergio" --> (ContextML entity)"username|sergio"  

 The ContextAttribute name is exactly the name of ContextML "scope".  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Publish/Subscribe%20Context%20Broker%20-%20Context%20Awareness%20Platform%20-%20User%20and%20Programmer%20Guide
http://www.openmobilealliance.org/Technical/release_program/docs/NGSI/V1_0-20101207-C/OMA-TS-NGSI_Context_Management-V1_0-20100803-C.pdf
http://www.openmobilealliance.org/Technical/release_program/docs/NGSI/V1_0-20101207-C/OMA-TS-NGSI_Context_Management-V1_0-20100803-C.pdf
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Pub/Sub_GE_NGSI_with_JSON
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Pub/Sub_GE_NGSI_with_XML
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Pub/Sub_GE_with_ContextML/CQL
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5 Pub/Sub_GE_NGSI_with_JSON 
You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

5.1.1 queryContext method  

The queryContext method allows to retrieve context information available on the Context 

Management System. Every functionality is supported, included restrictions on context 

values or metadata (fatto salvo quanto detto sui pattern nell‟entityId). The "scope" optional 

parameter inside Restriction is not supported.  

Example of request message:  

 

 { 

  "queryContextRequest": { 

    "entityIdList": { 

      "entityId": [ 

        { 

          "type": "urn:username", 

          "id": "urn:username:sergio" 

        } 

      ] 

    }, 

    "attributeList": { 

      "attribute": [ 

        "cell", 

        "cell1" 

      ] 

    }, 

    "restriction": { 

      "attributeExpression": "//contextValue[starts-

with(cgi,'222')]" 

    } 

  } 

 } 

Example of response:  

 

 { 

  "queryContextResponse": { 

    "contextResponseList": { 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Pub/Sub_GE_NGSI_with_JSON
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      "contextElementResponse": [ 

        { 

          "statusCode": { 

            "code": 200, 

            "reasonPhrase": "Ok" 

          }, 

          "contextElement": { 

            "entityId": { 

              "id": "urn:username:sergio", 

              "type": "urn:username" 

            }, 

            "contextAttributeList": { 

              "contextAttribute": [ 

                { 

                  "name": "cell", 

                  "metadata": { 

                    "contextMetadata": [ 

                      { 

                        "name": "Timestamp", 

                        "value": "2012-07-16T10:06:04+02:00", 

                        "type": "xsd:dateTime" 

                      }, 

                      { 

                        "name": "Expires", 

                        "value": "2012-07-16T12:07:04+02:00", 

                        "type": "xsd:dateTime" 

                      }, 

                      { 

                        "name": "Source", 

                        "value": "TeamLife_1.13" 

                      } 

                    ] 

                  }, 

                  "contextValue": { 

                    "cgi": "222-1-61101-7066" 

                  } 

                } 
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              ] 

            } 

          } 

        }, 

        { 

          "statusCode": { 

            "code": 404, 

            "reasonPhrase": "ContextElement not found" 

          }, 

          "contextElement": { 

            "entityId": { 

              "id": "urn:username:sergio", 

              "type": "urn:username" 

            }, 

            "contextAttributeList": { 

              "contextAttribute": [ 

                { 

                  "name": "cell1" 

                } 

              ] 

            } 

          } 

        } 

      ] 

    } 

  } 

 } 

5.1.2 updateContext method  

The updateContext method is used to send context to be updated to the Context 

Management System. In this implementation UPDATE and DELETE update actions are 

available (APPEND is not supported).  

Example of request message:  

 

 { 

  "updateContextRequest": { 

    "contextElementList": { 
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      "contextElement": [ 

        { 

          "entityId": { 

            "id": "urn:username:sergio", 

            "type": "urn:username" 

          }, 

          "contextAttributeList": { 

            "contextAttribute": [ 

              { 

                "name": "cell", 

                "metadata": { 

                  "contextMetadata": [ 

                    { 

                      "name": "Timestamp", 

                      "value": "2012-06-13T15:04:52+01:00" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                      "name": "Expires", 

                      "value": "2012-06-13T17:05:52+01:00" 

                    }, 

                    { 

                      "name": "Source", 

                      "value": "TeamLife_1.13" 

                    } 

                  ] 

                }, 

                "contextValue": { 

                  "cgi": "222-1-61101-7066" 

                } 

              } 

            ] 

          } 

        } 

      ] 

    }, 

    "updateAction": "UPDATE" 

  } 
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 } 

Example of response:  

 

 { 

  "updateContextResponse": { 

    "contextResponseList": { 

      "contextElementResponse": [ 

        { 

          "statusCode": { 

            "code": 200, 

            "reasonPhrase": "Ok" 

          }, 

          "contextElement": { 

            "entityId": { 

              "id": "urn:username:sergio", 

              "type": "urn:username" 

            }, 

            "contextAttributeList": { 

              "contextAttribute": [ 

                { 

                  "name": "cell" 

                } 

              ] 

            } 

          } 

        } 

      ] 

    } 

  } 

 } 
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6 Pub/Sub_GE_NGSI_with_XML 
You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

In the following some examples of requests/responses for main available functions are 

described. The FI-WARE_NGSI_Open_RESTful_API_Specification_(PRELIMINARY) and 

related OMA NGSI specification should be kept as a reference for further details. Both 

standard OMA NGSI methods and convenience functions are supported. Since the NGSI 

implementation is on top of the already existing ContextML/CQL Broker system, it undergoes 

some limitations described in 

FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Data.PubSub#Limitations_of_the_Current_NGSI_GE_impl

ementation. One of the main restriction is on NGSI attributeID, which is not supported, thus 

every operation involving it (e.g. updateContext APPEND) is not available. For a specified 

entityId, only one context attribute at a time could be retained in Pub/Sub GE cache and a 

new context attribute will overwrite the old one with the same attribute name.  

6.1.1 Exchanged messages: some general information  

The communication between applications or clients and Pub/Sub GE is done with HTTP 

requests. Since the platform is able to process both JSON and XML format, every request 

should specify the body content type ("Content-Type" HTTP header) and the desired output 

format by means of "Accept" HTTP header, set to "application/xml;charset=UTF-8" or 

"application/json;charset=UTF-8". In the following it is assumed XML as input/output format, 

and the related Accept and Content-Type headers set to "application/xml;charset=UTF-8". If 

Accept header is not present, PubSub GE returns a response with the same content-type of 

the request.  

For standard OMA NGSI methods, requests are always HTTP POST, while convenience 

functions use POST, PUT, DELETE or GET method depending on the specific operation to 

be performed, according to specifications based on RESTful paradigm.  

6.1.2 Specifications on contextValue format  

The contextValue data structure, defined in OMA NGSI specification as a generic 

xs:anyType object, is supported only with the following formats:  

 Native datatype: ex. simple strings  

 

<contextValue>222-1-61101-7065</contextValue> 

 Set of simple parameters: ex.  

 

<contextValue> 

  <val1>222-1-61101-7065</val1> 

  <val2>222-1-61101-7066</val2> 

</contextValue> 

 Data structures: ex.  

 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Pub/Sub_GE_NGSI_with_XML
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_NGSI_Open_RESTful_API_Specification_(PRELIMINARY)
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Data.PubSub#Limitations_of_the_Current_NGSI_GE_implementation
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Data.PubSub#Limitations_of_the_Current_NGSI_GE_implementation
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<contextValue> 

  <cgi> 

    <val1>222-1-61101-7065</val1> 

    <val2>222-1-61101-7066</val2> 

  </cgi> 

</contextValue> 

 Array of simple parameters: ex.  

 

<contextValue> 

  <cgi> 

    <cgi>222-1-61101-7065</cgi> 

    <cgi>222-1-61101-7066</cgi> 

    <cgi>222-1-61101-7067</cgi> 

  <cgi> 

</contextValue> 

 Array of data structures: ex.  

 

<contextValue> 

  <cgi> 

    <cgi> 

      <val1>222-1-61101-7065</val1> 

      <val2>222-1-61101-7066</val2> 

    </cgi> 

    <cgi> 

      <val1>222-1-61101-7067</val1> 

      <val2>222-1-61101-7068</val2> 

    </cgi> 

  <cgi> 

</contextValue> 

Note that array elements must have the same name of the array itself (in the example: "cgi"). 

Since the parsing of contextValue data structure is made without an available xsd schema, it 

is important to not insert white spaces between tags (except for text nodes), which would be 

interpreted as XML nodes leading to errors. For the same reason, if the serialization is made 

using commons libraries, auto indent options should be avoided. For instance, the last 

example should be sent as follows:  
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<contextValue><cgi><cgi><val1>222-1-61101-

7065</val1><val2>pippo</val2></cgi><cgi></contextValue> 

6.1.3 How to retrieve context: queryContext method  

The queryContext method allows to retrieve context information available on the Pub/Sub 

GE. Almost every functionality is supported, included restrictions on context values or 

metadata. Entity pattern are not supported at the time being, as well as the "scope" optional 

parameter inside Restriction.  

An HTTP POST data request should be sent to:  

http://pubsub.lab.fi-ware.eu/ngsicbapi/queryContext 

The POST body should contain an XML QueryContextRequest message containing the 

context attributes to be queried. The request‟s contentType must be set to 

"application/xml;charset=UTF-8" and the http content length must be set accordingly. Since 

the information is contained in the POST body, no request parameters are needed.  

Example of request message:  

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<queryContextRequest> 

  <entityIdList> 

    <entityId> 

      <id>urn:username:cristinaF</id> 

    </entityId> 

    <entityId> 

      <id>urn:username:sergio</id> 

    </entityId> 

  </entityIdList> 

  <attributeList> 

    <attribute>cell</attribute> 

  </attributeList> 

  <restriction> 

    <attributeExpression>//contextValue[starts-

with(cgi,'222')]</attributeExpression> 

  </restriction> 

</queryContextRequest> 

Example of response:  

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?> 

<queryContextResponse> 

http://pubsub.lab.fi-ware.eu/ngsicbapi/queryContext
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  <contextResponseList> 

    <contextElementResponse> 

      <contextElement> 

        <entityId type="urn:username"> 

          <id>urn:username:cristinaF</id> 

        </entityId> 

        <contextAttributeList> 

          <contextAttribute> 

            <name>cell</name> 

            <contextValue> 

              <cgi>222-1-61101-7065</cgi> 

            </contextValue> 

            <metadata> 

              <contextMetadata> 

                <name>Timestamp</name> 

                <type>xsd:dateTime</type> 

                <value>2012-10-17T12:09:31+02:00</value> 

              </contextMetadata> 

              <contextMetadata> 

                <name>Expires</name> 

                <type>xsd:dateTime</type> 

                <value>2012-10-17T12:11:31+02:00</value> 

              </contextMetadata> 

              <contextMetadata> 

                <name>Source</name> 

                <value>teamlife_1.0</value> 

              </contextMetadata> 

            </metadata> 

          </contextAttribute> 

        </contextAttributeList> 

      </contextElement> 

      <statusCode> 

        <code>200</code> 

        <reasonPhrase>Ok</reasonPhrase> 

      </statusCode> 

    </contextElementResponse> 

    <contextElementResponse> 
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      <contextElement> 

        <entityId> 

          <id>urn:username:sergio</id> 

        </entityId> 

        <contextAttributeList> 

          <contextAttribute> 

            <name>cell</name> 

          </contextAttribute> 

        </contextAttributeList> 

      </contextElement> 

      <statusCode> 

        <code>404</code> 

        <reasonPhrase>ContextElement not found</reasonPhrase> 

      </statusCode> 

    </contextElementResponse> 

  </contextResponseList> 

</queryContextResponse> 

6.1.4 How to update or delete context: updateContext method  

The updateContext method is used to send updated context to the Pub/Sub GE. In this 

implementation UPDATE and DELETE update actions are available (APPEND is not 

supported).  

An HTTP POST data request should be sent to:  

http://pubsub.lab.fi-ware.eu/ngsicbapi/updateContext 

The POST body should contain an XML UpdateContextRequest message containing the 

context elements to be updated. The request‟s contentType must be set to 

"application/xml;charset=UTF-8" and the http content length must be set accordingly. Since 

the information is contained in the POST body, no request parameters are needed.  

6.1.4.1 UPDATE action  

Here is an example of UPDATE action, for "cell" context attribute, related to user "sergio":  

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

 <updateContextRequest> 

  <contextElementList> 

    <contextElement> 

      <entityId> 

        <id>urn:username:sergio</id> 

http://pubsub.lab.fi-ware.eu/ngsicbapi/updateContext
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      </entityId> 

      <contextAttributeList> 

        <contextAttribute> 

          <name>cell</name> 

          <contextValue> 

            <cgi>222-1-61101-7066</cgi> 

          </contextValue> 

          <metadata> 

            <contextMetadata> 

              <name>Timestamp</name> 

              <value>2012-06-13T15:04:52+01:00</value> 

            </contextMetadata> 

            <contextMetadata> 

              <name>Expires</name> 

              <value>2012-06-13T15:06:52+01:00</value> 

            </contextMetadata> 

            <contextMetadata> 

              <name>Source</name> 

              <value>teamlife_1.0</value> 

            </contextMetadata> 

          </metadata> 

        </contextAttribute> 

      </contextAttributeList> 

    </contextElement> 

  </contextElementList> 

  <updateAction>UPDATE</updateAction> 

</updateContextRequest> 

Normally, the NGSI wrapper will respond as follows:  

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?> 

 <updateContextResponse> 

  <contextResponseList> 

    <contextElementResponse> 

      <contextElement> 

        <entityId> 

          <id>urn:username:sergio</id> 

        </entityId> 
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        <contextAttributeList> 

          <contextAttribute> 

            <name>cell</name> 

            <contextValue> 

              <cgi>222-1-61101-7066</cgi> 

            </contextValue> 

            <metadata> 

              <contextMetadata> 

                <name>Timestamp</name> 

                <value>2012-06-13T15:04:52+01:00</value> 

              </contextMetadata> 

              <contextMetadata> 

                <name>Expires</name> 

                <value>2012-06-13T15:06:52+01:00</value> 

              </contextMetadata> 

              <contextMetadata> 

                <name>Source</name> 

                <value>teamlife_1.0</value> 

              </contextMetadata> 

            </metadata> 

          </contextAttribute> 

        </contextAttributeList> 

      </contextElement> 

      <statusCode> 

        <code>200</code> 

        <reasonPhrase>Ok</reasonPhrase> 

      </statusCode> 

    </contextElementResponse> 

  </contextResponseList> 

</updateContextResponse> 

In case of error in one of the updated context elements, the response will be of the following 

type:  

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?> 

 <updateContextResponse> 

  <contextResponseList> 

    <contextElementResponse> 
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      <contextElement> 

        <entityId> 

          <id>urn:username:sergio</id> 

        </entityId> 

        <contextAttributeList> 

          <contextAttribute> 

            <name>cell</name> 

          </contextAttribute> 

        </contextAttributeList> 

      </contextElement> 

      <statusCode> 

        <code>472</code> 

        <reasonPhrase>Invalid parameter</reasonPhrase> 

      </statusCode> 

    </contextElementResponse> 

  </contextResponseList> 

 </updateContextResponse> 

6.1.4.2 DELETE action  

Here is an example of DELETE action, for "cell" context attribute, related to user "sergio":  

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<updateContextRequest> 

  <contextElementList> 

    <contextElement> 

      <entityId> 

        <id>urn:username:sergio</id> 

      </entityId> 

      <contextAttributeList> 

        <contextAttribute> 

          <name>cell</name> 

        </contextAttribute> 

      </contextAttributeList> 

    </contextElement> 

  </contextElementList> 

  <updateAction>DELETE</updateAction> 

</updateContextRequest> 
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Normally, ther server will respond as follows:  

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?> 

 <updateContextResponse> 

  <contextResponseList> 

    <contextElementResponse> 

      <contextElement> 

        <entityId> 

          <id>urn:username:cristinaF</id> 

        </entityId> 

        <contextAttributeList> 

          <contextAttribute> 

            <name>cell</name> 

          </contextAttribute> 

        </contextAttributeList> 

      </contextElement> 

      <statusCode> 

        <code>200</code> 

        <reasonPhrase>Ok</reasonPhrase> 

      </statusCode> 

    </contextElementResponse> 

  </contextResponseList> 

</updateContextResponse> 

In case of error, the response will be similar to UPDATE action case.  

6.1.5 How to receive context notifications  

Pub/Sub GE allows applications to subscribe to context changes or updates, in order to 

receive notification of context elements at every updates, at specified time intervals or when 

a condition is verified. Current implementation support subscriptions without condition (i.e. 

every related context element received by the Pub/Sub GE is forwarded to subscribed 

applications) and ONTIMEINTERVAL ones only.  

6.1.5.1 subscribeContext method  

This method allows the subscription to context data provisioning from the Pub/Sub GE.  

An HTTP POST data request should be sent to:  

http://pubsub.lab.fi-ware.eu/ngsicbapi/subscribeContext 

or using the convenience function:  

http://pubsub.lab.fi-ware.eu/ngsicbapi/subscribeContext
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http://pubsub.lab.fi-ware.eu/ngsicbapi/contextSubscriptions 

The POST body should contain an XML SubscribeContextRequest message containing the 

context entities and attributes to be notified when new values are received by the PubSub, 

with or without a condition field. The request‟s contentType must be set to 

"application/xml;charset=UTF-8" and the http content length must be set accordingly. Since 

the information is contained in the POST body, no request parameters are needed.  

Here is an example of subscription request without condition, to be notified for new values of 

"cell" context attribute of user "cristinaF":  

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

 <subscribeContextRequest> 

  <entityIdList> 

    <entityId type="urn:username" isPattern="false"> 

      <id>urn:username:cristinaF</id> 

    </entityId> 

  </entityIdList> 

  <attributeList> 

    <attribute>cell</attribute> 

  </attributeList> 

  <reference>http://127.0.0.1/ngsicbapi/notifyContext</reference> 

  <duration>PT300S</duration> 

  <restriction> 

    

<attributeExpression>//contextAttribute/metadata/contextMetadata[nam

e='Timestamp']/value</attributeExpression> 

  </restriction> 

</subscribeContextRequest> 

If everything is OK, the server returns a message similar to the following:  

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?> 

 <subscribeContextResponse> 

  <subscribeResponse> 

    <subscriptionId>a51bddaf-e2c4-481a-ace8-

d45e1d725f44</subscriptionId> 

    <duration>PT300S</duration> 

  </subscribeResponse> 

</subscribeContextResponse> 

Here is an example of message returned in case of error:  

http://pubsub.lab.fi-ware.eu/ngsicbapi/contextSubscriptions
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?> 

 <subscribeContextResponse> 

  <subscribeError> 

    <errorCode> 

      <code>472</code> 

      <reasonPhrase>Invalid parameter</reasonPhrase> 

    </errorCode> 

  </subscribeError> 

</subscribeContextResponse> 

Pub/Sub GE will notify every related context update with an HTTP POST to the URL 

specified in "reference" field, with a body as the following:  

 

<notifyContextRequest> 

  <subscriptionId>a51bddaf-e2c4-481a-ace8-

d45e1d725f44</subscriptionId> 

  <originator>NGSIPubSub</originator> 

  <contextResponseList> 

    <contextElementResponse> 

      <contextElement> 

        <entityId> 

          <id>urn:username:cristinaF</id> 

        </entityId> 

        <contextAttributeList> 

          <contextAttribute> 

            <name>cell</name> 

            <contextValue> 

              <cgi>222-1-61101-7066</cgi> 

            </contextValue> 

            <metadata> 

              <contextMetadata> 

                <name>Timestamp</name> 

                <type>xsd:dateTime</type> 

                <value>2012-06-13T15:04:52+01:00</value> 

              </contextMetadata> 

              <contextMetadata> 

                <name>Expires</name> 
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                <type>xsd:dateTime</type> 

                <value>2012-06-13T15:06:52+01:00</value> 

              </contextMetadata> 

              <contextMetadata> 

                <name>Source</name> 

                <value>teamlife_1.0</value> 

              </contextMetadata> 

            </metadata> 

          </contextAttribute> 

        </contextAttributeList> 

      </contextElement> 

      <statusCode> 

        <code>200</code> 

        <reasonPhrase>Ok</reasonPhrase> 

      </statusCode> 

    </contextElementResponse> 

  </contextResponseList> 

</notifyContextRequest> 

The notified application is expected to answer with an acknowledge message as the 

following:  

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<notifyContextResponse> 

  <responseCode> 

    <code>200</code> 

    <reasonPhrase>Ok</reasonPhrase> 

    <details>a</details> 

  </responseCode> 

</notifyContextResponse> 

After a number of notification failures, the subscription is deactivated by the Pub/Sub GE, in 

order to avoid excessive overload.  

6.1.5.2 updateContextSubscription method  

A subscription may be renewed or updated sending an HTTP POST message to:  

http://pubsub.lab.fi-ware.eu/ngsicbapi/updateContextSubscription 

with the following body:  

http://pubsub.lab.fi-ware.eu/ngsicbapi/updateContextSubscription
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<updateContextSubscriptionRequest> 

  <duration>PT5M</duration> 

  <restriction> 

    <attributeExpression>//contextMetadata[name='Timestamp'][starts-

with(value,'2012-06-21')]</attributeExpression> 

  </restriction> 

  <subscriptionId>9212ce4b-0c21-4479-be42-

9e2b7ad43c53</subscriptionId> 

</updateContextSubscriptionRequest> 

If the "restriction" field is not present, the former restriction still applies. Pub/Sub GE 

responds with a message as:  

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<subscribeContextResponse> 

  <subscribeResponse> 

    <subscriptionId>9212ce4b-0c21-4479-be42-

9e2b7ad43c53</subscriptionId> 

    <duration>PT5M</duration> 

  </subscribeResponse> 

</subscribeContextResponse> 

As for subscribeContext response, the duration may be shorter than the one required by the 

application. Note that if a subscription is already expired it cannot be renewed.  

6.1.6 Convenience functions: some examples  

Besides the standard OMA NGSI methods, a set of convenience functions is available. They 

are RESTful methods built on top of standard OMA NGSI methods, and allow a subset of 

operations in a easier way. In some cases, as already seen in 

Pub/Sub_GE_NGSI_with_XML#subscribeContext_method paragraph, exchanged messages 

are the same as for corresponding standard OMA NGSI method. Here below some further 

examples are reported, necessarily not exhaustive. In the following it is assumed the base 

URL:  

http://pubsub.lab.fi-ware.eu/ngsicbapi 

6.1.6.1 How to retrieve context  

The HTTP GET method is used to retrieve context:  

 /contextEntities/{entityId} 

retrieves all available context attributes related to the specified entityId, ex:  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Pub/Sub_GE_NGSI_with_XML#subscribeContext_method
http://pubsub.lab.fi-ware.eu/ngsicbapi
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o /contextEntities/urn:username:sergio  

 /contextEntities/{entityId}/attributes/{attributeName} 

retrieves specified context attribute related to the specified entityId, ex:  

o /contextEntities/urn:username:sergio/attributes/cell  

 /contextEntityTypes/{typeName} 

retrieves all available context attributes related to the entities with the specified entity 

type name, ex:  

o /contextEntities/urn:username  

 /contextEntityTypes/{typeName}/attributes/{attributeName} 

retrieves specified context attribute related to the entities with the specified entity type 

name, ex:  

o /contextEntities/urn:username/attributes/cell  

6.1.6.2 How to update context  

The HTTP PUT method is used to update context. The body of the message contains the 

data structure with the context attributes to be updated.  

 /contextEntities/{entityId} 

updates one or more context attributes related to the specified entityId, ex.:  

o /contextEntities/urn:username:sergio, an example of body is as follows:  

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<updateContextElementRequest> 

  <contextAttributeList> 

    <contextAttribute> 

      <name>cell</name> 

      <contextValue>10</contextValue> 

      <metadata> 

        <contextMetadata> 

          <name>Timestamp</name> 

          <type>xsd:dateTime</type> 

          <value>2012-10-24T18:22:30+02:00</value> 

        </contextMetadata> 

        <contextMetadata> 

          <name>Expires</name> 

          <type>xsd:dateTime</type> 

          <value>2012-10-25T18:22:30+02:00</value> 

        </contextMetadata> 
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        <contextMetadata> 

          <name>Source</name> 

          <value>testApp_1.0</value> 

        </contextMetadata> 

      </metadata> 

    </contextAttribute> 

    <contextAttribute> 

      <name>position</name> 

      <contextValue>20</contextValue> 

      <metadata> 

        <contextMetadata> 

          <name>Timestamp</name> 

          <type>xsd:dateTime</type> 

          <value>2012-10-24T18:22:30+02:00</value> 

        </contextMetadata> 

        <contextMetadata> 

          <name>Expires</name> 

          <type>xsd:dateTime</type> 

          <value>2012-10-25T18:22:30+02:00</value> 

        </contextMetadata> 

        <contextMetadata> 

          <name>Source</name> 

          <value>testApp_1.0</value> 

        </contextMetadata> 

      </metadata> 

    </contextAttribute> 

  </contextAttributeList> 

</updateContextElementRequest> 

6.1.6.3 How to delete context  

The HTTP DELETE method is used to remove context attributes from Pub/Sub GE cache.  

 /contextEntities/{entityId} 

removes all context attributes related to the specified entityId, ex.:  

o /contextEntities/urn:username:sergio  

 /contextEntities/{entityId}/attributes/{attributeName} 

removes a specified context attribute related to the specified entityId, ex.:  

o /contextEntities/urn:username:sergio/attributes/cell  
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6.1.6.4 How to renew or delete a context subscription  

The HTTP PUT method is used to renew a context subscription. The body of the message 

contains the data structure with the context subscription data to be updated, the specified 

subId should match with the value in the data structure, otherwise Pub/Sub GE returns an 

error.  

 /contextSubscriptions/{subId} 

updates the specified context subscription, ex.:  

o /contextSubscriptions/9212ce4b-0c21-4479-be42-9e2b7ad43c53, an example 

of body is as follows:  

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<updateContextSubscriptionRequest> 

  <duration>PT5M</duration> 

  <restriction> 

    <attributeExpression>//contextMetadata[name='Timestamp'][starts-

with(value,'2012-06-21')]</attributeExpression> 

  </restriction> 

  <subscriptionId>9212ce4b-0c21-4479-be42-

9e2b7ad43c53</subscriptionId> 

</updateContextSubscriptionRequest> 

The HTTP DELETE method is used to remove an active subscription before its natural 

expiration time (no body is required).  

 /contextSubscriptions/{subId} 

removes the specified context subscription, ex.:  

o /contextSubscriptions/9212ce4b-0c21-4479-be42-9e2b7ad43c53  
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7 Pub/Sub_GE_with_ContextML/CQL 
You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

7.1 ContextML/CQL API  

Please refer also to the API documentation documenti provided here http://forge.fi-

ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Data.PubS

ub.  

7.1.1 The ContextML language for context representation  

ContextML is an XML-based language defined as a common representation for exchanging 

context data between modules of the Publish/Subscribe GE. Context information could refer 

to different domains, for this reason context information has been divided into context 

scopes, group of context attributes related to the same information category.  

For example, the context scope named position groups the following attributes:  

 latitude and longitude (in degrees)  

 accuracy (in meters)  

 locMode (ex. GPS), it is the technology used to evaluate the position.  

 

The ContextML schema is composed by:  

 ctxEls: contain the context data;  

 ctxResp: contain a generic response from a platform module  

 

A ContextML document can contain one or more context elements (ctxEl). Each context 

elements contains the following information:  

 contextProvider: a unique identifier for the provider of the data;  

 entity: the identifier and the type of the entity to which the data is related;  

 scope: the scope to which the context data belongs;  

 timestamp and expires: respectively, the time in which the response was created, and 

the expiration time of the data part;  

 dataPart: is the part of the document which contains actual context data. The 

information is represented by a list of context parameters through the <par> element. 

They can be grouped through the <parS> element (“parameter struct”) and/or <parA> 

element (“parameter array”) if necessary.  

 

7.1.2 ContextUpdate: how to send a context element to Pub/Sub GE  

This method allows the upload of new context data to the Pub/Sub GE. The platform checks 

that the updated scopes are defined and stores the context values into the cache.  

An HTTP POST data request should be sent to:  

http://pubsub.lab.fi-ware.eu/CB/ContextBroker/contextUpdate 

n The POST body should contain a ContextML message containing the context elements to 

be updated. The request‟s contentType must be set to “text/xml” and the http content length 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Pub/Sub_GE_with_ContextML/CQL
http://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Data.PubSub
http://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Data.PubSub
http://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Data.PubSub
http://pubsub.lab.fi-ware.eu/CB/ContextBroker/contextUpdate
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must be set accordingly. Since the ContextML information is contained in the POST body, no 

request parameters are needed. Here is an example, for a request of “position” for a device:  

 

 POST /CB/ContextBroker/contextUpdate HTTP/1.1 

 User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0 

 Host: prova 

 Content-Type: text/xml 

 Content-Length: 671 

 Connection: Keep-Alive 

 Cache-Control: no-cache 

  

 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

 <contextML xmlns="http://ContextML/1.7" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"  

xsi:schemaLocation="http://ContextML/1.7 ../ContextML-1.7.xsd"> 

   <ctxEls> 

      <ctxEl> 

   <contextProvider id="MyClient" v="1.2.1"/> 

   <entity id="123456789123" type="imei"/> 

   <scope>position</scope> 

   <timestamp>2012-05-20T11:12:19+01:00</timestamp> 

   <expires>2012-05-20T11:21:22+01:00</expires> 

   <dataPart> 

    <par n="latitude">45.11045277777778</par> 

    <par n="longitude">7.675251944444445</par> 

    <par n="accuracy">50</par> 

    <par n="locMode">GPS</par> 

   </dataPart> 

       </ctxEl> 

   </ctxEls> 

 </contextML> 

Normally the CB response is as follows:  

 

 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

 <contextML xmlns="http://ContextML/1.7" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"  

xsi:schemaLocation="http://ContextML/1.7 .../ContextML-1.7.xsd"> 

 <ctxResp> 
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 <contextProvider id="CB" v="1.4.3"/> 

 <timestamp>2012-05-20T17:55:42+02:00</timestamp> 

 <entity id="123456789123" type="imei"/> 

 <method>contextUpdate</method> 

 <resp status="OK" code="200"/> 

 </ctxResp> 

 </contextML> 

If some error has occurred, the message describes the problem:  

 

 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

 <contextML xmlns="http://ContextML/1.7" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

xsi:schemaLocation="http://ContextML/1.7 .../ContextML-1.7.xsd"> 

 <ctxResp> 

 <contextProvider id="CB" v="1.4.3"/> 

 <timestamp>2008-05-20T16:11:56+02:00</timestamp> 

 <entity id="123456789123" type="imei"/> 

 <scope>position</scope> 

 <method>contextUpdate</method> 

 <resp status="ERROR" code="456" msg="Scope not defined"/> 

 </ctxResp> 

 </contextML> 

7.1.3 GetContext: how to retrieve a context element from Pub/Sub GE  

This method allows the retrieval of context elements from the Pub/Sub GE. The platform 

searches for valid context elements in cache, otherwise tries to update them with the help of 

context providers. Updated context information is stored into the cache.  

An HTTP GET data request should be sent to the server, containing the entity and the 

comma separated list of required scopes (scopeList parameter).  

Here is an example to require the scope “position” of a device:  

http://pubsub.lab.fi-

ware.eu/CB/ContextBroker/getContext?entity=imei|123456789123&scopeLi

st=position 

The CB answer with the required context element, if available, as follows:  

 

 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

 <contextML xmlns="http://ContextML/1.7"  

 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"  

http://pubsub.lab.fi-ware.eu/CB/ContextBroker/getContext?entity=imei|123456789123&scopeList=position
http://pubsub.lab.fi-ware.eu/CB/ContextBroker/getContext?entity=imei|123456789123&scopeList=position
http://pubsub.lab.fi-ware.eu/CB/ContextBroker/getContext?entity=imei|123456789123&scopeList=position
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 xsi:schemaLocation="http://ContextML/1.7 .../ContextML-1.7.xsd"> 

  

 <ctxEls> 

  <ctxEl> 

   <contextProvider id="MyClient" v="1.2.1"/> 

   <entity id="123456789123" type="imei"/> 

   <scope>position</scope> 

   <timestamp>2012-05-20T11:12:19+01:00</timestamp> 

   <expires>2012-05-20T11:21:22+01:00</expires> 

   <dataPart> 

    <par n="latitude">45.11045277777778</par> 

    <par n="longitude">7.675251944444445</par> 

    <par n="accuracy">50</par> 

    <par n="locMode">GPS</par> 

   </dataPart> 

  </ctxEl> 

 </ctxEls> 

 </contextML> 

If the required context element is not available, the response will be similar to:  

 

 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

 <contextML xmlns="http://ContextML/1.7" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

xsi:schemaLocation="http://ContextML/1.7 .../ContextML-1.7.xsd"> 

 <ctxResp> 

 <contextProvider id="CB" v="1.4.3"/> 

 <timestamp>2012-05-20T16:11:56+02:00</timestamp> 

 <entity id="123456789123" type="imei"/> 

 <scope>cell</scope> 

 <method>getContext</method> 

 <resp status="ERROR" code="460" msg="Provider LP Returned: 404 - 

Not found: location not possible"/> 

 </ctxResp> 

 </contextML> 
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8 Publish/Subscribe Context Broker - SAMSON 
Broker - User and Programmer Guide 

You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

8.1 Introduction 

The SAMSON Broker is an implementation of the Publish/Subscribe GE, responsible of 

brokering between context producers and context consumer applictions. It implements 

capabilities for registering and discovering entities (common functinoality with the 

Configuration Management component of the Things Management GE), querying for context 

information, updating context information and subscribing to context information in different 

ways (either with a given time frecuency or when the information to which the client is 

subscribed changes its value).  

This manual assumes that you have previously installed succesfully the SAMSON Broker 

accordingly to the Installation and Administration Guide and that is up and running.  

SAMSON Broker is a REST server implementing the FI-WARE NGSI-9 and NGSI-10 

interfaces, using the name FIWARE and not OMA to indicate that the interface used may 

have slight variations from what OMA publishes. Note that current version os SAMSON 

Broker implements standard operations (convenience operations are not supported).  

In the current release, the SAMSON Broker supports the following NGSI-9 requests, namely:  

 registerContextRequest  

 discoverContextRequest  

and the following NSGSI-10 request:  

 updateContext  

 contextQuery  

 subscribeContext  

 updateContextSubscription  

 unsubscribeContext  

Note that the different examples in this manual use curl to show requests. However, you can 

use your favorite REST tool (e.g. RESTclient) or framework for you development language 

(there are plenty of alternatives in Python, Java, Node.js, etc.) to interact with the SAMSON 

Broker.  

8.2 Starting SAMSON Broker 

pubSubBroker supports a number of command line options, the most important being:  

 -u (print the complete usage on screen)  

 -port (port to receive new connections)  

 -reset (reset database at startup)  

 -dbhost (host where the database server runs)  

 -dbuser (username to login to database)  

 -dbpwd (password to login to database)  

 -db (name of the database)  

The first time pubSubBroker is started it will find an empty database and will then create all 

the necessary tables for it to function.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Publish/Subscribe%20Context%20Broker%20-%20SAMSON%20Broker%20-%20User%20and%20Programmer%20Guide
http://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Publish/Subscribe_GE_-_SAMSON_Broker_-_Installation_and_Administration_Guide
http://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_NGSI-9_Open_RESTful_API_Specification_%28PRELIMINARY%29
http://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_NGSI-10_Open_RESTful_API_Specification_%28PRELIMINARY%29
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At any time, pubSubBroker can be killed (Unix standard: Ctrl-C) and restarted (without using 

the '-reset' option) and in the second run, the same data content will be available as in the 

first.  

If the option '-reset' is used when starting pubSubBroker, all database table will be emptied at 

startup.  

The '-fg' option is used when debugging pubSubBroker, avoiding the executable to turn itself 

into a daemon process.  

To change the port where pubSubBroker accepts incoming connections, the '-port' option is 

used. Default port is 1026.  

Starting pubSubBroker with the '-u' options makes it print the full usage on the screen and 

after that it dies.  

8.3 Database 

Before starting pubSubBroker, a MySQL server need to be running and the database to be 

used must be created and configured to that the database user of pubSubBroker has access 

to it. This is explained in the Installation and Administration Guide.  

 The name of the database is 'psb' by default and this name is changed using the 

command line option '-db'.  

 The name of the database server is 'localhost' by default and this name is changed 

using the command line option '-dbhost'.  

 The name of the database user is 'psb' by default and this name is changed using the 

command line option '-dbuser'.  

 The name of the database password is 'psb' by default and this name is changed 

using the command line option '-dbpwd'.  

The database tables used are the following:  

 attribute  

 attributeMetadata  

 entity  

 entityAttribute  

 entityMetadata  

 metadata  

 notifyCondition  

 notifyConditionValue  

 registration  

 registrationAttribute  

 registrationMetadata  

 scope  

 subscription  

 subscriptionAttribute  

 subscriptionEntity  

 subscriptionNotifyCondition  

 subscriptionScope  

To enter mysql and check what's in the database, the following mysql client command is 

used:  

 % mysql -u psb -p psb 

http://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Publish/Subscribe_GE_-_SAMSON_Broker_-_Installation_and_Administration_Guide
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 password> psb 

 mysql> SELECT * FROM entity;    # or any of the other tables ... 

8.4 Registering entities 

To register an entity, the NSGI-9 REST request 'registerContextRequest' is used.  

8.4.1 Request 

The REST path of a register request has the form (example using curl):  

 % curl host:port/ngsi9/registerContext --request POST --header 

'Content-Type: text/xml' -d "<data>" 

The data part of a register request is in XML form and the structure of the data is as follows:  

 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

 <registerContextRequest> 

   <contextRegistrationList> 

     <contextRegistration> 

       <entityIdList> 

         <entityId type="Room" isPattern="false"> 

           <id>OfficeRoom</id> 

         </entityId> 

         <entityId type="Room" isPattern="false"> 

           <id>ConferenceRoom</id> 

         </entityId> 

       </entityIdList> 

       <contextRegistrationAttributeList> 

         <contextRegistrationAttribute> 

           <name>temperature</name> 

           <type>degree</type> 

           <isDomain>false</isDomain> 

         </contextRegistrationAttribute> 

       </contextRegistrationAttributeList> 

       <providingApplication>http://temperature-

sensor.mydomain.com:7777</providingApplication> 

     </contextRegistration> 

   </contextRegistrationList> 

   <duration>PT1H</duration> 

   <registrationId></registrationId> 

 </registerContextRequest> 

http://temperature-sensor.mydomain.com:7777/
http://temperature-sensor.mydomain.com:7777/
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This request is used both to register entities and to update entites already registered. In the 

above example, we are registering two entities (OfficeRoom and ConferenceRoom), both of 

the same type (Room), with an attribute named 'temperature' of type 'degree'. The isPattern 

attribute in this case is always false. In addition, this request specifies that the 

<providingApplication> for the registered attributes in located at http://temperature-

sensor.mydomain.com:7777.  

We can specify the duration of the registration in the <duration> element using an ISO8601 

date. For example, 'PT1H' means one hour. This field is mandatory.  

Current SAMSON Broker version doesn't support domain attributes, so <isDomain> must be 

always "false".  

If the request is sent with empty <registrationId> (as in the example above), the 

pubSubBroker will see this an an attempt to add new entities and if any of the entities in the 

request exist, the entire request will fail - nothing will be done.  

Metadata could be added to attributes in the following way:  

        [...] 

        <contextRegistrationAttribute> 

          <name>temperature</name> 

          <type>degree</type> 

          <isDomain></isDomain> 

          <metaData> 

            <contextMetadata> 

              <name>aMdAtt</name> 

              <type>aMdType</type> 

              <value>aMdValue</value> 

            </contextMetadata> 

          </metaData> 

        </contextRegistrationAttribute> 

        [...] 

Metadata can be also added to the registration itself, in the following way, just after 

<contextRegistrationAttributeList> element:  

      [...] 

      <registrationMetaData> 

        <contextMetadata> 

          <name>aMdAtt</name> 

          <type>aMdType</type> 

          <value>aMdValue</value> 

        </contextMetadata> 

      </registrationMetaData> 

      [...] 

http://temperature-sensor.mydomain.com:7777/
http://temperature-sensor.mydomain.com:7777/
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When updating an entity, the <registrationId> element must be filled in with the Registration 

Id that was output in the entity's initial registration. If updating more than one entity, all 

entities must have been registered together initially, otherwise the attempt will fail (as some 

of the entities have an incorrect registration id). In this case, no update will be done, not even 

to the entites that match the registration id. When updating entities, attributes can be added 

to the entity, or metadata can be added to an already existing attribute of an entity. Also, 

registration metadata can be added (the registration already existed, of course - otherwise 

the update request would fail).  

8.4.2 Response 

The response of a registerContextRequest is an XML document of the following form:  

 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

 <registerContextResponse> 

   <duration></duration> 

   <registrationId>REGISTRATION_ID</registrationId> 

 </registerContextResponse> 

Very important here to save the REGISTRATION_ID together with the registered entites as 

this registration id must be used in consequent updates of the entities registered. The 

duration is not mandatory in the response, but if it is present, it simply reflects the duration 

from the request corresponding to the response.  

8.5 Discovering Entities 

To discover entities, the NSGI-9 REST request 'discoverContextRequest' is used.  

8.5.1 Request 

The REST path of a discovery request has the form (example using curl):  

 % curl host:port/ngsi9/discoverContextAvailability --request POST -

-header 'Content-Type: text/xml' -d <data> 

The data part of a register request is in XML form and the structure of the data is as follows:  

 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

 <discoverContextAvailabilityRequest> 

   <entityIdList> 

     <entityId type="Room" isPattern="false"> 

       <id>OfficeRoom</id> 

     </entityId> 

     <entityId type="Room" isPattern="false"> 

       <id>ConferenceRoom</id> 

     </entityId> 
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   </entityIdList> 

   <attributeList> 

     <attribute>temperature</attribute> 

     <attribute>occupancy</attribute> 

     <attribute>lightstatus</attribute> 

   </attributeList> 

 </discoverContextAvailabilityRequest> 

An entity is identified by the combination of its type and id. <isPattern> must be always false, 

patterns are not supported in the current version.  

8.5.2 Response 

The response of a discoverContextAvailabilityRequest is an XML document of the following 

form:  

 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

 <discoverContextAvailabilityResponse> 

   <contextRegistrationResponseList> 

     <contextRegistrationResponse> 

       <contextRegistration> 

         <entityIdList> 

           <entityId type="Room" isPattern="false"> 

             <id>OfficeRoom</id> 

           </entityId> 

           <entityId type="Room" isPattern="false"> 

             <id>ConfereceRoom</id> 

           </entityId> 

         </entityIdList> 

         <contextRegistrationAttributeList> 

           <contextRegistrationAttribute> 

             <name>temperature</name> 

             <type>degree</type> 

             <isDomain>false</isDomain> 

           </contextRegistrationAttribute> 

         </contextRegistrationAttributeList> 

         <providingApplication>http://temperature-

sensor.mydomain.com:7777</providingApplication> 

       </contextRegistration> 

     </contextRegistrationResponse> 

http://temperature-sensor.mydomain.com:7777/
http://temperature-sensor.mydomain.com:7777/
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   </contextRegistrationResponseList> 

 </discoverContextAvailabilityResponse> 

This response could include <metaData> for attributes and <registrationMetaData> for the 

registration itself, if this information was included in the registration.  

The above example so both entities (ConferenceRoom and OfficeRoom) under the same 

<contextRegistrationResponse>, but the SAMSON Broker also could return each entity in a 

separate <contextRegistrationResponse>.  

In the case of some problem occurs, the contextRegistrationResponseList part is omitted, 

and a <errorCode> will be used:  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<discoverContextAvailabilityResponse> 

  <errorCode> 

    <code>400</code> 

    <reasonPhrase>no match</reasonPhrase> 

    <details>No matching entity/attribute found</details> 

  </errorCode> 

</discoverContextAvailabilityResponse> 

8.6 Update context 

To update context, the NSGI-10 REST request 'updateContext' is used.  

8.6.1 Request 

The REST path of a update context has the form (example using curl):  

 % curl host:port/ngsi10/updateContext --request POST --header 

'Content-Type: text/xml' -d <data> 

The data part of a register request is in XML form and the structure of the data is as follows:  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<updateContextRequest> 

  <contextElementList> 

    <contextElement> 

      <entityId type="Room" isPattern="false"> 

        <id>OfficeRoom</id> 

      </entityId> 

      <contextAttributeList> 

        <contextAttribute> 

          <name>temperature</name> 

          <type>degree</type> 

          <contextValue>27</contextValue> 
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        </contextAttribute> 

      </contextAttributeList> 

    </contextElement> 

  </contextElementList> 

  <updateAction>Update</updateAction> 

</updateContextRequest> 

The above request updates the temperature attribute in the OfficeRoom entity to 27. 

Metadata update is not shown, but it could be included as part of the <contextAttribute> in a 

similar way than the shown in register context request above.  

Note that in this case <updateAction> is update. Other values are possible (please, see 

details in the NGSI-10 specification):  

 append: to add a new attribute to the entity  

 delete: to remove an existing attribute  

8.6.2 Response 

The response of an updateContext is an XML document of the following form:  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<updateContextResponse> 

  <contextResponseList> 

    <contextElementResponse> 

      <contextElement> 

        <entityId type="Room" isPattern="false"> 

          <id>OfficeRoom</id> 

        </entityId> 

        <attributeDomainName></attributeDomainName> 

        <contextAttributeList> 

          <contextAttribute> 

            <name>temperature</name> 

            <type>degree</type> 

            <contextValue>27</contextValue> 

          </contextAttribute> 

        </contextAttributeList> 

      </contextElement> 

      <statusCode> 

        <code>200</code> 

        <reasonPhrase>ok</reasonPhrase> 

        <details>ok</details> 

      </statusCode> 
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    </contextElementResponse> 

  </contextResponseList> 

</updateContextResponse> 

The <statusCode> 200 means that everything goes ok (otherwise, a not-200 value will be 

returned).  

8.7 Query Context 

To query context, the NSGI-10 REST request 'queryContext' is used.  

8.7.1 Request 

The REST path of a query context has the form (example using curl):  

 % curl host:port/ngsi10/queryContext --request POST --header 

'Content-Type: text/xml' -d <data> 

The data part of a register request is in XML form and the structure of the data is as follows:  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<queryContextRequest> 

  <entityIdList> 

    <entityId type="Room" isPattern="false"> 

      <id>OfficeRoom</id>   

    </entityId> 

  </entityIdList> 

  <attributeList> 

    <attribute>temperature</attribute> 

    <attribute>pressure</attribute> 

  </attributeList> 

</queryContextRequest> 

In this request, we are querying for the attributes temperature and presure on the entity 

OfficeRoom.  

Note that the * wilcard can be used in the <entityId>. For example, if we can query the 

temperature atribute in every Room entity starting with Office* the following would be used:  

    [...] 

    <entityId type="Room" isPattern="false"> 

      <id>Office*</id>   

    </entityId> 

    [...] 
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8.7.2 Response 

The response of a queryContext is an XML document of the following form:  

 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

 <queryContextResponse> 

   <contextResponseList> 

     <contextElementResponse> 

       <contextElement> 

         <entityId type="Room" isPattern="false"> 

           <id>OfficeRoom</id> 

         </entityId> 

         <contextAttributeList> 

           <contextAttribute> 

             <name>temperature</name> 

             <type>degree</type> 

             <contextValue>27</contextValue> 

           </contextAttribute> 

         </contextAttributeList> 

       </contextElement> 

       <statusCode> 

         <code>200</code> 

         <reasonPhrase>Ok</reasonPhrase> 

         <details>a</details> 

       </statusCode> 

     </contextElementResponse> 

   </contextResponseList> 

 </queryContextResponse> 

The <statusCode> 200 means that everything goes ok (otherwise, a not-200 value will be 

returned).  

Note that although we query for presure and temperature, only temperature is in the 

response, as OfficeRoom doesn't have any registered presure attribute.  

<contextAttribute> could containt <metaData> elements (not shown in the response above).  

8.8 Subcribe to context 

To subscribe to context, the NSGI-10 REST request 'subscribeContext' is used.  

8.8.1 Request 

The REST path of a subscribe context has the form (example using curl):  
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 % curl host:port/ngsi10/subscribeContext --request POST --header 

'Content-Type: text/xml' -d <data> 

The data part of a register request is in XML form and the structure of the data is as follows:  

 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

 <subscribeContextRequest> 

   <entityIdList> 

     <entityId type="Room" isPattern="false"> 

       <id>OfficeRoom</id>   

     </entityId> 

   </entityIdList> 

   <attributeList> 

     <attribute>temperature</attribute> 

   </attributeList> 

   <reference>http://temperature-

procesor.mydomain.com:1028</reference> 

   <duration>PT1M</duration> 

   <notifyConditions> 

     <notifyCondition> 

       <type>ONTIMEINTERVAL</type> 

       <condValueList> 

         <condValue>PT1S</condValue> 

       </condValueList> 

     </notifyCondition> 

   </notifyConditions> 

 </subscribeContextRequest> 

The above example subscribe to the attribute temperature on entiry OfficeRoom and 

command the SAMSON Broker to send notifications to http://temperature-

procesor.mydomain.com:1028 during a minute (the value of the <duration> element).  

The key field of the subscription request is <notifyCondition>. Its <type> can be 

ONTIMEINTERVAL or ONCHANGE (the ONVALUE type is NGSI-10 is not supporte by the 

current specification).  

 With ONTIMEINTERVAL, the value of the subscribed attribute is notified with a 

frecuency specified in <condValue> (e.g. PTS1 involves a notification each second).  

 With ONCHANGE, a notification is send each time the subscribed attribute values 

change (note that current version is not fully complaint with NGSI-10 in this, as our 

implementation ignores <condValue> in this case).  

A <throttling> element can be specified just after <notifyCondtions>:  

[...] 

<throttling>PT6S</throttling> 

http://temperature-procesor.mydomain.com:1028/
http://temperature-procesor.mydomain.com:1028/
http://temperature-procesor.mydomain.com:1028/
http://temperature-procesor.mydomain.com:1028/
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[...] 

This is used to control to cap the notification stream frecuencty, specifying that, no matter the 

case, a notification is not sent if it has not passed the throttling interval (6 seconds in the 

above example) since the last notification. Trottling hasn't too much sense with 

ONINTERVAL notifications (as the notification frecuency can be controlled with the 

<notifyCondition> itself) but it fully makes sense in the case of ONCHANGE, to avoid that a 

large number of changes occur to fast and we get a notification for each one of them.  

8.8.2 Response 

The response of a subscribeContext is an XML document of the following form:  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<subscribeContextResponse> 

  <subscribeResponse> 

    <subscriptionId>SUBSCRIPTIONID</subscriptionId> 

    <duration>PT1M</duration> 

    <throttling></throttling> 

  </subscribeResponse> 

</subscribeContextResponse> 

The <subscriptionId> field is used to update or delete the subscrition (as described in next 

sections). The duration and throttling is also specified (in the case of throttling not being 

used, the element apperas but with no value).  

8.8.3 Notification messages 

The notification message that is send to the subscribed enpoint (http://temperature-

procesor.mydomain.com:1028 in our example) has the following form:  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<notifyContextRequest> 

  <subscriptionId>SUBSCRIPTIONID</subscriptionId> 

  <originator>127.0.0.1</originator> 

  <contextResponseList> 

    <contextElementResponse> 

      <contextElement> 

        <entityId type="Room" isPattern="false"> 

         <id>OfficeRoom</id> 

        </entityId> 

        <contextAttributeList> 

          <contextAttribute> 

            <name>temperature</name> 

http://temperature-procesor.mydomain.com:1028/
http://temperature-procesor.mydomain.com:1028/
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            <type>degree</type> 

            <contextValue>27</contextValue> 

          </contextAttribute> 

        </contextAttributeList> 

      </contextElement> 

      <statusCode> 

        200 

        <reasonPhrase>ok</reasonPhrase> 

        <details>ok</details> 

      </statusCode> 

    </contextElementResponse> 

  </contextResponseList> 

</notifyContextRequest> 

It the notified attribute has metadata, it is included in <metadata> element, within the 

<contextAttribute> element.  

8.9 Update context subscription 

To update context subscription, the NSGI-10 REST request 'updateContextSubscription' is 

used.  

8.9.1 Request 

The REST path of a update context subscription has the form (example using curl):  

 % curl host:port/ngsi10/updateContextSubscription --request POST --

header 'Content-Type: text/xml' -d <data> 

The data part of a register request is in XML form and the structure of the data is as follows:  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<updateContextSubscriptionRequest> 

  <duration>PT5Y</duration> 

  <subscriptionId>SUBSCRIPTIONID</subscriptionId> 

  <notifyConditions> 

    <notifyCondition>       

      <type>ONTIMEINTERVAL</type> 

      <condValueList> 

        <condValue>PT5S</condValue> 

      </condValueList> 

    </notifyCondition> 

  </notifyConditions> 
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</updateContextSubscriptionRequest> 

As you can see is pretty similar to the XML used to create a new subscription, execept that it 

includes a <subscriptionId> element with the ID of the subscription to modify.  

In the above example, we are updating the subscription chaning the duration to 5 years and 

the notification interval to 5 seconds.  

8.9.2 Response 

The response of a updateContextSubscription is an XML document of the following form:  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<subscribeContextResponse> 

  <subscribeResponse> 

    <subscriptionId>SUBSCRIPTIONID</subscriptionId> 

    <duration>PT5Y</duration> 

    <throttling></throttling> 

  </subscribeResponse> 

</subscribeContextResponse> 

which is pretty the same than the one we get in the case of creating new subscriptions. This  

8.10 Cancel context subscription 

To cancel a context subscription, the NSGI-10 REST request 'unsubscribeContext' is used.  

8.10.1 Request 

The REST path of a cancel context subscription has the form (example using curl):  

 % curl host:port/ngsi10/unsubscribeContext --request POST --header 

'Content-Type: text/xml' -d <data> 

The data part of a register request is in XML form and the structure of the data is as follows:  

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<unsubscribeContextRequest> 

  <unsubscribeContext> 

    <subscriptionId>SUBSCRIPTIONID</subscriptionId> 

  </unsubscribeContext> 

</unsubscribeContextRequest> 

where SUBSCRIPTIONID is the ID of the subscription to cancel.  

8.10.2 Response 

The response of a unsubscribeContext is an XML document of the following form:  
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<unsubscribeContextResponse> 

  <unsubscribeResponse> 

    <subscriptionId>SUBSCRIPTIONID</subscriptionId> 

    <errorCode> 

      <code>200</code> 

      <reasonPhrase>ok</reasonPhrase> 

      <details>ok</details> 

    </errorCode> 

  </unsubscribeResponse> 

</unsubscribeContextResponse> 

where SUBSCRIPTIONID is the ID of the just unsubscribed subscription.  

8.11 More examples 

For the sake of briefness, this manual only shows some request/response examples. You 

can get more examples of request in the XML files included in the samson-broker-ge-tests-

Release_1_2.tgz file. Examples of responses can be found in output reference files of the 

Unit Test Plan, available at samson-broker-test-output-Release_1_2.tgz.  

8.12 Debugging SAMSON Broker 

The pubSubBroker executable maintains a log file at /tmp/pubSubBrokerLog. The more 

verbose/trace asked at starting pubSubBroker, the more content the logfile will have. There 

are a number of command line options to turn on verbosity and trace levels:  

 -v  

 -vv  

 -vvv  

 -vvvv  

 -vvvvv  

 -t <t1-t2,t3-t4>  

 -r  

 -w  

All these verbose/trace levels can also be altered at runtime, using a REST interface:  

 curl --request PUT    host:port/log/verbose/set/3 

 curl --request PUT    host:port/log/trace/set/0-5,19.34 

 curl --request PUT    host:port/log/reads/on 

 curl --request DELETE host:port/log/reads 

To debug the internal lists of pubSubBroker, another REST request is defined:  

 curl host:port/debug/entity 

 curl host:port/debug/registration 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/scmrepos/svn/fi-ware-review/trunk/FI-WARE/Data/PublishSubscribe/SAMSONBroker/samson-broker-ge-tests-Release_1_2.tgz
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/scmrepos/svn/fi-ware-review/trunk/FI-WARE/Data/PublishSubscribe/SAMSONBroker/samson-broker-ge-tests-Release_1_2.tgz
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/scmrepos/svn/fi-ware-review/trunk/FI-WARE/Data/PublishSubscribe/SAMSONBroker/samson-broker-test-output-Release_1_2.tgz
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 curl host:port/debug/attribute 

 curl host:port/debug/metadata 

 curl host:port/debug/regMetadata 

The output of these commands go to the logfile (/tmp/pubSubBrokerLog).  

A useful command to view the logfile:  

 % tail -f /tmp/pubSubBrokerLog 
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9 Compressed Domain Video Analysis - User and 
Programmers Guide 

You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

9.1 User Guide  

Codoan provides of a set of tools for analyzing video streams in the compressed domain. Its 

purpose is to avoid costly video content decoding prior to the actual analysis. Thereby, the 

tool set processes video streams by analyzing compressed or just partially decoded syntax 

elements. The main benefit is its very fast analysis due to a hierarchical architecture.  

9.1.1 Functionality  

Codoan follows the following basic design principles:  

 Critical product attributes for Codoan are especially high detection/recognition ratios 

containing only few false positives and low-complexity operation.  

 Partitioning to independent functional blocks enables Codoan to support a variety of 

analysis methods and to get easily extended by new features. Even several 

operations can be combined.  

 Low-complexity algorithms and implementations enable Codoan to perform very fast 

analyses and to be highly scalable.  

 Codoan supports performing parallel analyses using different sub-components.  

 

The following diagram depicts the generic functional blocks of Codoan.  

 
Functional description  

 

9.1.2 Example Usage Scenario  

Employing Codoan usually requires several common steps to be performed. The following 

figure shows an example of a typical usage scenario (two analyzer instances (event/object 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Compressed%20Domain%20Video%20Analysis%20-%20User%20and%20Programmers%20Guide
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:Multimedia_Analysis_GE_Generic_Description.jpg
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recognition) attached to a media source). Note that responses and notifications are not 

shown for reasons of clarity and comprehensibility.  

 
Sample usage scenario of Codoan 

This scenario contains the following requests (in chronological order):  

 listInstances (Sink 1)  

o lists all existing analyzer instances 

o a single instance receives and analyzes a single video stream 

o Request  

o  

o GET //{serverRoot}/mma/listInstances HTTP/1.1 

o Accept: application/xml 

o Response  

o  

o HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

o Content-Type: application/xml 

o  

o <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

o <Codoan> 

o   <Instances> 

o   </Instances> 

o </Codoan> 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:Codoan_user_scenario.png
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 createInstance (Sink 1)  

o creates a new analyzer instance 

o an instance with the same parameters may not already exist 

o Request  

o  

o POST //{serverRoot}/mma/createInstance HTTP/1.1 

o Content-Type: application/xml 

o Accept: application/xml 

o  

o <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

o <Codoan> 

o   <Instances> 

o     <Instance event="true" object="true" 

streamURI="rtsp://camera1/stream1"/> 

o   </Instances> 

o </Codoan> 

o Response  

o  

o HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

o Content-Type: application/xml 

o  

o <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

o <Codoan> 

o   <Instances> 

o     <Instance id="101" event="true" object="true" 

streamURI="rtsp://camera1/stream1" activeSinks="0"/> 

o   </Instances> 

o </Codoan> 

 configureEventDetection (Sink 1)  

o configures the parameters of the event detection module 

o whether event detection is activated depends on the createInstance request 

o Request  

o  

o POST 

//{serverRoot}/mma/instances/101/configureEventDetection 

HTTP/1.1 

o Content-Type: application/xml 

o Accept: application/xml 

o  
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o <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

o <Codoan> 

o   <Instances> 

o     <Instance id="101"> 

o       <Configuration> 

o         <Event> 

o           <Algorithm>1</Algorithm> 

o         </Event> 

o       </Configuration> 

o     </Instance> 

o   </Instances> 

o </Codoan> 

o Response  

o  

o HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

o Content-Type: application/xml 

o  

o <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

o <Codoan> 

o   <Instances> 

o     <Instance id="101"> 

o       <Configuration> 

o         <Event> 

o           <Algorithm>1</Algorithm> 

o           <SlidingWindowSize>10</SlidingWindowSize> 

o           

<NumberOfTrainingFrames>40</NumberOfTrainingFrames> 

o           <ThresholdIFrame>5</ThresholdIFrame> 

o           

<ThresholdANORPFactor>1.2</ThresholdANORPFactor> 

o           <ThresholdARPSFactor>1.75</ThresholdARPSFactor> 

o         </Event> 

o       </Configuration> 

o     </Instance> 

o   </Instances> 

o </Codoan> 

 configureObjectDetection (Sink 1)  
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o configures the parameters of the object detection module 

o whether object detection is activated depends on the createInstance request 

o Request  

o  

o POST 

//{serverRoot}/mma/instances/101/configureObjectDetection 

HTTP/1.1 

o Content-Type: application/xml 

o Accept: application/xml 

o  

o <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

o <Codoan> 

o   <Instances> 

o     <Instance id="101"> 

o       <Configuration> 

o         <Object> 

o           <Algorithm>3</Algorithm> 

o         </Object> 

o       </Configuration> 

o     </Instance> 

o   </Instances> 

o </Codoan> 

o Response  

o  

o HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

o Content-Type: application/xml 

o  

o <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

o <Codoan> 

o   <Instances> 

o     <Instance id="101"> 

o       <Configuration> 

o         <Object> 

o           <Algorithm>3</Algorithm> 

o           

<ThresholdH264MOCAlgo3>6</ThresholdH264MOCAlgo3> 

o           <BoxFilterSize>3</BoxFilterSize> 

o         </Object> 
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o       </Configuration> 

o     </Instance> 

o   </Instances> 

o </Codoan> 

 addSink (Sink 1)  

o adds a sink (or observer) to a specific instance 

o once a sink has been registered it gets notified in case of an event or a 

moving object 

o Request  

o  

o POST //{serverRoot}/mma/instances/101/addSink HTTP/1.1 

o Content-Type: application/xml 

o Accept: application/xml 

o  

o <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

o <Codoan> 

o   <Instances> 

o     <Instance id="101"> 

o       <Sinks> 

o         <Sink 

sinkNotificationURI="http://sink1/notification/stream1"/> 

o       </Sinks> 

o     </Instance> 

o   </Instances> 

o </Codoan> 

o Response  

o  

o HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

o Content-Type: application/xml 

o  

o <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

o <Codoan> 

o   <Instances> 

o     <Instance id="101"> 

o       <Sinks> 

o         <Sink id="201" 

sinkNotificationURI="http://sink1/notification/stream1"/> 

o       </Sinks> 
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o     </Instance> 

o   </Instances> 

o </Codoan> 

 listInstances (Sink 2)  

o lists all existing analyzer instances 

o a single instance receives and analyzes a single video stream 

o Request  

o  

o GET //{serverRoot}/mma/listInstances HTTP/1.1 

o Accept: application/xml 

o Response  

o  

o HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

o Content-Type: application/xml 

o  

o <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

o <Codoan> 

o   <Instances> 

o     <Instance id="101" event="true" object="true" 

streamURI="rtsp://camera1/stream1" activeSinks="1"/> 

o   </Instances> 

o </Codoan> 

 addSink (Sink 2)  

o adds a sink (or observer) to a specific instance 

o once a sink has been registered it gets notified in case of an event or a 

moving object 

o Request  

o  

o POST //{serverRoot}/mma/instances/101/addSink HTTP/1.1 

o Content-Type: application/xml 

o Accept: application/xml 

o  

o <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

o <Codoan> 

o   <Instances> 

o     <Instance id="101"> 

o       <Sinks> 
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o         <Sink 

sinkNotificationURI="http://sink2/notification/stream1"/> 

o       </Sinks> 

o     </Instance> 

o   </Instances> 

o </Codoan> 

o Response  

o  

o HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

o Content-Type: application/xml 

o  

o <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

o <Codoan> 

o   <Instances> 

o     <Instance id="101"> 

o       <Sinks> 

o         <Sink id="202" 

sinkNotificationURI="http://sink2/notification/stream1"/> 

o       </Sinks> 

o     </Instance> 

o   </Instances> 

o </Codoan> 

 removeSink (Sink 1)  

o removes a sink (or observer) from the given instance 

o no notifications will be sent anymore when the sink has been removed 

o Request  

o  

o POST //{serverRoot}/mma/instances/101/removeSink/201 

HTTP/1.1 

o Accept: application/xml 

o Response  

o  

o HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

o Content-Type: application/xml 

o  

o <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

o <Codoan> 

o   <Instances> 
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o     <Instance id="101"> 

o       <Sinks> 

o         <Sink id="201" 

sinkNotificationURI="http://sink1/notification/stream1"/> 

o       </Sinks> 

o     </Instance> 

o   </Instances> 

o </Codoan> 

 createInstance (Sink 2)  

o creates a new analyzer instance 

o an instance with the same parameters may not already exist 

o Request  

o  

o POST //{serverRoot}/mma/createInstance HTTP/1.1 

o Content-Type: application/xml 

o Accept: application/xml 

o  

o <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

o <Codoan> 

o   <Instances> 

o     <Instance event="true" object="true" 

streamURI="rtsp://camera2/stream1"/> 

o   </Instances> 

o </Codoan> 

o Response  

o  

o HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

o Content-Type: application/xml 

o  

o <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

o <Codoan> 

o   <Instances> 

o     <Instance id="102" event="true" object="true" 

streamURI="rtsp://camera2/stream1" activeSinks="0"/> 

o   </Instances> 

o </Codoan> 

 configureEventDetection (Sink 2)  

o configures the parameters of the event detection module 
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o whether event detection is activated depends on the createInstance request 

o Request  

o  

o POST 

//{serverRoot}/mma/instances/102/configureEventDetection 

HTTP/1.1 

o Content-Type: application/xml 

o Accept: application/xml 

o  

o <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

o <Codoan> 

o   <Instances> 

o     <Instance id="102"> 

o       <Configuration> 

o         <Event> 

o           <Algorithm>1</Algorithm> 

o         </Event> 

o       </Configuration> 

o     </Instance> 

o   </Instances> 

o </Codoan> 

o Response  

o  

o HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

o Content-Type: application/xml 

o  

o <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

o <Codoan> 

o   <Instances> 

o     <Instance id="102"> 

o       <Configuration> 

o         <Event> 

o           <Algorithm>1</Algorithm> 

o           <SlidingWindowSize>10</SlidingWindowSize> 

o           

<NumberOfTrainingFrames>40</NumberOfTrainingFrames> 

o           <ThresholdIFrame>5</ThresholdIFrame> 
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o           

<ThresholdANORPFactor>1.2</ThresholdANORPFactor> 

o           <ThresholdARPSFactor>1.75</ThresholdARPSFactor> 

o         </Event> 

o       </Configuration> 

o     </Instance> 

o   </Instances> 

o </Codoan> 

 configureObjectDetection (Sink 2)  

o configures the parameters of the object detection module 

o whether object detection is activated depends on the createInstance request 

o Request  

o  

o POST 

//{serverRoot}/mma/instances/102/configureObjectDetection 

HTTP/1.1 

o Content-Type: application/xml 

o Accept: application/xml 

o  

o <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

o <Codoan> 

o   <Instances> 

o     <Instance id="102"> 

o       <Configuration> 

o         <Object> 

o           <Algorithm>3</Algorithm> 

o           <BoxFilterSize>5</BoxFilterSize> 

o         </Object> 

o       </Configuration> 

o     </Instance> 

o   </Instances> 

o </Codoan> 

o Response  

o  

o HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

o Content-Type: application/xml 

o  

o <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
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o <Codoan> 

o   <Instances> 

o     <Instance id="102"> 

o       <Configuration> 

o         <Object> 

o           <Algorithm>3</Algorithm> 

o           

<ThresholdH264MOCAlgo3>6</ThresholdH264MOCAlgo3> 

o           <BoxFilterSize>5</BoxFilterSize> 

o         </Object> 

o       </Configuration> 

o     </Instance> 

o   </Instances> 

o </Codoan> 

 addSink (Sink 2)  

o adds a sink (or observer) to a specific instance 

o once a sink has been registered it gets notified in case of an event or a 

moving object 

o Request  

o  

o POST //{serverRoot}/mma/instances/102/addSink HTTP/1.1 

o Content-Type: application/xml 

o Accept: application/xml 

o  

o <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

o <Codoan> 

o   <Instances> 

o     <Instance id="102"> 

o       <Sinks> 

o         <Sink 

sinkNotificationURI="http://sink2/notification/stream2"/> 

o       </Sinks> 

o     </Instance> 

o   </Instances> 

o </Codoan> 

o Response  

o  

o HTTP/1.1 200 OK 
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o Content-Type: application/xml 

o  

o <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

o <Codoan> 

o   <Instances> 

o     <Instance id="102"> 

o       <Sinks> 

o         <Sink id="201" 

sinkNotificationURI="http://sink2/notification/stream2"/> 

o       </Sinks> 

o     </Instance> 

o   </Instances> 

o </Codoan> 

 removeSink (Sink 2)  

o removes a sink (or observer) from the given instance 

o no notifications will be sent anymore when the sink has been removed 

o Request  

o  

o POST //{serverRoot}/mma/instances/101/removeSink/202 

HTTP/1.1 

o Accept: application/xml 

o Response  

o  

o HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

o Content-Type: application/xml 

o  

o <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

o <Codoan> 

o   <Instances> 

o     <Instance id="101"> 

o       <Sinks> 

o         <Sink id="202" 

sinkNotificationURI="http://sink2/notification/stream1"/> 

o       </Sinks> 

o     </Instance> 

o   </Instances> 

o </Codoan> 

 destroyInstance (Sink 2)  
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o destroys a previously created instance 

o an instance can not be destroyed if it has active sinks connected 

o Request  

o  

o POST //{serverRoot}/mma/destroyInstance/101 HTTP/1.1 

o Accept: application/xml 

o Response  

o  

o HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

o Content-Type: application/xml 

o  

o <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

o <Codoan> 

o   <Instances> 

o     <Instance id="101" event="true" object="true" 

streamURI="rtsp://camera1/stream1" activeSinks="0"/> 

o   </Instances> 

o </Codoan> 

 removeSink (Sink 2)  

o removes a sink (or observer) from the given instance 

o no notifications will be sent anymore when the sink has been removed 

o Request  

o  

o POST //{serverRoot}/mma/instances/102/removeSink/201 

HTTP/1.1 

o Accept: application/xml 

o Response  

o  

o HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

o Content-Type: application/xml 

o  

o <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

o <Codoan> 

o   <Instances> 

o     <Instance id="102"> 

o       <Sinks> 

o         <Sink id="201" 

sinkNotificationURI="http://sink2/notification/stream2"/> 
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o       </Sinks> 

o     </Instance> 

o   </Instances> 

o </Codoan> 

 destroyInstance (Sink 2)  

o destroys a previously created instance 

o an instance can not be destroyed if it has active sinks connected 

o Request  

o  

o POST //{serverRoot}/mma/destroyInstance/102 HTTP/1.1 

o Accept: application/xml 

o Response  

o  

o HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

o Content-Type: application/xml 

o  

o <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

o <Codoan> 

o   <Instances> 

o     <Instance id="102" event="true" object="true" 

streamURI="rtsp://camera2/stream1" activeSinks="0"/> 

o   </Instances> 

o </Codoan> 

9.2 Programmers Guide  

9.2.1 RESTful API  

For a convenient usage of Codoan a RESTful, resource-oriented API accessed via HTTP, 

that uses XML-based representations for information interchange, has been provided.  

The following graphical diagram summarizes the available resources:  

Codoan (server) 

--------------- 

//{serverRoot}/mma 

                | 

                |-- /listInstances 

                | 

                |-- /createInstance 
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                | 

                |-- /destroyInstance 

                |        | 

                |        |-- /{instanceID} 

                | 

                |-- /instances 

                         | 

                         |-- /{instanceID} 

                                    | 

                                    |-- /addSink 

                                    | 

                                    |-- /removeSink 

                                    |        | 

                                    |        |-- /{sinkID} 

                                    | 

                                    |-- /configureEventDetection 

                                    | 

                                    |-- /configureObjectDetection 

 

Sink (client) 

------------- 

//{sinkNotificationURI} 

 

The corresponding API operations cover management, execution, and information 

purposes:  

Listing active instances of Codoan  

Verb  URI  Description  

GET  //{serverRoot}/mma/listInstances  Lists all active instances of Codoan  

 

Creating a new instance of Codoan  

Verb  URI  Description  

POST  //{serverRoot}/mma/createInstance  Creates a new instance of Codoan  

 

Destroying an instance of Codoan with ID instanceID  

Verb  URI  Description  

POST  
//{serverRoot}/mma/destroyInstance/{instance

ID}  

Destroys the instance with ID 

instanceID  
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Adding a new sink (observer) to an instance of Codoan with ID instanceID  

Verb  URI  Description  

POST  
//{serverRoot}/mma/instances/{instan

ceID}/addSink  

Adds a new sink (observer) to the instance with 

ID instanceID  

 

Removing the sink (observer) sinkID from the Codoan instance with ID instanceID  

Verb  URI  Description  

POST  
//{serverRoot}/mma/instances/{instan

ceID}/removeSink/{sinkID}  

Removes the sink (observer) with ID sinkID 

from instance with ID instanceID  

 

Configuring the Event Detection sub-component of the Codoan instance with ID instanceID  

Verb  URI  Description  

POST  
//{serverRoot}/mma/instances/{insta

nceID}/configureEventDetection  

Configures the Event Detection sub-component 

of the instance with ID instanceID  

 

Configuring the Object Detection sub-component of the Codoan instance with ID instanceID  

Verb  URI  Description  

POST  
//{serverRoot}/mma/instances/{insta

nceID}/configureObjectDetection  

Configures the Object Detection sub-component 

of the instance with ID instanceID  

 

Notifying the sink (observer) in case of events or detected objects  

Verb  URI  Description  

POST  //{sinkNotificationURI}  
Notifies the sink (observer) in case of events or detected 

objects  

 

For a more detailed description on how to use Codoan's RESTful API, please refer also to 

the RESTful API documentation provided here RESTful API Specification, that provides 

examples of requests/responses for each exposed service.  

9.2.2 Application Programming Interface (API)  

It is envisaged that Codoan shall be used as a service employing the RESTful API above. In 

the case that this (REST) interface is not applicable and Codoan needs to be accessed 

directly from other applications (e.g., via linking the library), function calls, which correspond 

to the above listed REST resources, can/will be supported (foreseen in Release 2).  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Compressed_Domain_Video_Analysis_Open_RESTful_API_Specification_%28PRELIMINARY%29
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10 Location Server - LOCS - User and Programmers 
Guide 

You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

10.1 Introduction  

This document aggregates Programming Guide and User Guide of Location GE.  

LOCS implements the FI-WARE GE Open Specifications associated to the Location GE 

available at FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Data.Location  

Whenever the term "Location GE" is used, you may assume that we are indeed referring to 

LOCS that implements the Location GE Open Specifications or an instance of LOCS.  

10.1.1 Change History  

History of changes is described in the following table.  

Date  Comment  

Apr 18, 2012   Initial Version  

Sept 26, 2012   Complete document for location GE version 2.1  

10.2 Programmer guide  

The Network API for Terminal Location is a RESTful, resource-oriented API that allows to 

access to the following localization services :  

 Obtain the current terminal location  

 Manage client-specific subscriptions to periodic notifications  

 Manage client-specific subscriptions to area (circle) notifications  

A simple example of Location Query request for device telephone URI 33611223344 is 

presented here below:  

GET  

/location/v1/queries/location?requester=test:test&address=tel:336112

23344&requestedAccuracy=1000&acceptableAccuracy=1000 

 &maximumAge=1000&tolerance=DelayTolerant HTTP/1.1 

 Accept: application/xml 

 Host: example.com 

The following response is received, including handset position.  

 

 HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

 Content-Type: application/xml 

 Content-Length: nnnn 

 Date: Thu, 02 Jun 2011 02:51:59 GMT 

 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Location%20Server%20-%20LOCS%20-%20User%20and%20Programmers%20Guide
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Data.Location
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 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

 <tl:terminalLocationList 

xmlns:common="urn:oma:xml:rest:netapi:common:1"  

xmlns:tl="urn:oma:xml:rest:netapi:terminallocation:1"> 

  <tl:terminalLocation> 

   <tl:address>33611223344</tl:address> 

   <tl:locationRetrievalStatus>Retrieved 

   </tl:locationRetrievalStatus> 

   <tl:currentLocation> 

    <tl:latitude>49.999737</tl:latitude> 

    <tl:longitude>-60.00014</tl:longitude> 

    <tl:altitude>150.0</tl:altitude> 

    <tl:accuracy>110</tl:accuracy> 

    <tl:timestamp>2012-04-17T09:21:32.893+02:00</tl:timestamp> 

   </tl:currentLocation> 

  </tl:terminalLocation> 

 </tl:terminalLocationList> 

For more complete usage of Location Platform API and description of XML structures, please 

refer also to the REST API documentation documentation provided here RESTful API 

documentation, that provides examples of requests/responses for each exposed services.  

10.3 User Guide 

10.3.1 Location Platform Start-up / Shutdown  

Location Platform Server start-up/shutdown is described in chapter 3/4 of of Location GE 

Installation and Administration Guide.  

Refer to the following procedures in Location GE Installation and Administration Guide.  

10.3.2 Location Platform Agents Detailed Configuration 

This chapter describes in details the configuration items for :  

 MLP Agent handling Terminal Location REST API.  

 SUPL Agent managing SUPL messages exchanges with terminal handset.  

10.3.2.1 MLP Agent detailed configuration 

Only parameters used in association with Terminal Location API are indicated. Others 

parameters shall be kept unchanged. Configuration parameters which could have a need to 

be modified in scope of Location Platform GE deployment are in green.  

Section  Parameter Name  Unit  Description  

Operator  Operator String  Sets the name of deployed operator, as configured in 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Location_Server_Open_RESTful_API_Specification_(PRELIMINARY)
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Location_Server_Open_RESTful_API_Specification_(PRELIMINARY)
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Location_Platform_-_Installation_and_Administration_Guide
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Identifier  dbMonitor.  

Configuration  HTTP Rest Port  String  
Http port through which are received the Terminal 

Location REST requests..  

Configuration  HTTP Port  Integer  
Http port through which are received the MLP 

requests..  

 

Home Country 

Code  
Integer  Home Country Code.  

 

Home Network 

Code  
Integer  Home Network Code.  

 

Current System 

Max Location 

Age  

Integer  
Sets the location age for defining the age of a current 

location if not defined in location request.  

 

Default 

coordinate 

reference system  

String  

Sets the default coordinate reference system to be us

ed .Values allowed : EPSG_6_1_4326,EPSG_6_1_4

327,EPSG_6_1_4124,EPSG_6_1_2400,EPSG_6_1_

27572.  

 

Location timeout 

in seconds  
Integer  

Sets the time interval after which a location request is 

considered as non-responsive (timeout)..  

10.3.2.2 SUPL Agent detailed configuration 

Configuration parameters which could have a need to be modified in scope of Location 

Platform GE deployment are in green.  

Section  Parameter Name  Unit  Description  

Operator  Operator Identifier  String  

Sets the name of deployed 

operator, as configured in 

dbMonitor.  

Configuration  Tcp port  Integer  SUPL TCP port, default is 14050.  

SUPL 

Parameters  
Assistance delivery Method  Enum  

Assistance data message delivery : 

ADM / MPR.  

 
Positioning method  Enum  

SET default positioning method : 

SET-Assisted / SET-Assisted-

Preferred / SET-Based / SET-

Based-Preferred.  

 

Preferred Trigger Report 

Capability Mode  
Enum  

Preferred Trigger Report Capability 

set for the server : RealTime / 

QuasiRealTime / Batch.  

Security 

parameters  
Ver field (HMAC) Verification  Boolean  

Indicates if activate or not the 

verification of the HMAC ver field.  

 
Current Based Verification  Boolean  

Indicates if activate or not the 

Current Bases Verification.  
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SUPL Time outs  
SETINIT : SUPL_START 

timeout  

Integer 

(sec)  

SUPL_START maximum session 

duration.  

 

SETINIT: SUPL_POS_INIT 

timeout  

Integer 

(sec)  

SUPL_POS maximum session 

duration.  

 

NETINIT: SUPL_POS_INIT 

timeout  

Integer 

(sec)  

SUPL_POS_INIT maximum 

session duration.  

 

NETINIT: SUPL_POS 

timeout  

Integer 

(sec)  

SUPL_POS maximum session 

duration.  

 

NETINIT: SUPL_NOTIF 

timeout  

Integer 

(sec)  

SUPL_NOTIF maximum session 

duration.  

 
NETINIT: SUPL_INIT timeout  

Integer 

(sec)  

SUPL_INIT maximum session 

duration.  

 

NETINIT: 

SUPL_TRIGGER_STOP 

timeout  

Integer 

(sec)  

SUPL_TRIGGER_STOP maximum 

session duration.  

 

NETINIT: 

SUPL_TRIGGER_STOP 

tolerance  

Integer 

(sec)  

SUPL_TRIGGER_STOP maximum 

session tolerance delta time.  

Payload 

Parameters  
Horizontal accuracy  

Integer 

(m)  

Expected horizontal accuracy in 

meters.  

 
Response time  

Integer 

(sec)  
Response time value.  

 
Trace payload data  Boolean  

Indicates if trace decoded payload 

data in agent log.  

Assistance Data 

General 

Parameters  

Maximum number of 

assistance data delivery 

retries to the SET  

Integer 

(sec)  

Maximum number of assistance 

data delivery retries to the SET  

 

SET to GPS satellites 

elevation cut-off angle  
Degrees  

Enter SET to GPS satellites 

elevation cut-off angle  

 

Minimum Code Search 

Window  
N/A  

Select minimum code search 

window (chips)  

 

Minimum Doppler 

Uncertainty  
Hz  

Select minimum Doppler 

uncertainty  

Assistance data 

specific 

parameters  

SET to LRX maximum 

distance for local DGPS 

corrections  

K meters  
Enter LRX-SET maximum distance 

for local differential corrections.  

 

Maximum PRC for local 

DGPS corrections  
Meters  

Enter maximum PRC for local 

differential corrections.  

 

Maximum PRRC for local 

DGPS corrections  
Meters  

Enter maximum PRRC for local 

differential corrections.  
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Assistance Data 

Set-Assisted only 

Parameters  

Fix refining search window  
m 

Seconds  
Enter fix refining search window.  

Assistance Data 

Set-Assisted only 

Parameters  

Fix refining search window  
m 

Seconds  
Enter fix refining search window.  

 
Fix refining tolerance  

m 

Seconds  
Enter fix refining tolerance.  

 

Fix refining min C/N0 

threshold  
DB-Hz  

Enter fix refining min C/N0 

threshold.  

 

Fix refining min C/N0 

threshold  
DB-Hz  

Enter fix refining min C/N0 

threshold.  

 

Horizontal Uncertainty Factor 

(alpha)  
N/A  

nter Horizontal Uncertainty Factor * 

10.  

 

Vertical Uncertainty Factor 

(beta)  
N/A  

Enter Vertical Uncertainty Factor * 

10.  

 
Confidence Factor (gamma)  N/A  Enter Confidence Factor * 10.  

 

Maximum latitude error 

allowed on SET computed 

position  

Integer  

Maximum latitude error allowed on 

SET computed position in 

sexagesimal seconds of arc).  

 

Maximum longitude error 

allowed on SET computed 

position  

Integer  

Maximum longitude error allowed 

on SET computed position in 

sexagesimal seconds of arc).  

10.3.3 Location Platform Database Configuration 

10.3.3.1 CELLS Database 

This database handles description of known network 2G/3G/WLAN cells. The database 

schema is described here below :  
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As given in example in validation test data file $LOCS_HOME/data/fiware_validation.sql, the 

cell database can be easily populated using the MySQL stored procedure :  

 addCell() : to create network cell descriptions  

10.3.3.2 OPE Database 

This database handles description of known end-user terminals, service provider, service 

and associated privacy policies for each end-user.  

The database schema is described here below :  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:Location_GE_Cell_db.png
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As given in example in validation test data file $LOCS_HOME/data/fiware_validation.sql, the 

cell database can be easily populated using the MySQL stored procedure :  

 addEndUser(), addHandset(), associateHandset() : to describe known 

terminals and their main characteristics.  

 addServiceProvider(), addService(), associateService() : to create Service 

Provider and associated Services.  

 addPrivacyPolicy() : to create privacy policies for each terminal end-

user/service.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:Location_GE_Db_ope.png
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11 Query Broker - User and Programmer Guide 
You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

 

11.1 User guide 

The QueryBroker provides a REST interface - a RESTful, resource-oriented API accessed 

via HTTP that uses XML-based representations for information interchange. It offers a 

convenient way to manage a QueryBroker instance and to submit complex multi-part and 

multimodal queries to multiple connected data repositories by sending according MPQF 

expressions.  

 

The QueryBroker is implemented as a middleware to establish unified retrieval in distributed 

and heterogeneous environments with extension functionalities to integrate multimedia 

specific retrieval paradigms in the overall query execution plan, e.g., multimedia fusion 

technique. To ensure interoperability between the query applications and the registered 

database services, the QueryBroker uses as internal query representation format the MPEG 

Query Format (MPQF). MPQF is an XML-based (multimedia) query language which defines 

the format of queries and replies to be interchanged between clients and servers in a 

(multimedia) information search and retrieval environment.  

 

The normative parts of the MPEG Query Format define three main components:  

 The Input Query Format provides means for describing query requests from a client 

to a information retrieval system.  

 The Output Query Format specifies a message container for the connected retrieval 

systems responses and finally  

 the Query Management Tools provide means for functionalities such as service 

discovery, service aggregation and service capability description (e.g.,which query 

types or formats are supported).  

Therefore MPQF can be and is used for managing all essential tasks submitting complex 

multi-part and multimodal queries to multiple connected data resources, namely  

 (de-)register a retrieval system/service,  

 creating a semantic link in case of an included join operation, and  

 the actual query.  

 

As according MPQF expressions can be lengthy this is done by POST allowing to transmit 

the data in the body of the http request.  

 

Resources summary:  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Query%20Broker%20-%20User%20and%20Programmer%20Guide
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For a more detailed description on how to use the QueryBroker REST-API, please refer also 

to the REST API documentation provided on Query Broker Open RESTful API Specification 

(PRELIMINARY), that provides examples of requests/responses for each exposed service.  

11.2 Programmer guide 

The QueryBroker is a J2SE (Java 2 Platform, Standard Edition) application. It requires Java 

JRE 6 or later installed. The REST interface is realized as a wrapper and provided as WAR 

file (Web application ARchive) together with the QueryBroker core.  

The implementation at its core is based on the Spring Framework (e.g., enabling extensibility 

and inversion of control) and MAVEN (e.g., quality assurance and build management).  

11.2.1.1 Architecture 

The following figure shows an overview over the QueryBroker software architecture listing 

only the key elements, to give a short briefing how the elements are related.  

 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Query_Broker_Open_RESTful_API_Specification_(PRELIMINARY)
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Query_Broker_Open_RESTful_API_Specification_(PRELIMINARY)
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:QB-REST-API_diagram_v0.5.png
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QueryBroker software architecture 

 
The functionalities of the key elements are as follows:  

 BackendManagement provides the functionality to register and remove service 

endpoints.  

o Service interface has to be implemented by any service endpoint. A service 

endpoint connects a database or another dataset to the multimedia query 

framework.  

 Broker represents the central access point to the federated query framework. It 

provides the functionality to query distributed and heterogeneous multimedia 

databases using MPQF as query format. The main task is to receive MPQF-queries 

and control the following request processing (synchronous / asynchronous mode of 

operation or result fetching). See Chapter Frontend Functionality for more 

information.  

 QueryManager handles all received and active queries. So, new queries can be 

checked-in and corresponding result sets can be checked-out by the Broker.  

 RequestProcessing controls a single query processing in a parallelized way. First an 

execution plan for the received query is created, followed by an optimization of the 

plan. Afterwards the query distribution and aggregation of the resulting sub-queries 

are performed. The implementations of the 4 parts are injected via the Spring 

framework and can be modified easily by XML configuration.  

 ExecutionPlanCreator transforms the received MPQF query tree into an internal 

execution plan tree structure.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:QB-SW-Architektur.jpg
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 ExecutionPlanOptimizer optimizes the default execution plan by replacing or 

switching the original tree nodes. The tree can be also transformed to a directed 

acyclic graph (DAG), to avoid isomorphic sub-trees in the execution plan.  

 QueryDistributor has to analyse which sub-trees of the execution plan have to be 

distributed. That sub-queries can consist of one or many distributed queries to service 

endpoints. Each distributed query gets encapsulated in a Service Execution.  

o ServiceExecution is a wrapper for a parallel execution of a service endpoint 

to utilize multicore processors.  

 QueryAggregator gets the sub-queries including the results from the service 

endpoints and the query execution plan. So the aggregator can combine theses two 

elements and process the queried results.  

 

11.2.1.2 Programming Interface 

Running the QueryBroker requires at least registering one or more available data stores 

before submitting according queries.  

In order to register a certain data repository a "data base connector", a.k.a. service interface 

has to be implemented by any service endpoint and installed at the QueryBroker. A service 

endpoint connects a database or another dataset to the multimedia query framework (see 

QueryBroker GE Installation and Administration Guide how to do that).  

Assuming that according service interfaces are already implemented and installed, a service 

endpoint can be registered by the following POST method:  

Request example:  

POST 

//localhost/QueryBrokerServer/services/de.uop.dimis.LireService/Quer

yByMedia HTTP/1.1 

Content-Type: multipart/form-data 

Accept: multipart/form-data 

MIME-Version: 1.0 

Host: localhost:8080 

Content-Type: multipart/form-data 

Content-Length: 0 

This registers the service with the serviceID "de.uop.dimis.LireService" at the QueryBroker 

endpoint. The ServiceID must be equal to the qualified name of the implementation class. 

The DesiredCapabilities declare which query types the service can handle. In this example 

the "de.uop.dimis.LireService" can handle Query-By-Media.  

Now a simple query can be submitted by calling the following POST method (The request 

body must contain a valid MPQF query in XML serialization.):  

Request example:  

POST //localhost/QueryBrokerServer/query HTTP/1.1 

Content-Type: multipart/form-data 

Accept: multipart/form-data 

http://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Query_Broker_-_Installation_and_Administration_Guide#Configuration
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MIME-Version: 1.0 

Host: localhost:8080 

Content-Type: multipart/form-data 

Content-Length: 425 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

 

<mpqf:MpegQuery mpqfID="" …> 

     <mpqf:Query> 

          <mpqf:Input immediateResponse="true"> 

               <mpqf:QueryCondition> 

                    <mpqf:Condition xsi:type="mpqf:QueryByMedia" 

matchType="similar"> 

                         <mpqf:MediaResource 

resourceID="de.uop.dimis.LireService"> 

                              <mpqf:MediaResource> 

                                   

<mpqf:MediaUri>http://any.uri.com</mpqf:MediaUri> 

                              </mpqf:MediaResource> 

                         </mpqf:MediaResource> 

                    </mpqf:Condition> 

               </mpqf:QueryCondition> 

          </mpqf:Input> 

     </mpqf:Query> 

</mpqf:MpegQuery> 

  

 

A typical response may be:  

 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Content-Length: 738 

Content-Type: application/xml 

 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<mpqf:MpegQuery> 

    <mpqf:Query> 

        <mpqf:Output> 
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            <mpqf:GlobalComment>This is the message from the 

server</mpqf:GlobalComment> 

            <mpqf:ResultItem recordNumber="001" rank="1" 

confidence="1.0"> 

                

<mpqf:MediaResource>http://www.mpeg7qf/db/image/19701221.jpg</mpqf:M

ediaResource> 

            </mpqf:ResultItem> 

            <mpqf:ResultItem recordNumber="002" rank="2" 

confidence="0.99“>    

                    

<mpqf:MediaResource>http://www.mpeg7qf/db/image/19690117.jpg</mpqf:M

ediaResource> 

            </mpqf:ResultItem> 

                      : 

 

        </mpqf:Output> 

    </mpqf:Query> 

</mpqf:MpegQuery> 

  

 

A more detailed description on how to access the software modules and interfaces of the 

QueryBroker is provided in the Architecture and Open Specification documentation. It 

explains the necessary steps to integrate the QueryBroker into another application and how 

to access its actual backend and frontend functionalities. Additionally a code example is 

given, which shows an example implementation of all required steps to initialize and run the 

QueryBroker.  

As already mentioned "data base connectors" or service interfaces need to be implemented 

in order to be able to register and access data repositories. A description on how to realize 

such a service interface is given in QueryBroker GE Installation and Administration Guide.  

http://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Data.QueryBroker#Main_Interactions
http://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Query_Broker_-_Installation_and_Administration_Guide#Configuration
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12 Semantic Annotation - User and Programmer 
Guide 

You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

12.1 Introduction  

Welcome the User and Programmer Guide for the Semantic Annotation GE. This Enabler is 

basically an API who performs named entity recognition/semantic annotation for a given text.  

12.2 User Guide  

12.2.1 Overview of the GE  

Semantic Annotation GE aims at performing named entity recognition and semantic 

annotation for a given text. The basic Idea is to use an open-source language processor 

(Freeling) plus some custom software to identifies the entities contained in the text to 

analyze. Once the entities (which are basically persons, places and organizations) are 

identified, the systems searches into semantic triple stores and databases RDF information 

about those entities by means of SPARQL Queries. For each entity the systems offers the 

set of candidates found (if existing) each one with a related “score” giving an hint of the one 

who should be closer to the real meaning for the context given by the text. Once collected 

the results are returned in Json format  

12.3 Semantic Annotation GE Architecture  

Semantic Annotation GE Architecture is shown in the next figure.  

 
As it is shown in the diagram and as it was explained before, the given text is analyzed with 

the Text Processor, which gives the entities to the Semantic Broker. The semantic Broker 

performs the queries to the external(or internal) resolvers (wrappers) and computes the 

score for each candidate of each entity. Then this is passed to the aggregator, which is 

basically a presentation layer.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Semantic%20Annotation%20-%20User%20and%20Programmer%20Guide
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:SANRarch.png
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12.3.1 Front-end Functionality  

12.3.1.1 HTML Snippet:  

It is possible to include in the request (which will be fully explained in the “backend 

functionality” section) the “snippet” parameter. In case this parameter is set to true, together 

with other data, it will return an HTML snippet of each entity for presentation purposes. The 

snippet shows information (such as picture or short-abstract) of the candidate with the higher 

relevance score for the given entity in the given context  

12.3.2 Back-end Functionality  

The semantic Annotation GE, can be invoked with a simple HTTP GET request with params 

in the URL:  

 

http://[base_url]/sanr/ajax/extract_words.php?param1=value&param2=va

lue2 

The parameters to be set are:  

- Text: mandatory, the text to analyze with the GE. Languages supported are: Italian, 

English, Spanish.  

- Snippet: optional, false by default, can be set to true or false to have/not have html snippets 

in the response.  

- Lang_only: if set to true, the enabler performs language detection only (which is faster than 

named entity recognition, if needed).  

Once the request is sent, the response is given in json format. Here is a response example, 

with some comments as explanation of the main returned parameters:  

 

{ 

    "queryId": "12154", [id of the query, for caching purpose]   

    "lang": "it",   [language detected] 

    "keywords": "Tremonti", 

    "extags": "Tremonti", 

    "freeling": "Tremonti", 

    "proc_time": "10", 

    "terms": [ 

        { 

            "id": "tc-Tremonti", 

            "term": "Tremonti", 

            "candidates": [        [candidate array for term] 

                { 

                    "id": "tag--Tremonti--

http://sws.geonames.org/3165249/", 
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                    "label": "Tremonti", 

                    "uri": "http://sws.geonames.org/3165249/", 

                    "type": "location", 

                    "ext": "Tremonti(Italia)", 

                    "extra": [], 

                    "wrapper": "geonames", 

                    "lev": "0", 

                    "sim": "1", 

                    "sis": "1", 

                    "jw": "1", 

                    "sc": "0.9",  [score] 

                    "class": "empty" 

                }, 

                { 

                    "id": "tag--Tremonti--

http://dbpedia.org/resource/Mark_Tremonti", 

                    "label": "Mark Tremonti", 

                    "uri": 

"http://dbpedia.org/resource/Mark_Tremonti", 

                    "type": "user", 

                    "ext": "Mark Tremonti", 

                    "extra": [], 

                    "wrapper": "dbpedia",  [source wrapper] 

                    "lev": "5", 

                    "sim": "0.761904761905", 

                    "sis": "1", 

                    "jw": "0.424145299145", 

                    "sc": "1", 

                    "class": "empty", 

                    "preferred": "true"  [param set for the 

candidate with higher score] 

                }, 

                { 

                    "id": "tag--Tremonti--

http://dbpedia.org/resource/Giulio_Tremonti", 

                    "label": "Giulio Tremonti", 

                    "uri": 

"http://dbpedia.org/resource/Giulio_Tremonti", 
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                    "type": "user", 

                    "ext": "Giulio Tremonti", 

                    "extra": [], 

                    "wrapper": "dbpedia", 

                    "lev": "7", 

                    "sim": "0.695652173913", 

                    "sis": "1", 

                    "jw": "0.358333333333", 

                    "sc": "0.310273583275", 

                    "class": "empty" 

                } 

            ], 

            "html": "<fieldset><div class=panel><div class=header>A 

proposito di <b>Mark Tremonti</b></div><div 

class=panel_body></div></div><div 

 class=panel><div class=panel_body><img 

src='http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/a/ae/Tremon

tiCropped.jpg/200px-TremontiCropped.jpg'  

height=160 /><br><div class=info>Attualmente Ã¨ chitarrista degli 

Alter Bridge e dei Creed. Generalmente Mark Ã¨ il compositore delle 

musiche dei suoi  

gruppi.<ul><li><a href='http://www.tremontiproject.com' 

target='_blank'>Link 

utile</a></li></ul></div></div></div></fieldset><fieldset><legend>Co

ncetti  

associati a <strong>Tremonti</strong></legend><ul><li><img 

src='img/location.png' alt='location' title='location'> <a  

href='http://sws.geonames.org/3165249/' target='_blank' title='[0-1-

1/]' >Tremonti(Italia)</a> (geonames)</li><li><img 

src='img/user.png' alt='user'  

title='user'> <a href='http://dbpedia.org/resource/Mark_Tremonti' 

target='_blank' title='[5-0.761904761905-0.424145299145/1]' >Mark 

Tremonti</a>  

(dbpedia)</li><li><img src='img/user.png' alt='user' 

title='user'> <a href='http://dbpedia.org/resource/Giulio_Tremonti' 

target='_blank' title='[7- 

0.695652173913-0.358333333333/0.310273583275]' >Giulio Tremonti</a> 

(dbpedia)</li></ul></fieldset>",    [html snippet] 

            "class": "empty" 

        } 

    ] 

} 
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12.4 Programmers Guide  

As Semantic Annotation GE is Basically an API please refer to User Guide above for usage. 

In case of change request please contact the GE owner.  
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13 Semantic Application Support - Users and 
Programmers Guide 

You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

13.1 Introduction  

Welcome the User and Programmer Guide for the Semantic Application Support Generic 

Enabler. The current version of this generic enabler has two main parts: An open source 

isolated client for ontology engineering NeOn_Tookit and server-side conmponent and 

services for ontology storage, versioning and management. In future versions the client and 

the server functionality will be linked together by the development of a NeOn Toolkit plugin.  

13.2 User guide  

13.2.1 Overview of the GE 

The Semantic Web Application Support GE aims at providing an effective environment for 

developers to implement and deploy high quality Semantic Web-based applications. The 

Semantic Web was first envisioned more than a decade ago by Tim Berners-Lee, as a way 

of turning the Web into a set of resources understandable not only for humans, but also by 

machines (software agents or programs). Following this idea, Internet will evolve into a 

machine understandable Web, therefore increasing its exploitation capabilities. The 

Semantic Web has focused the efforts of many researchers, institutions and IT practitioners, 

and received a fair amount of investment from European and other governmental bodies. As 

a result of these efforts, a large amount of mark-up languages, techniques and applications, 

ranging from semantic search engines to query answering system, have been developed. 

Nevertheless the adoption of Semantic Web from the IT industry is still following a slow and 

painful process.  

In recent years, several discussions had taken place to find out the reasons preventing 

Semantic Web paradigm adoption. There is a general agreement that those reasons range 

from technical (lack of infrastructure to meet industry requirements in terms of scalability, 

performance. distribution, security, etc.) to engineering (not general uptake of methodologies, 

lack of best practices and supporting tools), and finally commercial aspects (difficulties to 

penetrate in the market, lack of understanding of the main strengths and weaknesses of the 

semantic technologies by company managers, no good sales strategies, etc.).  

The Semantic Application Support enabler addresses part of the abovementioned problems 

(engineering and technical) from a data management point of view, by providing:  

 An infrastructure for metadata publishing, retrieving and subscription that meets 

industry requirements like scalability, distribution and security. From now and so on, 

we will refer to this infrastructure as SWAS Infrastructure.  

 A set of tools for infrastructure and data management, supporting most adopted 

methodologies and best practices. From now and so on, we will refer to this tools as 

SWAS Engineering Environment.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Semantic%20Application%20Support%20-%20Users%20and%20Programmers%20Guide
http://neon-toolkit.org/
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13.2.2 Semantic Application Support GE Architecture 

Semantic Application Support GE can be split in a client-side Engineering Environment and a 

server-side Infrastructure. Figure SWAS-1 presents the SWAS Infrastructure architecture.  

 
Figure SWAS-1: SWAS Infrastructure architecture 

As it is shown in the diagram, it follows a typical three layer Java Enterprise Architecture. 

Components included in business and presentation layers are JEE based. In the data layer, 

two components can be found:  

 A relational database, that will be used by Ontology Registry to store ontology 

documents loaded into the GE.  

 A Knowledge Base providing OWL-2RL support. This Knowledge Base will be used 

by ontology and workspace registries to store ontology and workspace related 

metadata and by managing, querying and publishing modules to provide their 

functionality.  

Business components will interact with data layer components by means of two different 

mechanisms. To interact with the relational database, business components will use JPA 

(Java Persistence API) that make business components database system independent. 

Unfortunately such an abstraction mechanism is not available for knowledge base required 

interaction so business components interacting with the knowledge base will be knowledge 

base implementation dependant. In Semantic Web Application Support reference 

implementation, the combination of Sesame and OWLIM has been chosen as knowledge 

base implementation. Knowledge base independence feature will be study for future 

releases.  

Business Layer contains following components:  

 Ontology registry that manages ontologies loaded into the system and its related 

metadata. Operations such us retrieving / uploading ontology, retrieving / uploading 

metadata, etc would be provided by this component. A description of methods 

provided for FI-WARE first release can be found in Backend Functionality section.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:SAP-GE-Archtiecture-FIWARE.jpg
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 Workspace registry that manages workspaces and their related metadata created by 

users to be used by their semantic enable applications. Operations such us creating / 

deleting a workspace, listing ontologies loaded into the workspace, etc would be 

provided by this component. Description of methods belonging to this component will 

be described in future FI-WARE releases.  

 Publishing module that allow user to publish data into the GE. Data can be either 

ontologies or RDF serialized content. In case of ontologies, publishing module will 

rely on ontology registry functionality. In case of RDF serialized content, publishing 

module will store the content in proper knowledge base workspace in collaboration 

with workspace registry. In both cases publishing module will update subscription 

module if needed. Description of methods belonging to this component will be 

described in future FI-WARE releases.  

 Managing module that allow users to monitor the status of the GE. Operations such 

as retrieving a list of available ontologies, retrieving a list of subscriptions, etc will be 

provided by this module. Managing module will rely on the rest of business 

components to provide its functionality. Description of methods belonging to this 

component will be described in future FI-WARE releases.  

 Subscription module that allows users to subscribe to events produced in the GE. 

Operations such as subscribing to ontology updates or workspace modifications will 

be provided by this module. Description of methods belonging to this component will 

be described in future FI-WARE releases.  

 Querying module that allows users to query their workspace following SPARQL 

Query Protocol. Description of methods belonging to this component will be described 

in future FI-WARE releases.  

In order to provide GE functionality in a platform independent way, several Rest APIs will be 

developed. In this first FI-WARE release, a subset of methods belonging to publish and 

managing APIs will be provided. Therefore, clients or presentation layer applications will 

interact with business components by means of HTTP requests / responses.  

SWAS Engineering Environment provides comprehensive support for the ontology 

engineering life-cycle. Concrete details about SWAS Engineering Environment functionality 

will be provided in Frontend Functionality section. SWAS architecture is based on Eclipse 

architecture, a leading development environment providing a technical layer for easy creation 

of new features and supported for a huge development community. Figure SWAS-2 shows 

the SWAS Engineering Environment architecture.  
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Figure SWAS-2: SWAS Engineering Environment architecture 

As it shown in the diagram SWAS Engineering Environment is divided into two layers, the 

SWAS Engineering Environment core and the contributed plug-ins. The SWAS Engineering 

Core provides the core ontology editing functionality. The contributed plug-ins are extensions 

that provide extra functionality supporting different phases of the NeOn Methodology.  

 

13.2.3 Frontend Functionality 

Semantic Web Application Support Engineering Environment functionality is based on the 

functionality provided by the baseline asset NeOn Toolkit. The NeOn Toolkit is a state-of-the-

art, eclipse based, open source multi-platform ontology engineering environment, which 

provides comprehensive support for the ontology engineering life-cycle. Due to its nature, it 

wouldn‟t be possible to describe all SWAS Engineering Environment provided functionality in 

a service like manner. Therefore this user guide provides a short overview of the functionality 

required for the SWAS Engineering Environment. For more information about the NeOn 

Toolkit consult NTK_Documentation.  

Figure SWAS-3 presents an overview of NeOn Toolkit GUI.  

http://neon-toolkit.org/wiki/Documentation_and_Support
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:NeOnToolkit-Atchitecture-FIWARE.jpg
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Figure SWAS-3: NeOn Toolkit main working environment 

The NeOn Toolkit, and therefore the SWAS GE Engineering Environment takes advantage of 

the paradigm introduced by Eclipse, one of the leading development environments, including:  

 Using workspaces, projects, folders and files as containers to organize and store 

development artifacts.  

 Using workbench, editors, views and perspectives to provide functionality to the user 

by means of GUI.  

Therefore, most of the functionality provided by SWAS Engineering Environment is provided 

as editors, views and perspectives. Figure SWAS-4 presents the Ontology navigation 

perspective.  

http://www.eclipse.org/
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:NTK-Functionality-FIWARE.jpg
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Figure SWAS-4: Ontology navigation perspective 

Under this perspective users are able to manage their projects and ontologies, creating or 

removing projects, loading or creating new ontologies, etc. In the scope of a given ontology, 

users are able to manage (adding, removing, etc) main ontology contents such as classes, 

object properties and data properties. Once selected, ontology contents can be edited by 

means of a proper editor. Figure SWAS-5 presents the class editor.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:NTK-OntologyView-Functionality-FIWARE.jpg
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Figure SWAS-5: Class editor 

Class editor is composed of four tabs:  

 Class restrictions tab that allow the user to modify restrictions applicable to the class.  

 Taxonomy tabs that allow the user to modify the class ancestors, successors or 

siblings.  

 Annotation tab that allows the user to annotate the class con textual descriptions.  

 Source tab that presents the user the OWL code generated for the described class.  

Data property and object property editor provide similar functionality for data and object 

properties. Finally, views present additional information about the items selected in the 

ontology navigation perspective. Figure SWAS-6 presents the range view.  

 
Figure SWAS-6: Range view 

Range view presents for each class, the set of object properties that has the selected class 

as range. As mentioned in Semantic Application Support GE Architecture section, 

Engineering Environment functionality can be extended by means of plug-ins. Nowadays 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:NTK-OntologyEditor-Functionality-FIWARE.jpg
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:NTK-RangeView-Functionality-FIWARE.jpg
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:NTK-OntologyEditor-Functionality-FIWARE.jpg
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:NTK-RangeView-Functionality-FIWARE.jpg
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there are more than 30 active plug-ins for NeOn Toolkit covering a wide range of functionality 

covering several steps of the NeOn Methodology. Some of this plug-ins functionality may 

inspire Engineering Environment functionality in the future if needed.  

13.2.4 Backend Functionality 

This section describes the functionality provided by the SWAS GE enabler as service 

invocation methods for both human or computer agents. As described in Architecture of the 

GE FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Data.SemanticSupport, this functionality is accessible 

by means of Web API (also known as RESTful services). In this first FI-WARE release the 

following subset of methods belonging to publishing and managing rest APIs has been 

provided:  

 Publishing Rest API.  

o Get ontology version: Retrieves from the GE the ontology document 

identified by a given ontology IRI and version IRI. To invoke the operation, a 

GET http request should be sent to http://<ge url location>/ontology-

registry/ontologies/<ontology IRI>/<version IRI>.  

o Get ontology: Similar to Get ontology version. It retrieves from the GE the 

latest version of the ontology document identified by a given ontology IRI. To 

invoke the operation, a GET http request should be sent to http://<ge url 

location>/ontology-registry/ontologies/<ontology IRI>.  

o Delete ontology version: Removes from the GE the ontology document 

identified by a given ontology IRI and version IRI. To invoke the operation, a 

DELETE http request should be sent to http://<ge url location>/ontology-

registry/ontologies/<ontology IRI>/<version IRI>.  

o Delete ontology: Similar to Delete ontology version. It removes from the GE 

the latest version of the ontology document identified by a given ontology IRI. 

To invoke the operation, a DELETE http request will be sent to http://<ge url 

location>/ontology-registry/ontologies/<ontology IRI>.  

o Upload ontology version: Uploads to the GE an ontology document and 

identifies it with a given ontology IRI and version IRI. To invoke the operation, 

a PUT http request should be sent to http://<ge url location>/ontology-

registry/ontologies/<ontology IRI>/<version IRI> with an file attachement 

including the ontology RDF/XML serialization.  

o Upload ontology: Similar to Upload ontology version. Uploads an ontology 

document to the GE and identifies it with a given ontology IRI and with the 

latest version IRI available. To invoke the operation, a PUT http request 

should be sent to http://<ge url location>/ontology-

registry/ontologies/<ontology IRI> with an file attachment including the 

ontology RDF/XML serialization.  

o Get ontology version metadata: Retrieves from the GE an ontology 

document containing the metadata related to an ontology document identified 

by a given ontology IRI and version IRI. To invoke the operation, a GET http 

request should be sent to http://<ge url location>/ontology-

registry/metadata/<ontology IRI>/<version IRI>.  

o Get ontology metadata: Similar to Get ontology version metadata. It retrieves 

from the GE an ontology document containing the metadata related to the 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Data.SemanticSupport
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latest version of the ontology document identified by a given ontology IRI. To 

invoke the operation, a GET http request should be sent to http://<ge url 

location>/ontology-registry/metadata/<ontology IRI>.  

o Delete ontology version metadata: Removes from the GE the metadata 

related to an ontology document identified by a given ontology IRI and version 

IRI. To invoke the operation, a DELETE http request will be sent to http://<ge 

url location>/ontology-registry/metadata/<ontology IRI>/<version IRI>.  

o Delete ontology metadata: Similar to Delete ontology version metadata. 

Removes from the GE the metadata related to the latest version of the 

ontology document identified by a given ontology IRI. To invoke the operation, 

a DELETE http request should be sent to http://<ge url location>/ontology-

registry/metadata/<ontology IRI>.  

o Upload ontology version metadata: Uploads to the GE an ontology 

document containing metadata related to an ontology document identified by a 

given ontology IRI and version IRI. To invoke the operation, a PUT http 

request should be sent to http://<ge url location>/ontology-

registry/metadata/<ontology IRI>/<version IRI> with an file attachement 

including the metadata RDF/XML serialization. Metadata uploaded must 

complain to OMV (Ontology metadata vocabulary).  

o Upload ontology metadata: Similar to Upload ontology version metadata. It 

uploads to the GE an ontology document containing metadata related to the 

latest version of an ontology document identified by a given IRI. To invoke the 

operation, a PUT http request should be sent to http://<ge url 

location>/ontology-registry/metadata/<ontology IRI> with an file attachement 

including the metadata RDF/XML serialization. Metadata uploaded must 

complain to OMV (Ontology metadata vocabulary).  

 Managing Rest API.  

o List ontologies: Retrieves an XML document containing the list of ontology 

documents and their versions loaded into the GE. To invoke the operation, a 

GET http request should be sent to http://<ge url location>/ontology-

registry/mgm/list. As a result, an xml encoding the requested information will 

be sent as response.  

o List ontology versions: Similar to List ontologies. Retrieves an XML 

document containing the versions of an ontology document identified by a 

given ontology IRI loaded into the GE. To invoke the operation, a GET http 

request should be sent to http://<ge url location>/ontology-

registry/mgm/<ontology IRI>. As a result, an xml encoding the requested 

information will be sent as response.  

13.3 Programmers Guide  

13.3.1 Development of NeOn Toolkit plugings 

The NeOn Toolkit web site provides information for developers of NeOn Toolkit plugins. For 

more information check the following link NTK_Developers_Guide  

http://neon-toolkit.org/wiki/Developer_Corner
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13.3.2 Invocation of services 

All methods described in the users guide above are RESTful services and therefore can be 

invoked by means of regular HTTP requests or using a REST API.  

As a matter of example, the following Java code shows how to invoke Upload ontology 

version by using Jersey API.  

 

   File file = new File("Directory"); 

   if(!file.isDirectory()) 

      throw new Exception("Invalid starting point"); 

   File[] contexts = file.listFiles(); 

   //Iterating over folders 

   for(int i = 0; contexts != null && i < contexts.length; i++){ 

   // Iterating over files 

   File[] ontologies = contexts[i].listFiles(); 

   for(int j = 0; ontologies != null && j < ontologies.length; j++){ 

      if(ontologies[j].isFile()){ 

         System.out.println(ontologies[j].getPath()); 

         String ontologyIRI = 

ontologies[j].getAbsolutePath().substring(ontologies[j].getPath().la

stIndexOf('\\') + 1); 

         String versionIRI = ""; 

         versionIRI = "1.0"; 

         FormDataMultiPart form = new FormDataMultiPart(); 

         ContentDisposition cd = form.getContentDisposition(); 

         FileDataBodyPart fdp = new FileDataBodyPart(ontologyIRI, 

ontologies[j], MediaType.APPLICATION_OCTET_STREAM_TYPE); 

         form.bodyPart(fdp); 

         Client c = Client.create(); 

         String resourceName = "http://localhost:8080/ontology-

registry-service/webresources/ontology-registry/" + ontologyIRI; 

         if(versionIRI != null && versionIRI.compareTo("") != 0) 

            resourceName = resourceName + "/" + versionIRI; 

         System.out.println("resourceName: " + resourceName); 

         WebResource r = c.resource(resourceName); 

         String response = 

r.type(MediaType.MULTIPART_FORM_DATA).accept(MediaType.TEXT_PLAIN_TY

PE).post(String.class, form); 

         System.out.println("Ontology " + ontologyIRI + "/" + 

versionIRI + " loaded: " + response); 

      }     
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   } 

   System.out.println("Repository loaded"); 

 

Some other methods (those ones who rely on GET requests) can just by invoked by 

introducing a simple URL into a web browser. Figure SWAS-7 shows Get ontology version 

invocation using this mechanism.  

 
Figure SWAS-7: Invoking Get ontology version using web browser 

 

As a matter of example of the method GetOntologyVersion see below the request and 

expected response of the service:  

Verb  URI  Description  

GET  /ontologies/{ontologyIRI}/{versionIRI}  
Retrieves the ontology field identified by a given 

ontology IRI and version IRI  

Response codes:  

 HTTP/1.1 200 - If the ontology is succesfully retrieved from the registry  

 HTTP/1.1 404 - If there is no ontology in the registry identified by given ontology IRI 

and version IRI  

 HTTP/1.1 500 - If there are some unidentified error.  

Request example:  

GET /ontology-registry-service/webresources/ontology-

registry/ontologies/merm.owl/7 HTTP/1.1 

Host: localhost:8080 

Accept: 

text/html,application/xhtml+xml,application/xml;q=0.9,*/*;q=0.8 

Response example:  

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/File:GetOntologyVersion-Browser-FIWARE.jpg
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Content-Type: application/xml 

  

<?xml version="1.0"?> 

  

 <!DOCTYPE rdf:RDF [ 

    <!ENTITY sioc "http://rdfs.org/sioc/ns#" > 

    <!ENTITY dcterms "http://purl.org/dc/terms/" > 

    <!ENTITY foaf "http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/" > 

    <!ENTITY sawsdl "http://www.w3.org/ns/sawsdl#" > 

    <!ENTITY owl "http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#" > 

    <!ENTITY swrl "http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#" > 

    <!ENTITY owl2 "http://www.w3.org/2006/12/owl2#" > 

    <!ENTITY dc "http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/" > 

    <!ENTITY posm "http://www.wsmo.org/ns/posm/0.1#" > 

    <!ENTITY swrlb "http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#" > 

    <!ENTITY swrlx "http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlx#" > 

    <!ENTITY xsd "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#" > 

    <!ENTITY rdfs "http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#" > 

    <!ENTITY rdf "http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" > 

    <!ENTITY so "http://knoesis.wright.edu/ssw/ont/sensor-

observation.owl#" > 

 ]> 

  

 <rdf:RDF xmlns="http://www.tatoo-fp7.eu/tatooweb/merm#" 

     xml:base="http://www.tatoo-fp7.eu/tatooweb/merm" 

     xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/" 

     xmlns:foaf="http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/" 

     xmlns:so="http://knoesis.wright.edu/ssw/ont/sensor-

observation.owl#" 

     xmlns:swrlx="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlx#" 

     xmlns:sawsdl="http://www.w3.org/ns/sawsdl#" 

     xmlns:owl2="http://www.w3.org/2006/12/owl2#" 

     xmlns:dcterms="http://purl.org/dc/terms/" 

     xmlns:sioc="http://rdfs.org/sioc/ns#" 

     xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#" 

     xmlns:swrl="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrl#" 

     xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#" 
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     xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#" 

     xmlns:swrlb="http://www.w3.org/2003/11/swrlb#" 

     xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" 

     xmlns:posm="http://www.wsmo.org/ns/posm/0.1#"> 

  

    <owl:Ontology rdf:about="http://www.tatoo-fp7.eu/tatooweb/merm"> 

        <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.tatoo-

fp7.eu/tatooweb/foaf_pruned"/> 

        <owl:imports rdf:resource="http://www.tatoo-

fp7.eu/tatooweb/V1_0/sioc_pruned"/> 

    </owl:Ontology> 

  

    <!--  

    

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

/////////////////// 

    // 

    // Annotation properties 

    // 

    

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

/////////////////// 

     --> 

   

    <owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://www.tatoo-

fp7.eu/tatooweb/merm#hasEvaluationMetric"> 

        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en">has Evaluation Metric</rdfs:label> 

        <rdfs:range rdf:resource="&xsd;String"/> 

    </owl:DatatypeProperty> 

    <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="http://www.tatoo-

fp7.eu/tatooweb/merm#dateEvaluated"> 

        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en">date evaluated</rdfs:label> 

        <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.tatoo-

fp7.eu/tatooweb/merm#Evaluation"/> 

        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://www.tatoo-

fp7.eu/tatooweb/merm#dateProvided"/> 

    </owl:ObjectProperty> 

  

    <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about="&dc;publisher"> 

        <rdfs:label xml:lang="en">publisher</rdfs:label> 
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        <rdfs:comment>The person who publishes the resource in real 

world</rdfs:comment> 

        <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.tatoo-

fp7.eu/tatooweb/merm#Resource"/> 

        <rdfs:range rdf:resource="&foaf;Agent"/> 

    </owl:ObjectProperty> 

 ... 


